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**Résumés / Summaries**

Les textes de résumé proviennent principalement des éditeurs.
The texts of the publications summaries mainly come from the editors.

**E-books**
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Comité International Olympique / International Olympic Committee

Barker, Philip
Five rings over Britain: the IOC Sessions in London and Birmingham
CIO MA 25889  * classif.: 327:062
The IOC met London for the first time in 1904 and have since held four sessions on the British soil.

Decision time!: IOC to choose president, host city and 28th sport in Buenos Aires
IN: Sportcal magazine, No 30(July 2013)
Contains:
The new IOC president: the most important of three big decisions in Buenos Aires / by Callum Murray
Judgement day looms for Olympic candidates cities / by Jonathan Rest
IOC’s Executive Board set for embarrassment over 2020 Olympic programme vote – whichever sport is chosen / by Callum Murray and Jonathan Rest

IOC 125th Session Buenos Aires
IN: AIPS magazine, no 3(2013), pp. 36-45
Contains (among others):
Tommaso I / by Gianni Merlo
Olympic nation chooses its king / by Evelyn Watta
Tokyo is back / by Evelyn Watta
How wrestling fought back

IOC Session special
IN: Sportbusiness international, No 192(August 2012), pp. 30-45
Contains:
The last word - Jacques Rogge reveals the highs and lows of his time as International Olympic Committee (IOC) President and explain what he believes are the future challenges for his successor.
The shortlist – presentation of the candidates
A sporting chance - Squash, wrestling and a joint baseball and softball bid are currently facing one of their biggest changes as they compete to be voted onto the 2020 Olympic Games schedule next month in Buenos Aires. Owen Evans looks at the potential fallout.
One final pitch - Owen Evans asks each bid leader for their reactions to the IOC report, how their presentations to the Olympic Movement went and how they are addressing IOC concerns at this crucial stage of the race.
Purdue, David E.J.  
**An (in)convenient truce? Paralympic stakeholders’ reflections on the Olympic–Paralympic relationship**  
*Formal contractual agreements between the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and International Paralympic Committee (IPC) evince the closer relationship that has been negotiated in recent times between the governing bodies of the Olympic and Paralympic sporting movements. This article explores the IOC–IPC relationship using Paralympic stakeholder perspectives, gathered via semistructured interviews. Utilizing Bourdieusian theory, these insights are analyzed and highlight the complex contestation for multiple forms of capital that occurs at the intersection of Olympic and Paralympic sport. Discussion focuses on perceived similarities between the Olympic and Paralympic Movements, before considering IOC–IPC contractual and economic relationships. Finally, concerns are voiced that to market Paralympians as the same as Olympians risks marginalizing certain individuals with impairments, and alienating disabled people in general.*

Who will be next? The person emerging victorious will have to create a solid team to reign from the very start  
IN: *AIPS magazine*, No 2(2013), pp. 36-39

---

**Mouvement olympique / Olympic Movement**

Centre international pour la trêve olympique  
**Imaginez la paix**  
Lausanne: Centre international pour la trêve olympique, 2012  
CIO MA 25966 * classif.: 327:01

CIO, Département des relations avec les CNO  
**Journée olympique: dossier de lancement pour les Comités nationaux olympiques**  
Lausanne: Comité international olympique, 2013  
CIO MA 26136/2013 * classif.: 327(04)

Comité Olímpico Ecuatoriano  
**Historia del movimiento olímpico ecuatoriano**  
CIO MA 26067 * classif.: 079(866)

*La misma consta de 196 páginas a full color y rememora los inicios del deporte nacional y sus más grandes momentos; este trabajo de recopilación e investigación de datos le fue encomendado al historiador guayaquileño Alberto Sánchez Varas.*
Durántez Corral, Conrado
**El Comité Olímpico Español: un siglo de historia**
The National Olympic Committees were born, evolved and consolidated in such a way that their histories are usually somewhat unfortunate. On one hand, the initial difficulties were caused by the misinterpretation of the philosophical ideology proposed by Pierre de Coubertin, and on the other hand, they were caused by a general lack of official support, accompanied by the temporary nature of their activities, considering that the Committees were set up for the Olympic Games of one specific Olympiad. The historical evolution of the Spanish Olympic Committee also followed this pattern and due to both the political and historical vicissitudes, at the end of 1921, after the death of its founder, the Marqués de Villamejor, the Spanish Olympic Committee ceased to exist. It was later reformed in 1924 in Barcelona at the request of Barón de Güell.

García García, José Miguel
**Acta de constitución oficial y miembros del Comité Olímpico Español de 1912**
CIO MA 25998 * classif.: 079(46)

International Olympic Truce Center
**Imagine peace**
Lausanne: Centre international pour la trêve olympique, 2012
CIO MA 25967 * classif.: 327:01

Kidd, Bruce
**Critical support for sport: special issue**
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(4), May 2013
This special issue contains articles written by Bruce Kidd during his whole career.
Table of contents (non-exhaustive):
- The philosophy of excellence: Olympic performances, class power and the Canadian state
- A new orientation to the Olympic Games
- Another world is possible: recapturing alternative Olympic histories, imagining different Games
- Canadian opposition to the 1936 Olympics in Germany
- Seoul to the World, the World to Seoul”... and Ben Johnson: Canada at the 1988 Olympics
- Psychological aspects of the experiences of athletes in the Olympic Villages: issues and challenges
- The culture wars of the Montreal Olympics
- The Olympic Movement and the sports–media complex
Olympisme / Olympism

Amann, Dominique
L’écrivain toulonnais Jean Aicard et la création des Jeux Olympiques modernes: (Paris, Congrès international athlétique, juin 1894)
2ème éd. revue et augmentée. – Toulon: [s.n.], 2012. – 44 p.: ill.
CIO MA 25420 * classif.: 327:061*1894"

Comité International Olympique
Lausanne: Comité International Olympique, 2013
CIO CA 364 * classif.: 327:33

Hofmann, Annette R
Olympia als Bildungsidee: Beiträge zur olympischen Geschichte und Pädagogik
CIO MA 25906 * classif.: 327:037

Mangan, James Anthony
The Olympic culture: an introduction
CIO MA 25973 * classif.: 327
The Olympic Movement is a unique cultural phenomenon. It has not only competitions, but also values which guide the Movement. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the Olympic Movement in the context of culture in order to understand fully the nature of the Movement and demonstrate the similarity of the Movement to other social manifestations such as education and art. Olympic culture relates to the symbols, myths, ceremonies, values and artefacts that surround and permeate the Olympics. The aim of the Olympic culture course is to examine closely all aspects of the modern Olympic Games and Olympism in order to offer a comprehensive understanding of two key aspects of the Modern Olympic cultures: its historical developments and its present fundamental characteristics and the nature of the tensions created in the process of its evolution which have led to recent reforms.
Présidents / Presidents

Bouchet, Sylvain
*La mise en scène est de Pierre de Coubertin*
CIO MA 26091 * classif.: 327:92 COU

Ce livre est le récit du plus grand désir de Pierre de Coubertin : celui d'allier l'art à l'olympisme. De la vaine tentative d'introduction des concours artistiques à l'apothéose de la mise en scène des cérémonies d'ouverture et de clôture, on suit comme un roman le cheminement d'un esthète et d'un artiste particulièrement curieux.

Dittrich, Michael
*Pierre de Coubertin: hier et aujourd'hui: version actualisée à l'occasion du 150ème anniversaire de Pierre de Coubertin = Pierre de Coubertin: yesterday and today: updated version on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the birth of Pierre de Coubertin*
Lausanne: Comité international Pierre de Coubertin, 2013. – 1 DVD vidéo (30')
CIO DA 193 * classif.: 327:92 COU

Durántez, Conrado
*Coubertin, the Marquis of Villamejor and the Spanish Olympic Committee*
IN: Journal of Olympic history, Vol. 21(2), 2013, pp. 40-45

Evans, Owen
*Face off*
The race to succeed Jacques Rogge as President of the IOC will come to a dramatic climax next year at the 125th IOC Session in Buenos Aires. Owen Evans spoke to a group of Olympic insiders to discover who the leading contenders are for the top job in sport.

Müller, Nobert ; Schantz, Otto (eds)
*Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937): oeuvres complètes: publiées à l'occasion de son 150ème anniversaire / Complete works: published on the occasion of his 150th anniversary*
Lausanne: Comité international Pierre de Coubertin, 2013. – 1 DVD
CIO DA 199 * classif.: 327:92 COU

Ce DVD comporte la première édition des œuvres complètes du fondateur des Jeux Olympiques modernes, du français Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937). La collection de ses écrits est le résultat de 30 années de recherche par les professeurs Norbert Müller (Université de Mayence) et Otto Schantz (Université de Coblenze). La totalité des écrits présentés sur ce DVD s'élève à environ 16'000 pages imprimées. Le contenu est réparti en 4 parties : 34 livres, 57 brochures, opuscules et tirages à part, 46 tracts et affiches et 1224 articles dans des périodiques ou livres.
Rogge, Jacques

De Coubertin's legacy lives on
IN: AIPS magazine, no 4(2012), pp. 38-40
Jacques Rogge celebrates the 150th anniversary of the founder of the modern Olympic Games.

Spécial 150 ans de la naissance de Pierre de Coubertin
IN: La Gazette Coubertin, no 32-33, 2nd semestre 2012 / 1st semestre 2013
Contient:
Coubertin metteur en scène / par Sylvain Bouchet
Paris – Athinaï: la rénovation olympique comme allégorie / par Patrick Clastres
Pierre de Coubertin l'humaniste / par Geoffroy de Navacelle
L'univers de Pierre de Coubertin / par Philippe Brossard-Lotz
Jean Aicard au Congrès de la Sorbonne 1894 / par Philippe Brossard-Lotz

Terret, Thierry

Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937): a proponent of sporting masculinity
IN: Journal of Olympic history, Vol. 21, no 1(2013), pp. 4-7
Jeux Olympiques / Olympic Games

Candidatures 2024

Evans, Owen
Raising the Olympic bar
IN: Sportbusiness international, No 186(Feb. 2013), pp. 24-25
With the race to host the 2020 Summer Olympic Games the least competitive for decades, pressure is on the IOC to raise the bidding bar for the 2024 Games. Owen Evans assesses the likely candidates.

Candidatures 2022

International Olympic Committee
2022 candidature acceptance procedure and questionnaire: XXIV Olympic Winter Games
The "2022 candidacy acceptance procedure and questionnaire" is the document provided by the IOC to applicant cities in the first phase of the bid process. It contains explanations about the various steps of the application phase until the selection of Candidate Cities by the IOC Executive Board in July 2014.

Candidatures 2020

Comité International Olympique
Rapport de la Commission d’évaluation pour 2020: Jeux de la XXIIe Olympiade
La commission d’évaluation du CIO pour les Jeux de la XXXIIe Olympiade en 2020 a le plaisir de présenter les résultats de son évaluation des trois villes candidates aux Jeux Olympiques de 2020: Istanbul, Tokyo et Madrid. La mission de la commission consiste à effectuer une analyse technique détaillée des quatre villes candidates afin d’aider le CIO lors de l’importante décision que sera l’élection de la ville hôte des Jeux de 2020 en vérifiant les informations soumises dans le dossier de candidature et en déterminant si les plans proposés sont réalisables. Ce rapport reflète l’opinion unanime de la commission et a été signé par tous ses membres. Il a pris en considération toutes les informations reçues jusqu’au départ de la commission de chaque ville.
The IOC Evaluation Commission for the Games of the XXXII Olympiad in 2020 is pleased to present the results of its evaluation of the three Candidate Cities for the 2020 Olympic Games: Istanbul, Tokyo and Madrid. The Commission's task is to prepare a technical report to assist the IOC members in the important decision of electing the 2020 Host City by verifying the information provided in the Candidature File and determining whether the plans proposed are feasible. This report reflects the unanimous opinion of the Commission and has been signed by its members. It takes into consideration all information received up until the end of the visit to each respective city.

**Article**

**Olympic fever**

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 190, June 2013, pp. 28-30

Istanbul and Madrid stand in the way of Tokyo landing the 2020 Olympic Games. Owen Evans speaks to Tokyo 2020 sports director Yuko Arakida to assess the Japanese capital's chances.

**Roberts, Kevin**

**Brand bidding**

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 189, May 2013, pp. 56-61

Kevin Roberts, CEO of Saatchi & Saatchi and the brains behind advertising campaigns for some of the world’s biggest brands, gives his view on the race to host the 2020 Olympic Games and the current shape of sports event bidding.

**Istanbul**

**Evans, Owen**

**Turkey’s time**

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 40-41

The country that straddles two continents is aiming to become the sole destination for sport's biggest events over the next decade. Owen Evans spoke to Istanbul 2020 Olympic Bid CEO Hasan Arat to find out why Turkey feels it is ready.

**Istanbul 2020 Candidate City**

IN: Istanbul 2020

Istanbul: Istanbul 2020 Candidate City, 2013. – 3 vol.: ill. + 1 CD-ROM

CIO MA 25787/1-3 * classif.: 732 IST / CIO CA 360 * classif.: 732 IST

Dossier de candidature d'Istanbul pour les Jeux olympiques d'été de 2020.

Istanbul's candidature file for the Olympic Summer Games 2020.

**Istanbul 2020 Candidate City**

IN: Istanbul 2020

Istanbul: Istanbul 2020 Candidate City, 2013. – 24 p.: ill.

CIO MA 26147 * classif.: 732 IST

Promotional document relating to the Istanbul 2020 bid.
Now is time for Istanbul
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 46-47
Q&A with Hasan Arat, Chairman of Istanbul's bid to host the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

Powers, Michael
Centres of excellence
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 42-43
Several bids to host the Olympic Games and successes in staging other major global sports events have seen numerous international-level sports facilities pop up in Istanbul and across Turkey. Michael Powers picks out a selection of the best.

Madrid

Madrid 2020 Candidate City
Illuminate the future
Madrid: Madrid 2020 Candidate City, 2013. – 1 vol.
CIO MA 26146 * classif.: 732 MAD
Promotional document relating to the Madrid 2020 bid.

Tokyo

Tokyo 2020 Candidate City
Is Japan cool?: Tokyo 2020
CIO MA 26145 * classif.: 732 TOK
Promotional document relating to the Tokyo 2020 bid.
Tokyo 2020 candidate City: special report
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 190, June 2013, pp. 37-44

Contains:
In safe hands – Tsunekazu Takeda, President of the Japanese Olympic Committee (JOC) and Tokyo’s bid for the 2020 Olympic Games, explains why his capital’s bid is “a safe pair of hands that can be trusted in uncertain times”.
Tokyo’s star supporters – Some of the world’s top sports stars from both home and abroad, including Olympic legend Carl Lewis, have offered their support for Tokyo’s 2020 Games bid.
Major business backing – This April, Japanese fashion retail chain AOKI Holdings became the 18th official partner of Tokyo’s bid for the 2020 Olympic Games, extending the bid’s huge amount of support from the Japanese corporate world.
The venue plan – Tokyo’s 2020’s venue plan has been refined from the city’s 2016 Olympic bid and features a mix of historic, new-build and temporary venues.

Candidatures

Bandyopadhyay, Kausik
In search of an Olympic legacy: the story of India’s failed Olympic bid
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 17 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-8
After India successfully organized the 1982 Asian Games in Delhi, the long-term plan was to bid for the 1992 Summer Olympic Games. While India did indeed go on to bid for the Olympics, which was ultimately awarded to Barcelona, its appalling failure in the process did not appear to leave any viable foothold upon which to build in future years. This study aims to re-examine the story of Indian Olympic Association’s failed bid for the 1992 Olympics, which among other regrettable outcomes, tarnished India’s image as an Olympic nation and sporting entity.

Bennett, Larry… [et al.]
The political and civic implications of Chicago’s unsuccessful bid to host the 2016 Olympic Games
IN: Journal of sport and social issues, 27 Aug. 2013, Ahead of print, pp.1-20
Between 2006 and 2009, Chicago’s political and civic leadership developed a bid to host the 2016 Olympic Games. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) ultimately selected Rio de Janeiro to host the 2016 Games, with Chicago finishing fourth among the finalist cities in the October 2009 IOC voting. This article is based on 20 key informant interviews with members and staff of the Chicago 2016 Committee, neighborhood activists and organizational staff in projected Olympic “venue” neighborhoods, and three “unaffiliated” civic leaders. The aim of the interviews was to determine—in light of the failed 2016 Olympic bid—if Chicago’s leadership had effected a process of what urban regime theorists term “social learning,” collective retrospection that can lead to the pursuit of more successful future civic ventures. The evidence provided by these interviews suggests that not only has there been little civic retrospection by Chicago’s leadership, but also that processes put in place to promote the Chicago bid to international and local constituencies actually inhibited the ability of local elites to learn from past action.
This article explores economic, cultural and political facets of globalization through an analysis of the Olympic host city selection process. Rhetorical and statistical evidence illustrates that the Olympic bid process has become increasingly about demonstrating that one may be understood as a competitive global city. At the same time, the International Olympic Committee's ultimate decision also accounts for which city is the most locally distinctive. Furthermore, position and connectivity within global networks have 'political' ramifications that impact host selection. Ultimately, playing with the world's elite requires homogeneity in structural competency and networking potential across space, and simultaneous demonstration of maximal local qualitative difference. Consideration of Chicago's unsuccessful bid for the 2016 Games supports these conclusions. This empirical case study in globalization reveals the logic behind Olympic host outcomes while demonstrating how place and difference remain crucial to today's 'global'.

Rio de Janeiro 2016

De Almeida, Bárbara; Schausteck, Marchi Júnior; Pike, Elizabeth
The 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games and Brazil's soft power
The economic growth of nations such as Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa starred a new order into the global power balance. For Brazil, winning the rights to host sport mega events gave the country recognition and symbolic power in the international arena. The ensuing expectation is to increase these achievements while staging the events and to sustain the profits to a remarkable level of 'soft power'. Using the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic election as a starting point, this paper aims to reveal how sport has been used as a strategy of foreign policy to improve the country's soft power. After reviewing some key features of the Brazilian political and economic context, and the foreign policy agenda in the 2000s and the 2016 election, it is shown that sport mega events support and reflect the intention of many Brazilian political officials intention to increase the status of Brazil in the international sphere.
Evans, Owen  
**Raising the stakes, Rio style**  
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 22-23  
Security problems, empty seats and question marks around the future of the Olympic stadium, are some of the black marks against last summer’s London Games. Owen Evans visited Brazil last month to find out how Rio 2016 COO Leo Gryner plans to right London’s wrongs.

Evans, Owen  
**The Olympic employer**  
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 189, May 2013, pp. 92-93  
As human resource director for the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, Henrique Gonzalez is the man with the keys to any applicant looking to get through the Olympic door. He told Owen Evans what he looks for when hiring the best staff from around the world.

**Gold standard broadcasting**  
IN: Sportbusiness international, No 187, March 2013, pp. 74-75  
Dave Gordon, the former Head of Events at the BBC who left the UK public-service broadcaster after 40 years last December, looks at how 2016 Olympic Games broadcasters can raise their game on London 2012.

**Looking to Rio 2016: planning, working, growing: a promising future that is transforming the sporting scene in Brazil**  
IN: Planet Canoe : the official publication of the International Canoe Federation, 2013, pp. 92-94

Reis, Arianne C.; Sousa-Mast, Fabiana R.  
**Rio 2016 and sport legacies: the legacies of the Olympic Games for youth at-risk in Rio de Janeiro: final research report**  
Postgraduate research grant programme 2012 Olympic Studies Centre, International Olympic Committee. – Three years after the announcement of Rio de Janeiro as the host city of the 2016 Olympic Games and less than four years prior to the event taking place, seems to be an appropriate time to ask how the local population perceive the current and potential legacies of Rio 2016 will affect their sport participation rates, particularly for children and youth. This study was developed following a case study approach focusing on four public sport facilities, the Vilas Olímpicas, and on the challenges faced by the users of these facilities within the context of the city’s “sport decade”. In addition, all government-funded sport programmes available within Cidade de Deus, a low-income community located on the fringes of one of the Vila Olímpicas as well as bordering the location of the future Rio 2016 Olympic Park, were further investigated. Results indicate that, despite being one of the key areas of the Rio 2016 Legacy Plan, sport development initiatives aimed at promoting sport participation have not, so far, been extensively felt or successful in reaching the people who are in most need. It seems, therefore, that increasing mass sport participation in Rio de Janeiro is not ranking highly in the legacy agenda.
Schissel, Lana
**Rio 2016: mega-event urban planning politics and anti-Olympics protest**
CIO MA 26189 * classif.: 731(086)
Today’s sporting mega-events are a globally recognized urban spectacle for their capacity to stimulate economic growth, revitalize urban cityscapes and promote their respective metropolis to a transnational audience. Yet there is a growing literature documenting the negative impacts that sporting mega-events have on the quality of life of host-city residents. This four-part analysis uses the case study of the Rio 2016 Olympics to show how the exigencies of mega-event preparations temporarily suspend the form and function of public institutions, binding them to the service of private capital, rather than to the provision of public services and the protection of civic rights. In recognizing the democratic deficit that is created when cities host sporting mega-events, this work problematizes the current, local nature of anti-Olympic resistance occurring in Rio.

Silvestre, Gabriel
**An Olympic city in the making: Rio de Janeiro mega-event strategy 1993-2016**
Postgraduate research grant programme 2012 Olympic Studies Centre, International Olympic Committee.
In October 2009, the city of Rio de Janeiro was announced the host of the XXXI Olympic Games. The news came as surprise to many commentators which have previously placed the city as the underdog amidst more high-profile bids, but for those involved with the Brazilian bid the award was the culmination of a project initiated sixteen years earlier. During this period Rio de Janeiro's mega-event strategy evolved through failed Olympic bids, the hosting of the Pan American Games and the mobilisation of expert knowledge from former hosts and bid committees. However, despite the cumulative learning and the relational nature of the project a more nuanced perspective indicates how the strategy was part and parcel of a marked change in local urban politics, appreciated for the ability to leverage funding and accelerate urban development. This study reviews the pre-award years and its aftermath in order to document and interrogate the contested development of Rio mega-event strategy and examine the emerging geography of the city of the 2016 Games.

**Rio 2016 Organising Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games**

**Les Jeux Olympiques et Paralympiques sont les événements les plus importants du monde = The Olympic and Paralympic Games are the world’s greatest events**
CIO MA 26090 * classif.: 731 RIO

CIO MA 26087 * classif.: 731(04)

CIO MA 26073* classif.: 731(04)
CIO MA 25938 * classif.: 731(04)

Rapport de progrès: présenté à la 123e Session du CIO: Durban, juillet 2011 = Progress report: for the 123rd IOC Session : Durban, July 2011
CIO MA 26074 * classif.: 731(04)

CIO MA 26082 * classif.: 731(04)
The Rio 2016 Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games presents the first progress report to the ASOIF general meeting from late 2009 to March 2011.

Rio 2016 all over Brazil: pre-Games training programme = Rio 2016 en todo Brasil: programa de entrenamiento prejuegos
CIO MA 26083 * classif.: 731(04)

Rio 2016 Games of passion and transformation
CIO MA 26081 * classif.: 731(04)

Rio 2016 green champions: sustainability
CIO MA 26089 * classif.: 731(04)

CIO MA 26088 * classif.: 731(04)
Sotchi 2014 / Sochi 2014

Scharr, Kurt, Steinicke, Ernst
Sotschi/Sochi 2014: troubles in paradise?: Olympische Winterspiele zwischen Alpen und Kaukasus
CIO MA 25793 * classif.: 730.22(086)
Diese vorausgehende Analyse bildet einen Eckstein, die 2014 im russländischen Sotschi stattfindenden XXII. Olympischen Winterspiele einer kritischen Zwischenbilanz zu unterziehen.

Article
Sochi 2014 reveals its pictograms
IN: Biathlon world, no 28(2012), p. 18

Article
Winter wonderland
IN: Stadia, No 64(Nov. 2012), pp. 22-26
Dmitry Chernyshenko – CEO and President of Sochi 2014’s Organising Committee – discusses the Russian Federation's plans for hosting its first-ever Winter Olympic Games.

Organizing Committee for the XXII Olympic Winter Games and XI Paralympic Winter Games of 2014 in Sochi

Annual report: report

E-document

Implementation of green building standards: report

E-document

CIO MA 25795 * classif.: 730.22(04)
The Olympic Games impacts: summary report
Olympic and Paralympic Games impact studies are carried out as part of the Games host city’s obligations to the International Olympic Committee according to the methodology proposed in the technical manual in 2007. The objective of this study is to identify and assess the Games impact on the country, region and host city where the Games will be staged, and to evaluate the Games legacy for future Games organizers. The research methodology is based on the concept of sustainable development and the Games impact is analyzed in the context of three areas of development: economic, socio-cultural and environmental. The focus is on the long-term impact of the Games.

Sustainability report
The “Sustainability reports” reflects the activities of the Games organizers in the area of sustainability. The key goal of these reports is to provide accessible and transparent information about the initiatives and projects of key players involved in the organization and staging the Games for all interested parties.

Londres 2012 / London 2012

Article
XXX. Olympic Games London 2012 = XXXièmes Jeux Olympiques d’été Londres 2012
IN: Fila News, No 2(2012), pp. 5-22
Rapport et bilan de la FILA des concours de lutte aux Jeux Olympiques de Londres.

Armitt, John ; Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)
London 2012: a global showcase for UK plc
The Olympic Park is the story of UK plc written on an epic scale. It’s the story of expertise, imagination and ambition, of groundbreaking engineering, radical new approaches to sustainability, impeccable health and safety, and the highest standards of craftsmanship and professionalism. This reports and its recommendations, will help to ensure London 2012 delivers for businesses across the UK. They show how we can improve our knowledge and skills, enhance our global reputation, and boost our competitiveness in overseas markets off the back of the Games.

Boykoff, Jules ; Fussey, Pete
London’s shadow legacies: security and activism at the 2012 Olympics
IN: Contemporary social science: journal of the Academy of Social Sciences, 2 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print
When London organizers bid on the 2012 Summer Olympics, they promised an array of legacies, from economic and environmental to cultural and sport-related. In bid materials, Lord Sebastian Coe and his colleagues put forth a four-pronged vision for the Games: providing an unforgettable experience for athletes; forging a British sport legacy; regenerating East London economically and socially; and championing the Olympic Movement and the International Olympic Committee. But the 2012 London Olympics tendered a legacy not touted in bid materials: a revamped security state and riled-up activist communities. This article examines the dialectics of restriction and resistance: the ever-present dance between security forces and activists as they jockey for position and advantage in the public sphere. Drawing from government documents, media accounts, ethnographies and interviews with activists and security practitioners, the authors analyze these dialectics as played out in London in the run-up to, during and after the Olympics.
This book relives some of the most iconic moments - from the torch relay to the closing ceremonies - recording the joy and passion of the athletes, capturing the magical atmosphere and tracing BP’s journey as an Official Partner of the Olympic and Paralympic Games.

Did the Olympic games create a unique group of engaged sports fans across Europe? Richard Brinkman, Head of KantarSport at Kantar Media, sees how fans consumed the Games according to the company’s own research.

What did the 2012 Olympics tell us about who we are, who we were, and who we want to be? This book takes 2012 as a starting point for a debate on national identity, community cohesion, urban regeneration and the persistence of inequalities in British society - from the vantage point of East London not only as the main Olympic venue as but the main reason that Britain won its Olympic bid. The first half of the book looks at East London from the inside - including voices from East London communities and the Olympic Park workers - and from the outside - in the imagination of artists, social commentators and reformers. The second half examines the cultural strategies that were used to present an ‘Olympian’ vision of London to the world, and explores the rhetoric and reality of regeneration and legacy. The book includes a photo essay on the Olympic site, and original photographs by Jason Orton and John Claridge.

The quarterly updates explain the latest budget position for each period and outline some of the many wider economic and social benefits of the Games to the UK.

The objective of this study is to undertake a comprehensive and systematic meta-evaluation of the impacts and legacy of the 2012 Games. It will assess and document the outputs, outcomes, impacts, benefits of public sector investment in the 2012 legacy programme, for London and the rest of the UK. It covers direct and indirect effects, tangible and intangible effects, and intended and (positive and negative) unintended effects.
Dowling, Mathew ; Robinson, Leigh ; Washington, Marvin

Taking advantage of the London 2012 Olympic Games: corporate social responsibility through sport partnerships

IN: European sport management quarterly, 4 March 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-24

This research explores the ways in which corporate organizations leveraged corporate social responsibility (CSR) through a sport initiative that was conceived, implemented and mediated by the British Olympic Association (BOA) preceding the London 2012 Olympic Games. This research aimed to evaluate the initiative in order to understand the benefits, barriers and partnership working and sought to answer the question: how is CSR being leveraged through sport by corporate organizations in the lead up to mega-sporting events?

Edworthy, Sarah

The Olympic torch relay: follow the flame of London 2012

CIO MA 25794 * classif.: 066

Stunning photography and lively narrative explore the excitement of the Torch Relay as the countdown towards the London 2012 Games gathers pace. The book traces the route around the UK, week by week, celebrating the diverse regions in powerful images of landscape, buildings, banners and local specialities, from biscuits to beers. Evocative photography joins with amusing anecdotes and intriguing stories from spectators and torch bearers, as well as the perspective of "local heroes" competing in the London 2012 Games. "The Olympic Torch Relay" is a fascinating portrait of a nation full of expectation, poised on the brink of a sporting phenomenon.

First: the official film of the London 2012 Olympic Games
Grande-Bretagne: Revolver Entertainment, 2012. – 1 DVD-vidéo (zone 2) (104 min.)
CIO DA 197 * classif.: 730(086)

In the Summer of 2012, a dozen young people prepared to face their destiny at the London Olympic Games. This is the story of their unforgettable journey. Director Caroline Rowland meets 12 of them as they prepare for London 2012, giving us a glimpse into what defines them as people and as athletes. With unprecedented behind the scene access to the greatest moments of the Games, "First" is the closest you can get to experiencing the London 2012 Olympic Games.

Fletcher, Tom

On a rainbow: official London 2012 mascot song
CIO MA 25954 * classif.: 730(04)

The sheet music for "On a rainbow", the official London 2012 Olympic Mascots Song, arranged for piano, vocal and guitar.

Garcia, Beatriz ; with Cox, Tamsin

London 2012 Cultural Olympiad evaluation: final report
Liverpool: Institute of Cultural Capital, 2013. – 194 p. + 3 annexes

This report presents the full findings from the Institute of Cultural Capital evaluation of the London 2012 Cultural Olympiad, providing detailed evidence of the program's main achievements as well as explaining the challenges encountered throughout its ambitious four-year journey. Appendix 1: Technical information. – Appendix 2-6: Case studies. - Summary report: Reflections on the Cultural Olympiad and London 2012 Festival.
Garland, Nicholas
**Drawing the Games: a story of London 2012 commissioned by the Mayor of London**
CIO MB 1201 * classif.: 730(086)
Political cartoonist Nicholas Garland was commissioned by Boris Johnson to capture the Games. An event Garland has recorded using various mediums: gouache, woodcuts, ink and watercolors. His artistic memories are collated in this book, "Drawing the Games: a story of London 2012".

Girginov, Vassil
**The London Olympics**
This e-book tells the complete story of the 2012 Games from inception, through the successful bidding process and the planning and preparation phase, to delivery, the post-Games period and legacy. Written by a world-class team of international Olympic scholars, the book offers analysis of the full social, cultural, political, historical, economic and sporting context of the Games.

Hellborg, Anna-Maria; Hedenborg, Susanna
**The rocker and the heroine: gendered media representations of equestrian sports at the 2012 Olympics**
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 18 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-15
The purpose of this article is to analyse mediated gender relations in equestrian sports in two Swedish morning papers during the 2012 Olympic Games. The fact that men and women compete against each other in the same competitions regulated by the same rules evoked questions in this article regarding whether media reports on equestrian sports are freed from gender constructions and whether gender constructions are less visible in media reports on equestrian sports than in media reports on other sports or even dissolved altogether. The study demonstrates that the media narratives of both the female and male riders are complex and sometimes contradictory. Some narratives can be seen as (gender) norm-breaking, whereas others confirm gender stereotypes. This conclusion points to the possibility of media narratives of equestrian sports as including inclusive masculinity and femininity.

Hooper, Andy
**Capture the moment: a practical guide to sports photography: London 2012 and beyond**
CIO MA 25806 * classif.: 730(086)
"Capture the Moment" highlights the best opportunities for photography around London 2012 and gives tips on what can be legally photographed at London 2012 and advice on the legalities of uploading images to social networking sites. There are over 100 colour images to inspire readers and to illustrate top techniques from the most recent Olympic and Paralympic Games in Beijing, Athens and Sydney.

International Olympic Committee
**Marketing report: London 2012**
Lausanne: IOC, 2012
Rapport marketing du CIO sur les Jeux Olympiques de Londres 2012.
Marketing report from the IOC on the Olympic Games London 2012.
London 2012 Olympic Games: 11 days of canoeing splendor
IN: Planet Canoe : the official publication of the International Canoe Federation, 2013, pp. 64-91
Contains information on the competitions, legacy, social medias, interviews of athletes and photograpghies.

Moon, Russell
Days of wonders: inside the 2012 opening ceremony: a true story
Russell Moon, a volunteer performer in the London 2012 Olympic Opening Ceremony, gives us the inside story of the making of the greatest show on earth. In 194 gripping, moving and funny pages we follow his adventures from first audition to final jaw-dropping performance. We discover how, with the nation, he overcomes doubts and fears to discover unexpected triumph. And how the worst rain for 100 years turned into “The Golden Summer”. Along the way we meet Danny Boyle, Sebastian Coe, the Blokes in the Pub, the Mad Russian, Mercury Wings and the Hi-Vis girls. We learn the secrets of the Cave of Wonders, Nurse Sandwiches, bending chimneys, and VOM 1. With over 60 unique behind the scenes photographs and full cast list this is an inspirational and uplifting adventure not to be missed.

National Audit Office
The London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games: post-Games review: report by the Comptroller and auditor General, HC 794 session 2012-13, 5 December 2012
In a review of the London 2012 Games, the National Audit Office has underlined the success of the Games and stressed the importance of building on that success to deliver the promised legacy benefits.

Perryman, Mark (ed.)
London 2012: how was it for us?
This collection of critical reflections by world-class experts is not anti-Olympics nor against sport. The writers instead imaginatively address the reality of the Games’ impact, question what the ceremonies and Team GB represented, and deconstruct the organisers’ claims of economic regeneration and boosting participation. This an essential and exciting read for all who understand and appreciate that London 2012 meant something, but are unsure what.

Powell, Hilary ; Marrero-Guillamón, Isaac
The art of dissent: adventures in London’s Olympic state
“The Art of Dissent: adventures in London’s Olympic State” brings together a body of work that has emerged in response to the arrival of the Olympics in East London. Artists, writers, film makers, academics, photographers and activists intervene in the dominant discourse, language and images of regeneration and the Games. The book examines both the political economy of the mega-event and the silenced history of Lower Lea Valley, making a powerful case against the politics of erasure and the corporatisation of urban space. Issues of land grab, displacement, military urbanism and exceptional measures of legal protection are explored through essays, images, poetry, fiction and installations.
The secret Olympic diaries of Games maker

CIO MA 26212 * classif.: 730(086)

From Singapore to London; from hope to anxiety; from expectation to reality. The ordinary role of a Games maker, is not what this book portrays, but a slightly maverick insight into one volunteer’s extraordinary experience at the event of a lifetime, told with some humor and brilliant observations. Read it and go “behind the scenes’ of London 2012”.

The London Olympic Games: European perspectives: special issue
IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(7), May 2013

Table of contents:
- In the shadow of Myron: the impact of the discobolus on representations of Olympic sport from Victorian Britain to contemporary China / Mike O’Mahony
- Modern pentathlon at the London 2012 Olympics: between traditional heritage and modern changes for survival / Sandra Heck
- London is just around the corner: Belgium, Britain and sport / Pascal Delheye, Stijn Knuts & Thomas Ameye
- Monarchy, socialism and modern capitalism: Hungary’s participation in three London Olympic Games / Nikoletta Onyestyák
- From best to worst? Romania and its nostalgia for Olympic successes / Simona Petracovschi & Thierry Terret
- The Olympic Games in London 2012 from a Swedish media perspective / Susanna Hedenborg
- Close strangers or strange friends? The London Olympics and Anglo-Norwegian sports relations in a historical perspective / Matti Goksøyr

Wilkinson, Sam
Great lengths 2012: an artist residency during the construction of the Olympic Park: Neville Gabie
CIO MA 25759 * classif.: 072.5

Between 2010 and 2012, Neville Gabie was Artist in Residence for the Olympic Delivery Authority. Focusing on the emerging world-scale and world-class development of the Olympic Park in Stratford, east London, Gabie created a suite of new artworks that approach one of Great Britain’s largest construction projects in terms of the human body, and reflect upon the personal and social experiences of such a huge undertaking. This book presents and illuminates the temporary artworks made by Gabie, in which representations of duration and distance draw together the physical construction of the Olympic Park and the extremities and habits of human performance. Encompassing photography, film, installed objects, durational actions and a uniquely curated historic exhibition, the artworks reveal the sheer complexity and achievement of building both an Olympic Park and creating a new resource for London, expressing the excitement, uncertainty and triumph of going to great lengths.

The London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games

Retrouvez les titres du LOCOG sur notre bibliothèque numérique. La majorité des titres est également disponible en version imprimée à la Bibliothèque du CIO.

Find out the titles from the LOCOG on our digital library. The majority of them are also available in print at the IOC Library.
CIO MA 25755 * classif.: 730(04)

Art and culture in the Olympic park: April 2012
CIO MB 1193 * classif.: 730(04)

Athletes' transport guide: June 2012
CIO MA 25821 * classif.: 730(04)

Changes
Londres: LOCOG
CIO PA 468/1-2 * classif.: 730(04)
Contains: “Business newsletter” and “Resident's newsletter”.

Contractors' uniform: wear and care guide
CIO MA 25866 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25814 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25820 * classif.: 730(04)

Doping control procedures in brief: London 2012 = Le contrôle du dopage en bref
CIO MA 25917 * classif.: 730(04)

Driver information pack: London 2012
CIO MA 25869 * classif.: 730(04)
Flags and anthems manual London 2012: SPP final version
CIO MA 25837 * classif.: 730(04)

Fleet driver route book
CIO MA 25862 * classif.: 730(04)

Fleet drivers' handbook: April 2012
CIO MA 25861 * classif.: 730(04)

Games Family bus and coach staff handbook: a guide for staff in London depots: May 2012
CIO MA 25895 * classif.: 730(04)

Guest programme = Programme pour les invités
CIO MA 25864 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25836 * classif.: 730(04)
Procédures techniques élaborées par le LOCOG concernant le contrôle du dopage pour les Jeux de la XXXe Olympiade en 2012 à Londres.

Guide des athlètes et officiels d’équipe: Londres 2012
CIO MA 25829 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25854 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25831 * classif.: 730(04)
CIO MA 25874 * classif.: 730(04)

Guide du transport des athlètes: Juillet 2012
CIO MA 25839 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25822 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25834 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25833 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25853 * classif.: 730(04)

How London 2012 will change UK transport: October 2012
CIO MA 25813 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25754 * classif.: 730(04)

Inspire a generation
CIO MA 25848 * classif.: 730(04)

Inspire une génération
CIO MA 25847 * classif.: 730(04)
In your area: London 2012
CIO PA 469 * classif.: 730(04)

London 2012: chefs de mission manual
CIO MA 25828 * classif.: 730(04)
This “chefs de mission manual” will provide the NOCs and their delegation with the information to plan the team's participation at the London 2012 Olympic Games and the final policies and procedures that will apply.

London 2012 Olympic sailing competition: key documents
CIO MA 25934 * classif.: 730(04)

London 2012 venues
CIO MB 1190 * classif.: 730(04)

Marketing partners’ transport guide: June 2012
CIO MA 25824 * classif.: 730(04)

Media handbook: London 2012, 27 July - 12 August: June 2012
CIO MA 25832+1 * classif.: 730(04)

Media guide: London 2012 Olympic Games closing ceremony
CIO MA 25857 * classif.: 760(04)

Media guide: London 2012 Olympic Games opening ceremony
CIO MA 25858 * classif.: 730(04)

Media transport guide: june 2012
CIO MA 25823 * classif.: 730(04)
**My Games maker workbook: London 2012**
London: LOCOG, [2012]. – 1 classeur: ill. + 1 CD-Rom
CIO CA 363 * classif.: 730(04)
CIO MA 25935 * classif.: 730(04)

**Olympic and Paralympic Games veterinary and farrier services guide: London 2012**
CIO MA 25865 * classif.: 730(04)

**Olympic Games: Pharmacy guide: London 2012**
CIO MA 25818 * classif.: 730(04)

**Olympic torch relay: torchbearer handbook: London 2012**
CIO MA 25873 * classif.: 730(04)

**One team transport insider guide: 19 May to 9 September 2012**
CIO MA 25826 * classif.: 730(04)

CIO MA 25898 * classif.: 327:062“2012”

**Park life: Olympic park magazine**
Londres: LOCOG
CIO PA 470 * classif.: 730(04)

**Parking during the Games: important information that you will need about parking and permits in Hackney during the 2012 Games: July 2012**
CIO MA 25916 * classif.: 730(04)

**Photographers’ handbook: London 2012, 27 July-12 August : June 2012**
CIO MA 25856 * classif.: 730(04)
Road cycling race manual: road race and time trial : London 2012
CIO MA 25933 * classif.: 730(04)

Safety in numbers: a Games to be proud of
CIO MA 25863 * classif.: 730(04)

T3 transport services: July 2012
CIO MA 25915 * classif.: 730(04)

Taxi and private hire information handbook: July 2012
CIO MA 25868 * classif.: 730(04)

Team leaders’ guide: London 2012
CIO MA 25816/1-26b * classif.: 730(04)
One or several guides for each of the 26 sports at the program.

Team managers’ guide: London 2012
CIO MA 25817/1-26 * classif.: 703(04)
One guide for each of the 26 sports at the program.

Technical official's guide: London 2012
CIO MA 25815/1-26 * classif.: 730(04)
One guide for each of the 26 sports at the program.

Technical officials' transport guide: june 2012
CIO MA 25835 * classif.: 730(04)

Technical officials' uniform: wear and care guide
CIO MA 25871 * classif.: 730(04)

Travelling to the opening and closing ceremonies: London 2012
CIO MA 25914 * classif.: 730(04)
VAPP guide: helping you understand London 2012 vehicle access and parking permits: May 2012
CIO MA 25875 * classif.: 730(04)

Village life
Issue 1 (Wednesday 25 July 2012) - Issue 20 (Monday 13 August 2012)
Londres: LOCOG
CIO PB 56 * classif.: 730(04)

Full-text

Your uniform: wear and care guide
CIO MA 25872 * classif.: 730(04)

Brochures d’équipe / Team booklets

Comité Olypique et Interféderal Belge
Belgian Olympic team: London: 27 July - 12 August 2012
CIO MA 25969 * classif.: 730(086)

Hungarian Olympic Committee ; Török, Olivér (ed.)
Hungarian Olympic team London, 2012 = XXX. Nyári Olímpiai Játékok: Magyar Olímpiai csapat

E-document

Japanese Olympic Committee ; Reuters
London Olympic Japanese delegation: JOC official photobook 2012
CIO MA 26164 * classif.: 730(086)
Jurkin, Radica; Croatian Olympic Committee
*Croatian Olympic delegation: London 2012*

Kliment, Alexandr; Czech Olympic Committee
*Media guide: Czech olympic team: London 2012*

Latvijas Olimpiska Komiteja
*Latvija Londona: Latvia at the Games of the XXX Olympiad in London: 2012.27.07-12.08*
CIO MA 25776 * classif.: 730(086)

National Olympic Committee of Lithuania
*Leaders of the Lithuanian delegation*

San Marino National Olympic Committee
*San Marino London: XXX Olympic Games London 2012, 27 July - 12 August; Paralympic Games London, 29 August - 9 September*

United States Olympic Committee
Arning, Chris
Soft power, ideology and symbolic manipulation in Summer Olympic Games opening ceremonies: a semiotic analysis
IN: Social semiotics, Vol. 23(4), 2013, pp. 523-544
This paper is a semiotic analysis of Summer Olympic Games Opening ceremonies as performative texts. Owing to massive media attention, these events have become eagerly awaited global spectacles. However, with such a wide audience, the challenge is to convey both an Olympic welcome and something truly unique about the host city and nation. This creates a communication challenge and some interesting questions in terms of symbolism. Research into the content of Olympic Games ceremonies reveals an exercise both in forging internal cohesion and in projecting soft power. Soft power is an increasingly valuable currency in a multipolar world and opening ceremonies are a prime soft power opportunity. The paper seeks to uncover the ways successive Olympics Games Organizing Committees have sought to balance the competing communicational objectives of opening ceremonies through double coding. The author considers every ceremony from Moscow 1980 to London 2012 in this comparative semiotic analysis.

Bulatova, Maria… [et al.] ; National Olympic Committee of Ukraine
Olympic Games
CIO MA 26258/1-2 * classif.: 7:93

Espejo Macera, Patrick ; Comité Olímpico Peruano
Olímpica: 2700 años de historia de los Juegos Olímpicos
CIO MB 1197 * classif.: 7:93
Los Juegos Olímpicos que actualmente se celebran cada 4 años tienen una larga historia. De hecho, la primera fecha que se recoge en antiguos textos data de hace más de 2700 años, justo en el 776 a.C.

Greatest moments of the Olympic Games
[Grande-Bretagne]: Demand Media, 2012. – 1 DVD-vidéo (zone 2) (192 min.)
CIO DA 195 * classif.: 7:93
"Greatest moments" features a collection of 2-minute vignettes of the greatest and most inspiring moments that capture the true spirit of Olympic Games from Athens 1896 to Vancouver 2010. Drawing on some of the most memorable sporting achievements in the history of the Games, Greatest Moments delves into the human element of the competition to examine personal stories of endeavour and triumph by some of the world's most accomplished athletes.

Höfer, Andreas ; Deutsche Olympische Akademie Willi Daume
Von Olympia nach London: eine Reisebegleiter
Frankfurt am Main: DO SportBund, 2012. – 79 p.: ill.
CIO MA 25929 * classif.: 7:93
Miller, David
The official history of the Olympic Games and the IOC: Athens to London 1894-2012
CIO MA 25773 * classif.: 7:93
"The Official History of the Olympic Games and the IOC" gives an unparalleled account of the Olympic story from its beginnings in Athens 1894 to the present day, including an in-depth account of the London Olympics. This elaborate analysis is the definitive account of the world's foremost sporting spectacle.

Qatar Olympic & Sports Museum
Olympics: past and present
CIO MA 26155 * classif.: 7:93
Accompanying publication to the exhibition "Olympics: past and present" of the Qatar Olympic & Sports Museum from March 27 to June 30, 2013. – This book takes readers into the world of ancient Olympia and the modern Olympic Games. Filled with photographs, drawings, and maps, it explores the natural environment of the sanctuary and the important political and cultural role it played. Interspersed with the illustrations are fascinating essays that gather the latest information, records, and research making this one of the most comprehensive and up-to-date books on the topic.

Vancouver 2010
Bigalke, Zach
Dispatches from Vancouver: a non-traditional sports fan in America's view of the XXI Winter Olympiad
CIO MA 25943 * classif.: 729.21(086)
Opening with the tragedy of Nomar Kumartashvili's death in Whistler and concluding with one final gold for the hockey-mad home country, the fortnight of the Vancouver Olympics brought out the range of human emotion -- from gilded joy to funereal gloom. In this volume, Zach Bigalke utilizes both his daily dispatches from February 2010 and the benefit of hindsight to tell the multifaceted stories of those seventeen days.

Kodama, Erin ; Doherty, Alison ; Popovic, Megan
Front line insight: an auto-ethnography of the Vancouver 2010 volunteer experience
In: European sport management quarterly, Vol. 13(1), 2013, pp. 76-93
Building on a growing body of research regarding major sport event volunteerism, this paper shares the personal lived experience of the first author's involvement as a volunteer with the 2010 Winter Olympic Games held in Vancouver, Canada. Auto-ethnography was used to provide rich insight into the personal and cultural context of volunteering (Ellis & Bochner, 2000). The personal narrative is represented in six themes that reflect her most meaningful experiences leading up to, during and following the Games: (1) A figure skater's dream: making the cut, (2) Uncertainty: going with the flow, (3) The basics: training, (4) 'Blue team': volunteer culture, (5) An Olympic spirit is born: leisure time, and (6) Returning home: prestige. The narratives are compared and contrasted with the major sport event volunteer literature to understand their alignment with the existing body of research and to consider the further insights they provide.
Dodge, Patrick Shaou-Whea
The performance of intercultural communication: China's "New Face" and the 2008 Beijing Olympics
CIO MA 25885 * classif.: 729(086)
This dissertation explores Chinese communication practices. The author focuses on the performance of intercultural communication and how the "New Face" of China was performed to the world and in day-to-day intercultural communication encounters during the 2008 Olympics. He analyzes the Olympic volunteer training manual as well as interviewed Beijing Olympic volunteers about their encounters with international visitors. Specifically, he discusses why the Olympics were a crucial moment for China to unveil its "New Face" to the world, what the "New Face" of China entails, and the reasons why China is in need of a new image on the world stage.

Huang, Ying ; Fahmy, Shahiva
Picturing a journey of protest or a journey of harmony? Comparing the visual framing of the 2008 Olympic torch relay in the US versus the Chinese press
IN: Media, war & conflict, Vol. 6(3), Dec. 2013, pp. 191-206
In examining details of the international journey of the 2008 Olympic torch relay in the US and Chinese press, results revealed that US photos emphasized the protest frame by showing unsupported visuals of the torch relay and focusing on human rights/Tibetan independence. The Chinese dailies, on the other hand, emphasized the success of the torch relay while focusing on the harmony frame. These frames reflected each country's news and societal values regarding the conflict under study, its policy towards Tibet, and its level of support for the Olympics in Beijing. In addition to these findings, the authors propose a framework of visual–textual consistency to access the relationship between visual and textual information. Therefore, this study not only adds to the body of work in visual communication by exploring the visual coverage of a controversial Olympic event in a cross-cultural context, offering a broader understanding of the intertwined relationship between media, conflict, and sports, but also contributes to framing theory by examining captions that build contrasting visual frames within a conflict setting.

Marshall, Peter... [et al.]
Beijing 2008: Olympic memories
CIO MA 25884 * classif.: 729(086)
The Games of the 29th Olympiad were recognised around the world as among the best ever. They were the Games of Usain Bolt, with his three sprint gold medals and world records, and of Michael Phelps, who won eight golds. This review brings together all the highlights from the iconic Bird's Nest stadium, the Water Cube, the Beijing velodrome and all the other venues.

Yang, Mei
Olympic ideology and the 2008 torch relay in British and Chinese elite media: a critical discourse analysis
CIO MA 26042 * classif.: 729(086)
Athènes 2004 / Athens 2004

Angelopoulos, Gianna
My Greek drama: life, love, and one woman’s Olympic effort to bring glory to her country
CIO MA 26127 * classif.: 079:92 ANG
In 1996, the prime minister of Greece appointed Gianna Angelopoulos to lead the country’s successful campaign to host the 2004 Olympic Games. In 2000, when slow progress and gridlocked bureaucracy put Athens in danger of losing the Games, she was asked to assume the presidency of the Athens 2004 Organizing Committee and save the project. Standing alone in the VIP box of the Olympic Games in 2004, Gianna Angelopoulos began to dance. The world had doubted Greece’s ability to successfully stage this global event. She danced to celebrate the efforts of all Greeks and her own to host a phenomenally successful Games, an effort that showed the world a new Greece, a Greece worthy of its illustrious heritage. Little did she know that a few years later her country would abandon the lessons of the Olympics and become embroiled in a political and economic crisis that would devastate Greece, and threaten the economic security of Europe. In “My Greek Drama”, Gianna Angelopoulos- known in her home country simply as “Gianna” - has written a memoir that is as much about Greece's journey as her own.

Los Angeles 1984

Sanders, Barry A.
The Los Angeles 1984 Olympic Games
CIO MA 26248 * classif.: 723(086)
The Games of the XXIII Olympiad, Los Angeles 1984, reimagined the Olympic Games and reinvigorated a troubled Olympic movement. Its innovations included the following: a nationwide torch relay that yielded millions for children’s charities; an arts festival that surpassed any prior efforts; the first Opening Ceremony featuring a professional theatrical extravaganza; new sports disciplines, such as distance races for women, windsurfing, synchronized swimming, heptathlon, and rhythmic gymnastics; an army of volunteers; vast increases in sponsorship and television revenue while avoiding commercialization and keeping expenses low using existing facilities; and a financial surplus of over $232 million, which has endowed sports for youngsters in the Los Angeles area to this day - all through a privately financed organizing committee without government contributions.

Lake Placid 1980

Burgess, Michael
A long shot to glory: how Lake Placid saved the Winter Olympics and restored the nation’s pride
CIO MA 25926 * classif.: 722.13(086)
The excitement and drama in Lake Placid gave the Games a huge lift of enthusiasm and popularity when some had even come to believe that staging the Olympics was no longer affordable for many communities and that perhaps the 1980 Winter Games should be cancelled entirely. Indeed, as the Games began, a US News and World Report magazine questioned whether the Lake Placid Games were the “last Olympics.” Few remember that the 1980 Games were never supposed to take place in Lake Placid. They came to the small village because of unexpected events which unfolded and made the two weeks in the remote Adirondacks before a worldwide audience of nearly a billion viewers one of the most dramatic times in the modern era of sports, media and politics. It would not be too much of a stretch to say that the Lake Placid Games, which brought the “Miracle on Ice,” saved the Winter Olympics in 1980 and greatly enhanced them for the future.
Munich 1972

Article

Krüger, Michael F., Nielsen, Stefan, Becker, Christian
The Munich Olympic 1972: its impact on the relationship between state, sports and anti-doping policy in West German
In: Sport in history, 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-24
This article about doping and anti-doping measures and policy in West Germany in the context of the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich is part of a research project about 'Doping and Anti-Doping in West-Germany', supported by the German Government. The intention of this paper is to describe, analyse and discuss the process of changing relationships between state (including various governing sports bodies) and sport (including the German sport associations and federations) in West Germany in the context of the Munich Olympics, and how doping and anti-doping was dealt with in national and international high-level sports. The paper is based on relevant archives and documents from governmental and sports organizations, as well as on the current German and international state-of-the-art of doping (and anti-doping) research.

Negrelli, Alexander
Kommando Otl Aicher
Maastricht: Jan van Eyck Academie Publ., 2012. – 262 p.: ill. – ISBN 9789072076557
CIO MA 26210 * classif.: 720(086)
A book about the visual identity of the Olympic Games in 1972, about terrorists, their design, about war, gold medals, movies, sneakers, politics, maps, architecture, logos, pictograms and colored dogs. And about Otl Aicher.

Schiller, Kay ; Young, Chris
Munich ’72: selling the Games to foreign audiences and at home
IN: Sport in history, Vol. 33(3) 2013, pp. 373-392
After the terrorist attack on the Israeli team, the 1972 Munich Olympics could be considered a PR disaster for the Federal Republic of Germany. In the years before the Games, however, the organizers orchestrated a finely tuned campaign, which used limited resources to maximum effect. The major message was obvious: the Germany of 1972 was to be portrayed as utterly different from that of 1936 and indeed the whole of the Nazi dictatorship. But the fiscal means were tight and the methods had to draw largely on pre-existing research and be tailored to the expectations of key audiences in various parts of the world. This paper examines the portfolio of PR options open to the 1972 organizers, in theory and in practice – from the uncomfortable relationship with the hosts of the directly preceding Games in Mexico City, to freshly decolonized nations in Africa, the Eastern bloc in the age of détente, as well as suspicious allies in the West and discontented publics at home. It serves as a barometer of German popularity, or lack of it, in the late 1960s, and demonstrates the myriad ways in which sport and sporting mega events can be used to bolster national image.

Londres 1948 / London 1948

Karl Lennartz... [et al.]
Die Olympischen Spiele 1948 in London im Spiegel von Carl Diems Tagebuch
CIO MA 25996 * classif.: 714(086)
Wilcock, Bob
*The London 1948 Olympic Games: a collector's guide*
CIO MA 26186 * classif.: 065.6

This new book by Bob Wilcock, President of the Society of Olympic Collectors, sets out in fascinating detail the stamps and postal history of the 1948 Olympic Games. With hundreds of colour illustrations, it includes stamps, first day covers, postmarks, postal stationery, cigarette cards and other ephemera, as well as an essay by Douglas Muir, curator of Philately at the British Postal Museum & Archive, setting out the full story of the British stamp issue.

Berlin 1936

Steins, Gerd
*75-Year anniversary of the Olympic Games in Berlin: 100 rare and little-known photos*
CIO MA 26031 * classif.: 711(086)

Paris 1924

Kebric, Robert B.
*London 2012, chariots of fire resurrected and Colombes stadium today: hype, history and Olympic realities*
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 28 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-20

The London 2012 Olympics resurrected “Chariots of Fire” as a theme and symbol for the Olympic ideal, glorifying the story of how Harold Abrahams, a British Jew of Lithuanian origin, and Eric Liddell, a Christian Scot, overcame religious and personal obstacles to win Olympic gold at Paris 1924. Unfortunately, the film is no more valid now than it was three decades ago when critics universally berated its historicity. It stands as a hollow reflection of the actual events – much like the real Colombes Stadium, where Abrahams and Liddell achieved their Olympic immortality, does today in Paris.

Anvers 1920 / Antwerp 1920

Lennartz, Karl… [et al.]
*Die Spiele der VII. Olympiade 1920 in Antwerpen*
CIO MA 26135 * classif.: 707(086)

A reference publication on the 7th Olympic Games in Antwerp 1920. Text only in German.
Stockholm 1912

Yttergren, Leif... [et al.]
The 1912 Stockholm Olympics: essays on the competition, the people, the city
CIO MA 25779 * classif.: 705(086)
This work examines the 1912 Stockholm Olympics from a variety of perspectives, exploring the preparations, organization, competitions, participants, and spectators, as well as the continuing significance of the 1912 Games to Sweden and to the future of the Olympic Movement.

Londres 1908 / London 1908

Harris, Norman
At last he comes: the greatest race in history
CIO MA 26209 * classif.: 704(086)
It is London 1908, and the huge crowds will not be seen again until London 2012. But it has been a controversial and often unhappy Olympics, riven by American-British tensions. The marathon has promised to rise above the ill-feeling. It has taken on a life all of its own, and been hyped as "the greatest long-distance race in the history of the world". And so it proves, as its climax goes beyond the hype, introducing quite unimaginable drama... and yet greater controversy.

Line, Paul Leslie
A guide to London 1908: in remembrance of the Olympic Games 1908
CIO MA 25886 * classif.: 704(086)
The book permits the opportunity to reflect on the many innovations of the 1908 Games that we now take for granted - the presence of national teams; the use of international rather than local judges; the construction of first -class facilities and much more. The book is a historic tribute to the early pioneers of the great Games and the legacy that they bestowed on many generations throughout the World.

Héritages et impacts des JO / OG legacies and impacts

Article
An assessment of UK sport policy in comparative context: special issue
Contains among others:
- London 2012 and its legacies
- Understanding the impact of sport coaching on legacy
- Physical education and youth sport in England: conceptual and practical foundations for an Olympic legacy?
- The Olympic legacy and participation in sport: an interim assessment of sport England’s active people survey for sports studies research
- Can viewing London 2012 influence sport participation? – a viewpoint based on relevant theory
- London 2012 Olympic legacy: a big sporting society?
Armenakyan, Anahit... [et al.]
Does hosting the Olympic Games matter? Canada and Olympic Games images before and after the 2010 Olympic Games
IN: International journal of sport management and marketing, Vol. 12(1/2), 2012, pp. 111-140
A cross-national, longitudinal study of Canadian and US respondents examined impacts of the Vancouver Olympic Games (VOG) on images of the host country, Canada, and the Olympic Games (OG) itself. Questionnaires were completed before and after the Games on four distinct attitude objects: Canada as a vacation destination, the country/people of Canada, and the VOG as a destination and an event. Repeated measures MANOVA indicated positive impacts of the VOG but differences across the two populations. Little change was seen in OG images and interest among Americans, but major improvements occurred among Canadians. Differences in perceptions of the domestic and foreign populations towards the host country appeared, confirming earlier research on domestic bias effects. Results indicated hosting the OG contributed to improved images for Americans of Canadians, Canada as a country and as a destination. Canadians evidenced increased pride in their own country. Findings indicated mutual positive benefits for Canada and the OG images and interest.

Beijing Organizing Committee for the Games of the XXIX Olympiad
International volunteers in China
CIO MA 25974 * classif.: 729(086)
During the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, about 300 international volunteers and teachers came to China and made their unselfish contribution to the success of the Olympic Games and the Paralympics along with thousands upon thousands of Chinese volunteers. These international volunteers were also impressed by Beijing, China and the Chinese people. The book collects over 20 stories recorded by these volunteers. From these stories readers can experience the unforgettable moments during the Olympic Games, the diverse aspects of China in the eyes of international visitors and the sincere friendship between the Chinese people and international volunteers.

Bondonio, Piervincenzo... [et al.]
Gran Torino: eventi, turismo, cultura, economia
CIO MA 25931 * classif.: 033.2
Sei anni dopo le Olimpiadi Invernali del 2006, ospitate dal capoluogo piemontese e dalle valli olimpiche, questo volume rappresenta l'esito di indagini e riflessioni del Centro Omero (Olympics and Mega Events Research Observatory) dell'Università di Torino sulle implicazioni dell'evento. Esso ha coinvolto soprattutto la città, ove i Giochi hanno funzionato da catalizzatore di rigenerazione urbana, anche se a Torino tale processo era partito da lontano, già alla fine degli anni Ottanta, con il superamento della One Company Town e la riquilificazione dell'offerta culturale e turistica.
Cashman, Richard; Harris, Rob

The Australian Olympic caravan from 2000 to 2012: a unique Olympic events industry
CIO MA 25953 * classif.: 033.2

Australia is the first country to develop an international Olympic caravan to cater for the requirements of large-scale sporting and cultural events. Australians have promoted innovations in ceremonies, sports presentation, the design and look of events, new forms of media and other areas. The caravan was a direct product of the acclaimed Sydney 2000 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Many individuals and firms responded to post-event opportunities to develop a brand that was exceptionally strong. As a result, Australians have dominated this field over the past decade. Since the caravan has largely operated offshore and outside the usual parameters of business, the achievements of many Australians have not been properly understood and recognised. The story of the Australian Olympic caravan is one that needs to be told because it has enhanced the country’s reputation abroad and contributed to the knowledge economy. The caravan demonstrates how this new form of legacy has emerged over a long period through imagination, inventiveness and a 'can do' spirit.

Chappelet, Jean-Loup

Managing the size of the Olympic Games
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-12

The last two decades have seen dramatic increases in the size and scope of the Summer Olympic Games. In many ways, London 2012 reached even higher summits than the Beijing Games in 2008. This growth is a major challenge for the Olympics and its future organizers, as it is making the Games increasingly difficult to stage and has greatly reduced the number of cities capable of hosting them. This study shows how various participation and organization indicators have expanded over six Olympiads, from Barcelona 1992 to London 2012, and examines the reasons for this growth. It suggests ways of reducing the size of the Summer Olympic Games in order to make them more manageable and to encourage candidatures from smaller cities and countries.

Choi, Cheong Rak; Heo, Chul Moo

Economic changes resulting from Seoul 1988: implications for London 2012 and future Games

South Korea has often been considered a successful host nation after the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games and their apparent positive economic, cultural, social and environmental legacies. The purpose of this essay is to offer an analysis of economic growth as a consequence of earlier Olympic Games and to extrapolate to the 2012 London Olympic Games and beyond to the forthcoming 2018 PyeongChang Winter Olympics. It is the intention of this essay to examine previous studies, economic indices of world banks and reports of each Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (OCOG). The hypothesis is that the Olympic Games have not positively influenced the economic growth of the host nations. The essay explores this conclusion with reference to London 2012. The essay will reveal past negative influences of the Olympic Games and ask the International Olympic Committee (IOC): 'What is the IOC's responsibility to the host city after the Games?' Finally, the essay will propose and recommend an economic tool to the IOC to ensure sustainable outcomes after the Games.
Church-Sanders, Rachel
**Ultimate sports cities 2012**
CIO MA 26084 * classif.: 033.2
The SportBusiness Ultimate Sport Cities Awards are the internationally recognised rankings of the world's top sports hosts. Held every two years since 2006, the 2012 awards will be the fourth time the gong has been handed out. Twenty-five cities have made the shortlist to be considered in this 2012 edition. Representing all the continents in the world, the shortlist includes some candidates that have featured in the three previous editions between 2006 and 2010, as well as some new 'wild card' entrants. Learn what each city has to offer and how they are ranked against separate criteria including transport, accommodation, venues, security and marketing.

Coles, Peter... [et al.]
**Olympics: special issue**
Against the backdrop of London 2012, this special issue poses a deceptively simple question: What do the Olympics look like? The answers are inevitably complex. The iconography of the Olympics has a long history of course, from iconic depictions of athletic bodies in motion to the ever more spectacular and sophisticated opening ceremonies. This is precisely what spectators expect and come to see. But seductive as this way of seeing the Olympics may be, it offers only one perspective: the Olympics as international sporting spectacle. The papers and photo-essays in this issue provide a series of shifting lenses on this complex global event, extending the visual repertoire for representing the Olympics and providing new insights into its significance, local and global. At different points, we are offered different vistas, exploring the multiple layers of Olympic-making and its impact on the people and places affected by the powerful social, political and cultural forces it condenses. The aim of this special issue is to give space to a wider range of perspectives on the Olympics, to think about how one might look at the event differently and to reveal just some of the many layers of its social and cultural significance, which long precede the starting gun and will endure well beyond the closing ceremony. These are interesting times indeed for urban commentators, photographers and sports fans.

Comité International Olympique
**Héritage olympique**
"Les Jeux Olympiques ont le pouvoir de laisser des avantages durables qui peuvent énormément changer une communauté, son image et ses infrastructures. Parmi les plus grands événements sportifs au niveau mondial, les Jeux peuvent être un formidable catalyseur de changement pour une ville hôte, avec la possibilité de laisser bien plus que de bons souvenirs une fois les médailles décernées".

De Groot, Daniël... [et al.]
**Olympisch ontwerpen = Designing Olympics**
CIO MA 25946 * classif.: 033.2
The Netherlands’ Olympic Plan 2028, already dubbed the Dutch approach in international circles, seeks to use the power of sports and the hosting of the 2028 Summer Olympics to put the Netherlands squarely on the international map. The plan is unique because of the exceedingly long run-up period, the aim being to book maximum results before as well as after hopefully securing the bid to organize the Olympic Games in 2028. This strategy in stages distributed over the years creates opportunities to find the best means of physically accommodating the Games, to hitch these means to other tasks and to engage in dialogue on these issues. Design plays a crucial role in all of this, a role that changes with each set of circumstances. This extra edition in the 'Design and Politics' series describes the different ways in which design figures in shaping the Olympic Plan's ambition to house the 2028 Summer Olympics.
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)

Meta-evaluation of the impacts and legacy of the London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games


The objective of this study is to undertake a comprehensive and systematic meta-evaluation of the impacts and legacy of the 2012 Games. It will assess and document the outputs, outcomes, impacts, benefits and additionality of public sector investment in the 2012 legacy programme, for London and the rest of the UK. It covers direct and indirect effects, tangible and intangible effects, and intended and (positive and negative) unintended effects.

Dubinsky, Yoav

Place branding and the Olympic Games: theory and practice

Tel Aviv: Aviv, 2013. – 127 p.: ill. – ISBN 9789659207800

CIO MA 25980 * classif.: 033.2

This book focuses on the impact that Olympic Games have on the hosting cities and countries. The field of research is often referred to as nation branding or country image. Researchers analyze country image from two main perspectives: Product-based and destination-based. The book analyzes the main fields of study in place branding research, the impact of mega sport events on various hosting cities and countries with an in depth analysis of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games and an analysis of the complex relations between Israel and the Olympic Movement.

Finding, John E.

Los legados olímpicos: los Juegos de verano de los Estados Unidos de 1904, 1932, 1984 y 1996

IN: Citius, Altius, Fortius: humanismo, sociedad y deporte: investigaciones y ensayos, Vol. 6(1), 2013, pp. 9-20

Legacies can both be tangible and intangible, and all Olympic Games leave a complex of legacies that fall into both categories. Tangible legacies are those that have a physical presence: stadia and other sport venues, improved roads, bridges, airports, and the like, urban renewal, and since the 1920s Olympic villages. Intangible legacies, a bit harder to define or identify, include such things as increased tourism, a friendlier business climate, and enhanced civic pride or self-image, and political reforms. This article will focus on those Summer Games held in the United States, namely the St. Louis Games of 1904, Los Angeles Games of 1932 and 1984, and the more recent Atlanta Games of 1996. Each of these Games offers rather different lessons in terms of their impact on their host city and region and thus provides us with some interesting comparison.

Frawley, Stephen; Adair, Daryl

Managing the Olympics


The Olympics Games are the biggest and most significant mega-sport event in the world. Planning and then staging the Olympic Games is a highly complex task which is exasperated by the fact that the Games are continually moving and not held consecutively in the same city. This means that start-up knowledge is required for each Olympics. Given the massive scale, scope and complexity of the Games it is surprising that very little research has been published that explores how the event is managed and organised. While the Games themselves are held over two weeks, the planning and preparation from bid stage to completion can be more than a decade in the making. The express purpose of this volume is to critically examine the planning, management and operation of the Olympic Games as the world's premier mega-sport event. The authors analyse and discuss how Olympic organisers and related stakeholders might effectively manage and deliver the Games, taking into account what has been learned from previous Olympics as well as the emergence of models of best practice from the management, project management and sport management literature.
Giving hosts the most
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 69-72
The case for events delivering economic impact has been well made, but so are the huge differences that different sports and properties deliver. How should regions be judging the success of hosting a major sport event? And which types of events are considered to bring the best return on investment?

Hell, Matthias
München '72: Olympia-Architektur damals und heute
CIO MA 25780 * classif.: 072.5
Die Olympischen Sommerspiele 1972 haben in München einen riesigen Modernisierungsschub ausgelöst und das Stadtbild neu geprägt. 40 Jahre nach dem Grossereignis in der bayerischen Landeshauptstadt wird auf diese Weise deutlich, was nachhaltig von den Olympischen Spielen übrig geblieben ist und welche Lehren sich daraus für eine mögliche erneute olympische Zukunft Münchens ziehen lassen.

HM Government ; Mayor of London
Inspired by 2012: the legacy from the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
This report aims to provide a summary of activities since the Games, and how they are being taken forward, in the following areas: sport and healthy living, regeneration of East London, economic growth, bringing culture together, and the legacy from the Paralympics.

Homma, Keiko ; Masumoto, Naofumi
Theoretical approach for the Olympic legacy study focusing on sustainable sport legacy
IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(12), 2013, pp. 1455-1471
The management of the Olympic Games has changed significantly since the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games. The introduction of commercialization probably saved the Olympic Games from a fateful crisis. It brought financial stability and attracted cities to bid for the Games. On the other hand, the impact of hosting the Olympic Games increased as more stakeholders became involved in its management. In addition, the global community became concerned about environmental issues. Global organizations including the International Olympic Committee (IOC) were required to take actions towards sustainable development. In this context, the debate regarding the Olympic legacy became of interest among stakeholders and researchers. The IOC introduced indicators to measure impact and legacy, which is now referred to as Olympic Games Impact (OGI). However, there are some issues in the current OGI study. This paper aims to suggest a theoretical approach which would contribute to solve the issues by focusing on sustainable sport legacy as an example.
Hopkins, John C.  
**The making of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park**  
CIO MA 25786 * classif.: 072.5  
This is the story of "The Making of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park" by the Olympic Delivery Authority. The Park provides an innovative blueprint for contemporary urban park design and is recognised as an exemplar sustainable development for the 21st century. As a primary legacy of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Park was conceived as a new piece of sustainable city, transforming a largely neglected, contaminated, post-industrial district, into a new community for up to 20,000 residents, shifting the centre of gravity of London eastwards. Written by those at the heart of the project, it draws significantly on contributions from the many experts who have shaped and guided the creation of the Park, including interviews with the key players responsible for delivering the project. It provides the only authoritative account of the planning, design and construction of the Park beginning with the bid to host the games, setting out its historical, philosophical and physical context.

---

International Olympic Committee  
**Olympic legacy**  
"The Olympic Games have the power to deliver lasting benefits which can considerably change a community, its image and its infrastructure. As one of the world's largest sporting events, the Games can be a tremendous catalyst for change in a host city with the potential to create far more than just good memories once the final medals have been awarded".

---

Kim, Hyun-Duck  
**The 2012 London Olympics: commercial partners, environmental sustainability, corporate social responsibility and outlining the implications**  
IN: The International journal of the history of sport, 13 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-12  
Historically, the Olympic Games have had a tremendous impact on the economy, tourism industry and social and political aspects of a hosting nation. The Olympic Games are the most globally promoted and commercialized sporting event in the world. This fact has led global firms to mandate significant changes in many aspects of traditional Olympics advertising relating to media content, media channel/placement and the overall budget allocation pattern. In pursuit of desired outcomes, sponsorship-linked promotion and marketing that primarily focuses on communication objectives allows both sport authorities and corporate sponsors to reach a considerable number of markets across the world. The aim of this paper was to explore the content characteristics of commercial partners who participated in the 2012 London Olympic Games on the basis of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) and environmental sustainability (ES).

---

Lindsay, Iain  
**London 2012: securing urban Olympic delivery**  
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 19 March 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-16  
The 2012 Olympics are intended to leave a beneficial legacy that will transform East London's most deprived communities. The implementation of this legacy, and its mega-event precursor, has necessitated an intensive process of urban regeneration and concomitant securitization. These twin processes have impinged greatly upon the everyday lives of the communities that live and work within proximity of Olympic delivery. This paper considers the resonance of the autocratic securitization that accompanies Olympic hosting. Drawing upon ethnographic research, it provides analysis of the discourses, significance and impact of Olympic delivery security. It contextualizes this securitization through analysis of the highly populated, ethnically and racially diverse, economically deprived, urban community that these measures are being imposed upon. The findings indicate that the issues the 2012 Games faced throughout London's Olympic delivery, both distinctive and generic, may have taken on new resonance because of the uniqueness of the urban context to which they are being applied.
Mackay, Clare
**Selling London's Olympic bid: an analysis of official and journalistic discourses**
CIO MA 25880 * classif.: 033.2

Olympic bidding has become as competitive as the event itself. This book begins by exploring the motivations behind Olympic bids and how these have changed over time. An examination of the process, practices, and politics involved in Olympic bidding reveals that it is important for bid committees to attempt to influence the media to gain public support. This book thus explores how the London Olympic Bid Committee attempted to influence the Sun to communicate their key messages to the UK public and determines whether and more importantly how the newspaper carried these statements in order to discover how tensions between the discourses and practices of Olympic bid committees and those of journalists affect the ideas communicated to the reader.

Matthews, Stuart
**Concrete usage in the London 2012 Olympic Park and the Olympic and Paralympic village and its embodied carbon content**
CIO MA 25753 * classif.: 072.5

Concrete is widely used in the Olympic Park and Olympic and Paralympic Village. Its specification and use provided an opportunity to reduce embodied carbon emissions involved in the construction of facilities and infrastructure, and to influence the overall carbon footprint of the London 2012 Games. This report sets out the evidence on concrete supply to the Olympic Park and the Olympic and Paralympic Village and the lessons learned from using sustainable concretes, and examines the estimated carbon footprints. Case studies of the Aquatics Centre and the Olympic and Paralympic Village are included.

Miles, Steven
**The Beijing Olympics: complicit consumerism and the re-invention of citizenship**
IN: Contemporary social science: journal of the Academy of Social Sciences, 2 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print
Debates around the cultural significance of the Beijing Olympics have tended to focus on the role of the Games as a demonstration of 'soft power'; as a means of announcing the arrival of the China on a global economic and cultural stage. But this argument may camouflage a more profound sociological change that was engendered by the Games: namely, its role in hastening the emergence of a consumer society in China. The argument here is that although, of course, the Games allowed the Chinese Communist Party to present an externally facing image of China as a country at the forefront of globalization, it is perhaps the internal audience that is of greater consequence. For the people of China, the message underpinning the Games was one centered around the hegemony of the consumer. Although it can be argued that fundamentally the Games had a limited impact upon the everyday realities of city life in Beijing itself, in fact, the more profound impact was perhaps an ideological one, providing an impetus for a new way of belonging and identity to be defined through consumption. As such, the Beijing Olympics represents a genuine shift in Olympic history insofar as they not only said something about where China stood internationally, but they also had a genuine effect in legitimizing a new kind of being in China. The 2008 Olympics Games played a key role in advancing a new kind of consumer-driven citizenship with which Chinese citizens it is suggested were complicity engaged.
Minnaert, Lynn

**Making the Olympics work: interpreting diversity and inclusivity in employment and skills development pre-London 2012**

IN: Contemporary social science: journal of the Academy of Social Sciences, 2 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print

The rising cost of staging the Olympic Games has resulted in closer scrutiny on their potential economic impacts. Employment and skills development are often used at the bidding stage to – at least partly – justify the cost of the Games. This article examines the development and early implementation of employment and skills strategies in the run-up to London 2012, 'the most inclusive Games ever'. It analyses the efforts made to make the recruitment process for training and jobs more focused on a local, diverse and inclusive labor pool. On the basis of in-depth interviews with key decision makers, it is found that the different organizations involved showed dedication to inclusive labor, but that they operated different definitions of ‘inclusivity’, resulting in some key successes and a few missed opportunities.

Misener, Laura

**A media frames analysis of the legacy discourse for the 2010 Winter Paralympic Games**

IN: Communication & sport, 1 Dec. 2013, pp. 342-364

The media play a particularly important role in shaping audiences’ perceptions and actively create the frames of reference that public readers and viewers use to interpret and discuss particular ideas, events, and politics (Entman, 2007). A frames analysis of local and national print media was utilized to examine the framing of “legacies” around the 2010 Vancouver Winter Paralympic Games. The analysis shows that despite the rhetoric from the host committee and the Canadian Paralympic Committee about the increased media attention of these Paralympic Games, very little attention was given to legacy concepts despite an increasing discourse about its importance for all types of events. The framing of Paralympic legacy centered upon “othering” athletes with a disability through the supercrip narrative, highlighting potential opportunities for legacy and focusing on tangible economic developments. These issues do not represent a broadening of the scope of the legacy of the Paralympic Games and, in fact, the critical role of the media in reframing the discourse about disability and accessibility was largely absent from the media frames.

Misener, Laura... [et al.]

**Beyond Olympic legacy: understanding Paralympic legacy through a thematic analysis**

IN: Journal of sport management, Vol. 27(4), 2013, pp. 329-341

Over the last decade a great deal of work has examined major sport event legacies and event leverage. Much of this work has involved Olympic studies and this paper seeks to add to the body of knowledge surrounding major sport event legacies by examining the largely overlooked area of the Paralympic Games. The Paralympic Games are the second largest multisport event after the Olympic Games depending upon which parameters are used and since Sydney 2000 there has been an ‘operational partnership’ where bid cities are required to host both Games. Yet, few studies have evaluated the comparative outcomes, legacies and event leverage that Paralympic games have generated. This paper addresses this absence by conducting a thematic analysis of Paralympic legacy research. The thematic analysis used a combination of keywords involving event legacy across 13 major academic databases. Of the 43 articles identified as having Paralympic legacy related content only 13 articles empirically investigated Paralympic legacy. In reviewing the research, it is noted that the bulk of the research has focused on Summer Paralympic Games with little interest in the Winter Paralympic Games. The major findings for legacy-based research include: infrastructure; sport; information education, and awareness; human capital; and managerial changes. However, while these findings may seem congruent with major event legacies frameworks conceptually, an examination of the detailed findings shows that Paralympic legacy research is isomorphic and adds a new component to existing legacy dimensions.
Mitra, Shakya
London 2012: multiculturalism, diversity and the Indian perspective
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 20 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-11
The 2012 London Summer Olympic Games represented a major opportunity for India, both from the point of view of an improved performance of the national team in terms of winning medals as well as enhancing an emotional connection with the Olympics amongst the large Indian Diaspora living in the UK. As Lord Sebastian Coe commented, both aspects were interlinked: a strong performance by India was crucial for the involvement of the Indian Diaspora in the Olympics. But how did the Indian Diaspora actually react to the Games? Where did its loyalties lie, and how did it embrace the Olympic spectacle? Also, as the Games progressed, they drew further attention to the great multicultural inclusiveness of Great Britain. At the heart of Britain's great Olympic success were the performances of those athletes from multiracial backgrounds, notably the British athlete Jessica Ennis as well as those who had migrated to the UK such as Mo Farah. Britain embraced the success of Ennis and Farah as their own. Will those of Indian origin, and particularly budding sportspersons of the Indian community, take this as a positive sign? Will it spur the community to have greater representation in sports in UK?

Oliver, Robert
The legacies of losing: rethinking the "failure" of Toronto's Olympic Games bids
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 15 Aug. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-14
Toronto has failed to secure the right to host the Olympic Games on five different occasions (1960, 1964, 1976, 1996 and 2008). Toronto's Olympic bids do not emerge from a love of sport, instead they have been driven by the desire to use the Olympic Games as a vehicle to stimulate a large-scale redevelopment of Toronto's waterfront. This research demonstrates that sport and recreation are not seen as important pieces of the city's public infrastructure, and consequently Toronto has had to place its hope on the legacies of hosting (or winning), which even if successful, might represent a losing strategy for sport development.

Pack, Jon; Hustwit, Gary
The Olympic city
[S.l.]: [s.n.], 2013. – 1 vol.: ill. – ISBN 9780989532105
CIO MA 26119 * classif.: 033.2
The "Olympic City" is an ongoing photography project that looks at the legacy of the Olympic Games in former host cities around the world. Since 2008, photographers Jon Pack and Gary Hustwit have sought out the successes and failures, the remnants and ghosts of the Olympic spectacle in Athens, Barcelona, Beijing, Berlin, Helsinki, Lake Placid, London, Los Angeles, Mexico City, Montreal, Moscow, Rome and Sarajevo. Pack and Hustwit have photographed structures, streets, and ephemera in these cities but have also focused on the lives of the people who live in areas affected by Olympic development. This limited-edition (1,000 copies) hardcover book features 200 photos from the project. The book is designed by award-winning graphic designer Paul Sahre.

Panagiotopoulou, Roy
The legacies of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games: a bitter–sweet burden
IN: Contemporary social science: journal of the Academy of Social Sciences, 14 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print
This paper describes the preparation works related to Athens 2004 Olympics, analyses the controversial issue of the Games' financing using new evidence, presents the benefits and losses for the Greek society by undertaking an international project which proved to be far bigger than it could afford, and scrutinizes the post-Olympic use of the remaining Olympic facilities under the new circumstances of the financial crisis. The Olympics with their special cultural symbolism and identification for Greece provided an effective vehicle to boost a wide range of infrastructure modernization long needed for the city of Athens. Intangible assets deriving from the endeavor to set up such a project in and by a small and not so wealthy country are discussed, stressing on the importance of a 'can-do spirit', a benefit for the consequent period of austerity and uncertainty.
Pop, Cristiana
The modern Olympic Games: a globalized cultural and sporting event
IN: Procedia: social and behavioral sciences, No 98, 10 Oct. 2013, pp. 728-734
The Olympic Games are a major global sporting event, which attracts huge worldwide interest, from people of all races, ages, and social positions, transforming them in absolute global and democratic happenings. Last year over 4.8 billion of TV-viewers were connected to this major sportive and cultural feast (7.1 billion is the entire world population). From the beginning, the modern Olympic Games were part of world culture and modern history, reflecting political tensions, economic crises, cultural flowering, and technological development. The purpose of this study is to reveal the interconnection between culture and Olympic Games in a global historic context.

Rhamey, J. Patrick ; Early, Bryan
Going for the gold: status-seeking behavior and Olympic performance
IN: International area studies review, Vol. 16(3), Sept. 2013, pp. 244-261
State competition for international status takes a variety of forms, but most are linked to states’ related pursuits of economic and/or military power. The Olympics offer a unique venue for states to compete with one another in a forum whose consequences do not directly spill over into either realm. Instead, states compete against one another for Olympic medals—a currency with no other international political value beyond the prestige that can be obtained with them. Leveraging a theoretical framework nested in “social identity theory”, we develop a set of hypotheses to explain how states can be attributed international status as a result of their performance in the Olympic Games and via playing host to them. Using a linear hierarchical method of analysis, we evaluate the impact of participation in the Summer Olympics on the status attributed to members of the international system from 1960 to 2012. Our findings indicate that states whose performance exceeds expectations and smaller-sized countries that play host to the Olympic Games disproportionately gain status from their participation in the sporting regime.

Reis, Arianne C ; Sousa-Mast, Fabiana R. ; Vieira, Marcelo Carvalho
Public policies and sports in marginalised communities: the case of Cidade de Deus, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Significant economic development has been experienced by Brazilian society in recent years, leading to important changes in its social structures. The country’s success in attracting sport mega-events has resulted in the media increasingly portraying the current period as Brazil’s “sport decade.” This paper considers the phenomenon of sport participation in Brazil in the context of significant investments in sport mega-events. In particular, it considers how the Brazilian government has been delivering sport and physical activity opportunities for low socio-economic groups and the extent to which people living in a marginalized community have benefited from these developments. This involves an analysis of sport and physical activity projects and programs supported by the Brazilian federal government in the community of Cidade de Deus, one of the most densely populated favelas in Rio de Janeiro. The area is located close to the Olympic Park, which will host most of the key facilities for the 2016 Olympic Games and so is a community that could be significantly impacted, positively or negatively, by the hosting of the event. The results of the investigation provide insights into the developments that have occurred in the provision of sport and physical activity opportunities to this marginalized community and the role public policies play in facilitating access to sport and physical activity.
Shalini, Samuel ; Stubbs, Wendy

**Green Olympics, green legacies? an exploration of the environmental legacies of the Olympic Games**

*IN: International review for the sociology of sport, Vol. 48(4), Aug. 2013, pp. 485-504*

The 'greening' of mega-sporting events such as the Olympic Games (OG) has become an increasing priority of event organizers in the past two decades. This paper explores the legacies from the greening of the OG through an analysis of Beijing 2008, Singapore 2010, and London 2012, drawing on interviews with key stakeholders. While each OG is different, the key determinants for green legacies include: the breadth and depth of environmental commitments during the bid process; embedding sustainability in the vision, mission and branding of organizing committees; embedding sustainability in various aspects of OG organization, which is an important practical application of a sustainability vision; and the transfer of knowledge from one OG to the next, allowing newer host cities to enhance green legacies. The findings indicate institutionalization of elements of sustainability in the OG with legitimation and mimetic processes at play. The study found that legitimation is a key strategy during the bidding process and in operations of the OG.

Shipway, Richard ; Kirkup, Naomi

**The impacts and legacies of sports events**

*Bingley: Emerald Group Publ, 2013. – ISBN 9781781903506*

This e-book examines a selection of key impacts and legacies associated with sports and Olympic events. In doing so, it also investigates some prominent issues, trends and opportunities in the relationship between sport, tourism and events and how, irrespective of whether mega, leisure or community-based sports, event organizers and destination managers can tap the potential to be derived from sports events. Cases studies on Athens 2004 and Vancouver 2010.

Sousa-Masta, Fabiana R… [et al.]

**Are cariocas getting ready for the Games?: sport participation and the Rio de Janeiro 2016 Olympic Games**

*IN: Managing leisure, 29 July 2013, Ahead of print*

Bidding and organizing committees of mega-events greatly emphasize the intangible benefits derived from hosting such events in their communities, despite the lack of research confirming intangible legacies. This research note is intended to contribute to the sport event management field by discussing an oft-cited but rarely explored intangible legacy of the Olympic Games: the sport participation legacy. In this study, interviews were conducted with physical education professionals currently residing in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the host of the 2016 Olympic Games. Preliminary conclusions from the study revealed that there are high expectations of the Olympic Games legacies, particularly in regards to sport participation. This optimistic view contrasted with perceptions that corruption, evident when Rio de Janeiro hosted the 2007 Pan-American Games, may again taint a mega-sport event in Brazil.

Transport for London ; Cooper, Philip (ed.)

**The London Games in motion: transport for London and the 2012 Olympics and Paralympics**


As soon as London won the bid to host the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2005, plans were put in place to deal with the enormous transport challenges that this would present. Over the seven-year period that followed, “Transport for London” oversaw a huge number of upgrades and infrastructure improvements to London’s transport network. Heavily illustrated and filled with a wealth of fascinating information, this book celebrates the activities of Transport for London during this period and will appeal to all those interested in transport and the Olympics.
Tzanelli, Rodanth

**Olympic ceremonialism and the performance of national character**

In recent decades ceremonies stood in Olympiads as both vehicles of cultural values and shows embracing the banal and the everyday. But how much do we understand them as forms of public art? This book examines the London 2012 opening and closing ceremonies and the handover event to Rio for the 2016 Olympics as articulations of national and cosmopolitan belonging. It is argued that embodied and projected performances of Britishness and Brazilianness embraced both artistic styles and the contemporary digital turn, refinement and banality. Combinations of art and technology reflected a vision of humanity in motion complying with the Olympic values of fairness, beauty and embodied well-being. Spanning sociology, sports studies, culture and media studies, performance studies and tourism studies, this is a highly interdisciplinary and original perspective on the Olympics.

Van Dijk, Terry; Weitkamp, Gerd

**Power in dreams? The spatial effects of Chicago's failed Olympic bid**
IN: International planning studies, 15 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print

Plans change the world in subtle ways, through persuasive power with reframing effects, that precede their actual execution. The authors empirically tested this persuasive power, taking a failed Olympic bid as a case. Bidding entails making very detailed plans for sites and infrastructure that are not easily forgotten, even when another city is picked to organize the games. They chose Chicago to test whether a plan, despite being unsuccessful in the sense of not being executed, might still change a city. They sought spatial change that was caused by the Olympic plan. The study limited itself to effects on infrastructure, zoning, real estate ownership, and governance structures. Few lasting legacies, however, were found, warranting a discussion on what the conditions are to allow for a plans’ persuasive power.

Walmsley, David

**The bid book: matching sports events and hosts**
CIO MA 26086 * classif.: 033.2

This exclusive report is the most comprehensive review of the sports event bidding sector to date. The Bid Book uses real-world case studies to illustrate the different approaches to managing the competition for events. It is the essential guide to understanding the dynamics surrounding events and hosts, providing strategic advice for achieving commercial success from event organisation to delivery. For rights-holders, major events are a high-value product that are central to the future finances and popularity of the sport. This publication has been written to help cities to develop event propositions and global event strategies to get the most value from these properties.

Webb, Mark

**Best of British**
IN: Panstadia & arena management, Summer 2013, pp. 58-60

New planning law, the Olympics effect and events such as Commonwealth Games 2014, Rugby World Cup 2015 and Cricket World Cup 2019 all contribute to keeping Britain at the forefront of sport and entertainment venue development.
Weber-Newth, Francesca

Landscapes of London 2012: ‘adiZones’ and the production of (corporate) Olympic space

IN: Contemporary social science: journal of the Academy of Social Sciences, 2 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print

This paper examines so-called ‘adiZones’ – small colourful outdoor gyms, built as a UK-wide initiative. adiZones represent the pairing of sport giant adidas with the London 2012 Olympics. Their location within some of the poorest neighborhoods in London means that ‘adiZones’ not only fit within the Government’s promise of an inclusive, community-orientated Olympic ‘legacy’, but also the targets concerning the reduction of childhood obesity and youth crime. Drawing on ethnographic observations and interviews with users in three London ‘adiZones’; this paper explores the political, social and spatial implications of adiZones. Dovetailing empirical analysis with Henri Lefebvre and Emile Durkheim’s theoretical accounts of space, the paper suggests that ‘adiZones’ provide a case study for illustrating the aggressive corporatisation of public space. It argues that ‘adiZones’ are a branding exercise, the corporate flavour of which is neutralised by the Olympic narrative. ‘adiZones’ were a way to build physical and social ‘legacy’ before legacy had even begun.

Wei, Na

Experience value influence: a research report on the volunteer work legacy transformation of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games


CIO MA 25261 * classif.: 729(086)

Based on solid, systematic, in-depth empirical study this book demonstrated the comprehensive summary and assessment of the Beijing Olympic Games and Paralympic Games volunteer work. First, the analysis of the Beijing Olympic Games and Paralympic Games volunteers composition, origin, motivation, role and contribution. Secondly, the Beijing Olympic Games volunteer work organization structure, working mechanism and content of the work described, and by 5000 volunteers will survey a comprehensive assessment of the volunteer work.

What impact did London 2012 have on brands’ attitudes towards investing in sports marketing?

IN: Sportbusiness international, No 193(Sept. 2013), pp. 76-77

Chris Townsen (commercial director, London 2012), Gordon Lott (managing director, HS&E Ignition), Jon Wyatt (managing director, Fast Track) and Kevin Roberts (editorial director, Sportbusiness Group) give their opinions in this big debate.

Yu, Xiaowei

Olympic sport venues in Beijing after the Games


CIO MA 25892 * classif.: 033.2

In terms of the 2008 edition of the Olympic Games, although more than four years have passed, Beijing remains largely un-investigated regarding post-Games utilization of its Olympic venues until this book. This book is an exploratory study to reveal what is exactly undergoing regarding those venues in Beijing by both key figure interview and on-site investigation through the whole venue line in the city. This book provides reader with a panoramic picture of Beijing’s Olympic venues and the reasons behind this picture.
Bonjour, Nadia

The Youth Olympic Games on the road: from Innsbruck 2012 to Sochi 2014 and beyond


Götzel, Conrad

Die Youth Olympic Games zwischen Anspruch und Realität: eine empirische Untersuchung zu Einstellungen Tiroler Schüler im zusammenhang mit den Youth Olympic Games 2012

CIO MA 26173 * classif.: 753.6W1

This book, in German, proposes a general study and analysis of the Youth Olympic Games and some practical ideas to attain greater recognition.

Candidature 2020

Evans, Owen

Love thy Olympic neighbour

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 191, July 2013, pp. 22-23

Owen Evans looks at the plan to turn the historic HQ of the Olympic Movement into a venue to show off its modern vision - Lausanne’s proposed bid to host the 2020 Youth Olympics.

International Olympic Committee

3rd Winter Youth Olympic Games in 2020: candidature procedure and questionnaire


“The candidature procedure and questionnaire” is the document provided by the IOC to candidate cities engaged in the Youth Olympic Games bid process. It contains explanations about the various steps of the candidature until the election of the Host City in May-June 2015. This document is structured in three parts. Part 1 outlines what is required of a Candidate City during the bid process. It contains procedures, rules and deadlines to be respected by Candidate Cities. Part 2 contains the detailed IOC questionnaire which provides the structure of the Candidature File to be submitted to the IOC and which will form the basis for a technical analysis of each city’s project. Part 3 contains precise instructions on the presentation of a Candidate City’s submission to the IOC.

Buenos Aires 2018

Buenos Aires 2018 Candidate City

Buenos Aires 2018: dossier de candidature = candidature file

CIO MA 26057 * classif.: 753.6S3 BUE

Buenos Aires is surprise choice to host Youth Olympic Games 2018
IN: Sportcal magazine, no 2 (July 2013), p. 36

Glasgow 2018 Candidate City for the Youth Olympic Games
Dossier de candidature = Candidature file: Glasgow 2018
Glasgow: Glasgow 2018 Candidate City for the Youth Olympic Games, 2012. – 180 p.: ill.
CIO MA 26058 * classif.: 753.6S3 GLA

Guadalajara 2018 Candidate City for the Youth Olympic Games
The heart of something great: candidature file
CIO MA 26059. * classif.: 753.6S3 GUA

Medellin 2018 Bid Committee
Medellin 2018: YOG candidature
CIO MA 26060 * classif.: 753.6S3 MED

Rotterdam 2018 Candidate City for the Youth Olympic Games
Let's rock, let's sport, let's move: Rotterdam 2018 candidature file = On bouge, on aime bouger, on fait du sport: dossier de candidature Rotterdam 2018
Rotterdam: Rotterdam 2018 Candidate City for the Youth Olympic Games, 2012. – 83, 89 p.: ill.
CIO MA 26061 * classif.: 753.56S3 ROT
The new class: 2018 Youth Olympics
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 190, June 2013, pp. 28-30
Medellin, Buenos Aires and Glasgow are vying to become the city that takes the Olympic Movement to the next generation as host of the 2018 Youth Olympic Games. With a little over four weeks until D-Day, Sportbusiness international offers a final report on each bid, getting the views of those in charge and assessing their chances for success by asking “why” and “how” they have responded to the IOC’s concerns.

Innsbruck 2012

Hanstad, Dag Vidar; Parent, Milena M.; Kristiansen, Elsa
The Youth Olympic Games: the best of the Olympics or a poor copy?
IN: European sport management quarterly, April 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-24
This paper explores the new event in the Olympic Movement, the Youth Olympic Games (YOG) in Innsbruck, Austria, in 2012, and examines the similarities and differences between the winter editions of the YOG and the Olympic Games (OG). The qualitative case study utilized a stakeholder approach and revealed four main groupings that differed in relative salience as compared to the OG: the host core stakeholders, international core stakeholders, sponsors and media, and parents and other stakeholders. From an external perspective, the YOG had the general ‘look-and-feel’ of the OG, despite their smaller size and relatively lesser involvement by sponsors and the media. However, this may have helped showcase the Olympic Movement tenets like those presented in the Culture and Education Programme. The YOG were thus closer to the Olympic ideals than the OG. We further discuss this and other paradoxes and disconnect requiring further debate and analysis.

Innsbruck 2012

Schnitzer, Martin
Evaluation of the innovative elements of the WYOG 2012 sports programme with particular emphasis on the media and spectators: final report
Sport is exposed to constant processes of change as it adapts to the prevailing conditions in a society. Accordingly, the Olympic Games have responded to social change by introducing new developments along the way. Besides incorporating new continents and implementing equality, the sports included in the Games have been adapted and new disciplines and/or competitions added to reflect new social conditions (Pound, 2008). The most recent new development was the introduction of the Youth Olympic Games which serve, among others, as a testing ground for innovative competitions (IOC, 2011b).
Singapour 2010 / Singapore 2010

Article

Krieger, Jörg

Fastest, highest, youngest? Analysing the athlete’s experience of the Singapore Youth Olympic Games

IN: International review for the sociology of sport, Vol. 48(6), Dec. 2013, pp. 706-719

The Youth Olympic Games (YOG) are the newest addition to the Olympic Movement and, in light of recent discussions of the education of high-performance athletes, represent a change within the International Olympic Committee from a philosophy of 'winning by all means' to a philosophy much more informed by education. Therefore, this paper analyses the YOG through the experiences of participating athletes and puts their perception of the event in contrast to the policies of the IOC.

Jeux Olympiques antiques / Ancient Olympic Games

Bulatova, Maria ; Bubka, Sergey ; National Olympic Committee of Ukraine

Cultural heritage of Ancient Greece and the Olympics Games


The book tells the Ancient Greek civilization, the Olympic Games of Ancient Greece, and the revival of the Olympic Games.

Decker, Wolfgang

Sport in der griechischen Antike: vom minoischen Wettkampf bis zu den Olympischen Spielen


Ce livre en allemand s'intéresse non seulement aux Jeux Olympiques antiques mais aussi à toutes les formes de compétition de l'Antiquité grecque.

Ella van der Meijen... [et al.] ; Antikenmuseum Basel und Sammlung Ludwig


Catalogue de l’exposition sur les athlètes dans l’Antiquité qui se tient actuellement à Bâle.

Jeux Paralympiques / Paralympic Games

Article

Future Games


Sochi 2014: Paralympic torch relay, volunteers
Rio 2016: Mascot design process launched
PyeongChang 2018: First project review
Londres 2012 / London 2012

Fédération française handisport ; Masson, Gérard

London 2012: XIVes Jeux Paralympiques d'été
CIO MA 25782 * classif.: 730-05

Du 29 août au 9 septembre 2012, 4280 sportifs représentant 166 nations, ont participé aux XIVes Jeux Paralympiques d'été organisés à Londres. 503 médailles d'or ont été distribuées dans les 20 disciplines officielles du programme paralympique. Ces Jeux resteront marqués par le formidable succès populaire qu'ils ont suscité non seulement dans le pays qui a vu naître le Mouvement Paralympique, mais également à travers le monde. 163 athlètes français engagés dans 16 sports y représentèrent la France avec détermination. Certains ont brillé, d'autres non, mais tous ont offert un large panel d'émotions intenses. La joie, la déception, l'envie, le rage, le courage, la tension ou l'euphorie sont autant d'instant qui ont su inspirer le public. À travers ce livre édité par la Fédération Française Handisport et le soutien d'EDF, nous vous invitons à revivre quelques moments forts, captés et immortalisés par la sensibilité de la photo.

London’s legacy: inspiring a generation
Contains (among others):
How London is creating a legacy for the Paralympic Games
A review of London 2012 sporting action through the eyes of athletes

London 2012 Paralympic Games: meet the superhumans
Grande-Bretagne: Channel 4, 2012. -- 3 DVDs (zone 2) (420 min.)
CIO DA 196/1-3 * classif.: 730-05

Contains: Disc 1: Games highlights & extras. -- Disc 2: Opening ceremony. -- Disc 3: Closing ceremony. Returning to the country where they began more than 60 years ago, the London 2012 Paralympic Games placed London and the UK on the world stage hosting 11 days of fierce competition for 4,200 athletes from 166 countries, (including more than 300 GB athletes). Hailed an absolute triumph, these Games shed a light on the superhuman capabilities of the world’s paralympians who, like their able-bodied sporting counterparts, are set apart from the rest of us by their staggering ability, not their disability. With more than 2.7 million tickets sold, and combined television audiences of more than 39 million, these Games brought disability into the mainstream – marking them as one of the most significant and influential sporting events to be staged in Britain for many years. Clare Balding presents the most awe-inspiring moments from each day of the Games.

Enlightenment: London 2012 Paralympic Games opening ceremony 29 August 2012
CIO MA 25827 * classif.: 730-05

Festival of Flame: London 2012 Paralympic Games closing ceremony 9 September 2012
CIO MA 25909 * classif.: 730-05

The London 2012 Paralympic Games closing ceremony, called Festival of Flame, saw Coldplay took to the stage and perform a live concert in the Olympic Stadium.
Healthcare guide: Paralympic Games London 2012
CIO MA 25987 * classif.: 730-05

London 2012 Paralympic torch relay torchbearer
CIO MA 25985 * classif.: 730-05

Media guide: London 2012 Paralympic Games closing ceremony
CIO MA 25860 * classif.: 730-05

Media guide: London 2012 Paralympic Games opening ceremony
CIO MA 25859 * classif.: 730-05

Official spectator guide: London 2012 Paralympic Games
London: LOCOG, 2012. – 13 fascicules
CIO MA 25923/1-12 * classif.: 730-05

Paralympic Games: Pharmacy guide: London 2012
CIO MA 25819 * classif.: 730(04)

Jeux internationaux / International Games

Na Kyung Won… [et al.]
Together we can!: Special Olympics World Winter Games PyeongChang 2013
CIO MA 26252 * classif.: 796-05
The "Special Olympics World Games" are an international sporting event held every two years, alternating between summer and winter games to provide sports training opportunities for mentally disabled athletes around the world in order to enhance their athleticism and social adaptation capabilities.
Torres, Cesar R.

**Jogos olimpicos Latino-Americanos: Rio de Janeiro 1922**


CIO MA 26041 * classif.: 796(7/8)

Text is in Portuguese, Spanish, and English.

After seven years of extensive research, Dr. Torres reveals the unknown face of the first sporting event that crossed the borders of the South American countries. The Games were part of the celebrations for the centenary of the Independence of Brazil, but more than that, it was also the beginning of sports organization on the continent. "They are very important because they mark the starting point of the internationalization of sports in South America," said Torres in an interview with GE.net. It was from the Latin American Games in Rio de Janeiro that countries started to organize national associations responsible for the development of the sport. Besides Brazil, the event saw the participation of Argentina, Chile, Uruguay. Paraguay took part only in soccer, and Mexico only sent a journalist. Includes the report written in 1923 by Count Henri de Baillet-Latour regarding the mission fulfilled for the IOC in South America, Central America, and North America.
3. Thèmes sportifs / Sports themes

Anti-dopage / Anti-doping

Christen, Yves

Lettre ouverte à Lance Armstrong
CIO MA 26062 * classif.: 061.5:7

Yves Christen, homme politique de renom et Président de la Fondation du Tour de Normandie fait partie de ceux qui croient aux vertus éducatives et morales du sport. Malgré l’argent qui règit ce monde, les sportifs peuvent être exemplaires. Pour ce qui concerne le vélo, il faut savoir qu’il n’est pas un sport comme les autres: il a ceci de particulier qu’il allie l’esthétique, l’impression de facilité et à la fois la souffrance. Dès les premières courses cyclistes, à la fin du 19e siècle, on a eu des exigences extraordinairement élevées de la part des coureurs. À tel point qu’une véritable légende est née autour de l’épopée des forçats de la route. C’est un sport dur. On peut admettre que les cyclistes soient tentés de recourir à des produits divers pour affronter les épreuves. Mais Lance Armstrong a dépassé les limites au-delà desquelles l’homme devient un robot cynique, prisonnier de ses ambitions et de sa cupidité. C’est pour l’amour du vélo qu’Yves Christen a décidé de lancer ce cri, un témoignage parmi tant d’autres pour essayer de revenir au cyclisme de compétition où l’homme reprend possession de son corps.

David, Paul

A guide to the world anti-doping code: the fight for the spirit of sport
CIO MA 25841 * classif.: 061.5

The laws relating to anti-doping change rapidly and the World Anti-Doping Code has been at the centre of significant developments in this area over the last ten years. Since the first edition of this guide, the amended 2009 Code has come into effect and been applied in various decisions before national sporting tribunals and the Court of Arbitration for Sport. This second edition covers the significant changes introduced by the 2009 Code. More than forty summaries of recent cases illustrate the operation of the key provisions of the 2009 Code, in particular the articles relating to anti-doping rule violations and sanctions.
Henne, Kathryn

**The emergence of moral technopreneurialism in sport: techniques in anti-doping regulation, 1966–1976**

IN: The international journal of the history of sport, 26 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-18

This article focuses on the early work of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) Medical Commission's anti-doping policies as a unique form of moral entrepreneurship. As the concept suggests, the Medical Commission's rule-making power relied, in part, on members' expertise and their status as elites. It also came to depend upon technopreneurialism, that is, entrepreneurial scientific innovation, particularly in relation to methods of detecting evidence of doping. Attending to these distinctions, this article argues that these early efforts reveal the emergence of 'moral technopreneurialism'. By this, the author refers to how technological developments serve and, in turn, shape anti-doping goals. Through an analysis of primary IOC documents and archival materials housed in Lausanne, Switzerland, this article considers how the Medical Commission implemented testing to detect evidence of doping from the mid-1960s through the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal. These Games mark the introduction of anabolic steroids testing, which is noteworthy because the events leading up to it illustrates how policy-makers pushed for urgent scientific development, now an accepted trope in the fight against doping. This article concludes with a reflection on how technopreneurialism has culturally impacted the institutionalization of the moral crusade against doping in sport.

Jedlicka, Scott R.; Hunt, Thomas M.

**The international anti-doping movement and UNESCO: a historical case study**

IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(13), 2013, pp. 1523-1535

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) played a major role in the development of contemporary anti-doping policy. Throughout its existence, and especially since the 1970s, UNESCO has viewed sport as an educational tool. Though it acknowledged the unique problems that drug use in sport presented, UNESCO was reticent to take a leading role in creating and enacting global policy regarding the issue. However, UNESCO eventually came to endorse the World Anti-Doping Agency in 2005 when its member nations adopted the International Convention against Doping in Sport. UNESCO's shift in attitude is explained through the application of institutional isomorphism, an organizational theory that explains the tendency of organizations in a given area or industry to become more similar over time.

Tolleneer, Jan... [et al.]

**Athletic enhancement, human nature and ethics: threats and opportunities of doping technologies**


The book provides an in-depth discussion on the human nature concept from different perspectives and from different disciplines, analyzing its use in the doping debate and researching its normative overtones. The relation between natural talent and enhanced abilities is scrutinized within a proper conceptual and theoretical framework: is doping to be seen as a factor of the athlete’s dehumanization or is it a tool to fulfill his/her aspirations to go faster, higher and stronger?
Architecture

Geraint, John; Sheard, Rod; Vickery, Ben

_Stadia: the populous design and development guide_


CIO MA 25908 * classif.: 072

The London 2012 Olympic Stadium is one of several landmark international sports venues to feature in a fully-updated and redesigned fifth edition of Stadia, the essential and long-established guide to stadia design.

Art & culture

Comité international olympique

_Art & sport: concours du CIO 2012 = 2012 IOC contest_


CIO MA 25825 * classif.: 327:33

Frakes, Bill

_Sports photography: from snapshots to great shots_


CIO MA 26013 * classif.: 077

_In "Sports photography: from snapshots to great shots", author and sports photographer Bill Frakes shows how to capture the key elements of sports photographs: motion and emotion, style and scene, place and purpose._

Frei, Terry

_Olympic affair: a novel of Hitler's siren and America's hero_


CIO MA 25902 * classif.: 082-3 FRE

At the 1936 Olympics, Glenn Morris won the decathlon, earning him the label “the world's greatest athlete.” Among the American heroes at the Berlin Games, he was considered second only to Jesse Owens, who won four gold medals. Riefenstahl and Morris: an unlikely couple? Perhaps, but in her 1987 memoirs, the German filmmaker belatedly confirmed she had an affair with the American athlete during the filming of Olympia, Riefenstahl's documentary about the Berlin Games.

Article

Kluge, Volker

“Olympics – past and present”: Doha set new standards

IN: Journal of Olympic history, Vol. 21(2), 2013, pp. 12-17

“Olympics – past and present” is an exhibition, curated by Christian Wacker and Hans-Dieter Gerber, which could be seen from 26 March to 30 June 2013 over a surface of 4000 square metres in Doha, Qatar. This article presents this exhibition.
Schulz, Alexa Oona

Feuer und Flamme für die Kunst: die Geschichte der Olympischen Kunstwettbewerbe von 1912 bis 1948
CIO DA 192 * classif.: 07

Specht, Silke

Opening ceremonies of Olympic Games and their cultural applications: essay
CIO MA 26254 * classif.: 066
The Olympic Games are without doubt an intercultural mega event. This essay looks on the opening ceremonies of the two last Olympic Games 2010 in Vancouver and 2008 in Beijing. It sheds light on the various cultural aspects encompassed in those ceremonies, differentiating between national and Olympic symbols, heroes and rituals expressed during those shows and analyze the underlying values and beliefs that form those cultures. In the final part of this essay it discusses the development of opening ceremonies towards national advertisement disregarding minorities in the national and Olympic societies.

Vizuete Carrizosa, Manuel... [et al.]

Expresión artística y olimpismo: el cartel
IN: Citius, Altius, Fortius: humanismo, sociedad y deporte: investigaciones y ensayos, Vol. 6(1), 2013, pp. 21-60
This paper discusses the genesis of the Olympic poster, the artists and their creative environments and artist’s production of each ones of them, in cases where the production of Olympic artwork is consistent with personal or professional trajectory. Equally forms of production and dissemination of these works, which have passed since the Street Gallery to museum, cabinets and use these to objects or souvenirs.

Développement / Development

Coalter, Fred

Sport for development: what game are we playing?
CIO MA 26010 * classif.: 032
Sport is increasingly regarded as a powerful tool in international development. In this comprehensive introduction to the area of "sport for development", leading researcher Fred Coalter critically evaluates the strengths and weaknesses and successes and failures of sport for development policies and programs. Beginning with an outline of the historical development of policies of sport for development, this book explores the objectives that remain central to international sport for development initiatives, including issues of defining and measuring impacts, the development of self-efficacy and leadership skills, female empowerment, HIV/AIDS awareness and social capital.
**Gilbert, Keith... [et al.]**  
**Sport, peace, and development**  
CIO MA 26208 * classif.: 032  
"Sport, peace, and development" brings together chapters from both the more established and emerging organizations (UNSDP, UNICEF, Right To Play, etc.) and practitioners in the field. It is the first of its kind. The thirty-six chapters, divided in six sections explore how sport can create environments that are conducive to peace and development.

**Hylton, Kevin (ed.)**  
**Sport development: policy, process and practice**  
CIO MA 26196 * classif.: 032  
At a time of profound change in the economic, social, political and sporting landscape, sport development faces important challenges. Now in a fully revised and updated third edition, "Sport development: policy, process and practice" is still the most detailed, authoritative and comprehensive guide to all aspects of contemporary sport development.

**Schinke, Robert J... [et al.]**  
**Sport for development, peace, and social justice**  
CIO MA 25812 * classif.: 030  
"Sport for Development, Peace, and Social Justice" goes beyond the individual benefits of sport to look more closely at what sport can offer to groups of people and the communities in which they live. While the domain of sport development is mostly uncharted, editors Robert Schinke and Stephanie Hanrahan integrate sport development projects from different disciplines to challenge readers to broaden the scope of what they think can be achieved through sport. The 18 chapters, written by some of the world’s top sport science scholars, are presented in four trajectories (peace and reconciliation, social justice, health and well-being, and corporate social responsibility) that reflect the sport development literature.

**Vanden Auweele, Yves**  
**Le sport au service du développement**  
IN: Panathlon international, no 3(sett.-dic. 2012), pp. 15-17

### Droit / Law

**Buy, Frédéric... [et al.]**  
**Droit du sport**  
CIO MA 25766 * classif.: 034  
Dudognon, Charles... [et al.]

**Dictionnaire juridique du sport**
CIO MA 26198 * classif.: 034

Cet ouvrage rassemble l'ensemble des notions du monde sportif à laquelle est donnée une dimension d'ordre juridique. 125 entrées concernant tous les domaines du droit du sport, y compris les institutions nationales et internationales.

Giummarra, Sandrine

**Les droits fondamentaux et le sport: contribution à l'étude de la constitutionnalisation du droit du sport**
CIO MA 26008 * classif.: 034

Les droits fondamentaux, pris sous l'angle du sport soulèvent plusieurs problématiques. La première est relative à leur application au sein du mouvement sportif et la seconde est celle de savoir si la pratique du sport constitue un droit fondamental. La Charte olympique déclare notamment, que la pratique du sport est un droit de l'homme qui s'effectue à l'abri de toute discrimination dans un souci de préserver la dignité humaine.

McLaren, Richard H.

**Athlete biological passport: the juridical viewpoint**
IN: International sports law review, No 4(2012), pp. 77-96

In this article, the author discusses the development of the athlete biological passport (ABP) as a means of detecting prohibited substances, and the testing methods needed for this to withstand judicial scrutiny. The author reviews the development of drug-testing in athletics, key features of the ABP, its operating guidelines, the biological markers used, the World Anti-Doping Agency's approach to such passports, and what can be learned from an ABP profile. Finally, the author considers the results of the ABP’s adoption by bodies such as the Union Cycliste Internationale, the criticisms of the passport, and the arguments advanced in relevant case law.

Pautot, Serge et Michel

**Les contrats de travail des sportifs**
CIO MA 25765 * classif.: 034

Qu'est-ce qu'un contrat de travail en sport ? Comment le rédiger et quelles sont les mentions obligatoires ? Quels sont les droits et les obligations avec la Convention collective nationale du sport ? Qu'est-ce qu'un motif réel et sérieux de licenciement pour un entraîneur et un joueur dans un club ? Quelle est la liberté de circulation des sportifs en Europe ? Autant de questions, qui trouveront une réponse dans cet ouvrage, à la fois clair, fonctionnel, thématique et précis.

Rigozzi, Antonio... [et al.]

**Citius, altius, fortius: mélanges en l'honneur de Denis Oswald**
CIO MA 25772 * classif.: 034

L'ouvrage contient une quarantaine de contributions traitant de nombreux sujets touchant au droit du sport. Les auteurs sont parmi les plus éminents spécialistes et praticiens du droit du sport au niveau suisse et international. Les contributions recueillies dans cet ouvrage couvrent de très nombreux domaines relevant du droit du sport: de l'organisation tant privée que publique du sport au contentieux sportif en passant par les contrats typiques du sport, les questions de responsabilité et d'assurance, les problèmes de gouvernance et la lutte contre le dopage ainsi que des aspects de droit des athlètes.
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; International Olympic Committee

Criminalization approaches to combat match-fixing and illegal/irregular betting; a global perspective: comparative study on the applicability of criminal law provisions concerning match-fixing and illegal/irregular betting
CIO MA 26211 * classif.: 034

There is growing evidence that sport is corrupted by match-fixing and illegal betting. These illegal activities jeopardize the integrity of the competitions, damage the social, educational and cultural values reflected by sports, and threaten the economic role of sports. The current lack of uniformity in criminalization measures and legislative approaches calls for more streamlined action to develop standard-setting model instruments and facilitate convergence in criminal justice responses. The present study, a result of joint work of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), is a first step in this direction.

Vouilloz, François

Le nouveau droit suisse du dopage: aspects de droit pénal et de droit du sport
Tiré à part de: Jusletter. – Berne. 9 septembre 2013
CIO MA 26250 * classif.: 034

La présente contribution décrit la jurisprudence actuelle en matière de dopage et s'intéresse aussi à la lutte contre le dopage menée par Swiss Olympic.

Economie / Economics

Fried, Gil; DeSchriver, Timothy D.; Mondello, Michael

Sport finance
CIO MA 25958 * classif.: 033.0

“Sport Finance” grounds students in the real world of financial management in sport, showing them how to apply financial concepts and appreciate the importance of finance in establishing sound sport management practices. Thoroughly updated to address the challenges facing today’s professionals, this text engages students with a practical approach to traditionally difficult financial skills and principles.

Reese, James T. (ed.)

Ticket operations and sales management in sport
CIO MA 26030 * classif.: 033.0

In this comprehensive textbooks on the topic of ticket operations and sales management, James T. Reese and a collection of academicians and practitioners provide insight, practical tips, and first-hand accounts of what it takes to excel in this growing and ever-changing industry. Chapters cover topics such as customer service, sales, pricing, distribution, the secondary ticket market, and new ticketing technology.

Savage, Philip (publ.)

Sportbusiness in numbers: volume 6
CIO MA 26085 * classif.: 031

“SportBusiness in numbers” provides valuable, exclusive data and insight from the top research consultancies across the world, all in one handy report.
Söderman, Sten... [et al.]

**Handbook of research on sport and business**
CIO MA 26096 * classif.: 033.0

This handbook draws together top international researchers and discusses the state of the art and the future direction of research at the nexus between sport and business. It is heavily built upon choosing, applying and evaluating appropriate quantitative as well as qualitative research methods for practical advice in sport and business research. Topics covered for analysis include sports governance, regulation and performance; media and technology; club management and team structure; place, time and spectators of sporting events; and sport branding and sponsoring.

**Environnement / Environment**

Gillet, Jean-Marc ; Sorzana, Bruno

**Les politiques sportives au défi du développement**
CIO MA 25785 * classif.: 091

Le champ sportif est en pleine mutation pour intégrer pleinement le développement durable comme le socle commun à toute forme de développement des territoires. Cet ouvrage présente les aspects historico-structuraux du développement durable et la relation étroite qu'il entretient avec des politiques sportives renouvelées. L'analyse est complétée et soutenue par un certain nombre d'outils: schémas, références, études de cas.

Karamichas, John

**The Olympic Games and the environment**
CIO MA 25843 * classif.: 091

This book examines the environmental credentials of Olympic host cities and the opportunities afforded by hosting the Games towards the ecological modernization of the host nation by using perspectives offered by environmental sociology. It also sets out projections for the environmental legacy of London 2012.

Westerberg, Micheal

**Umweltbelastungen und Umweltschutz bei Olympischen Sommerspielen: Anspruch und Wirklichkeit an den Beispielen Sydney 2000 und Athen 2004**
CIO MA 25948 * classif.: 091

Wenngleich die Sport-Umwelt-Problematik und als Teil dieser die olympische Sport-Umwelt-Problematik hinsichtlich der Hauptursachen der Umweltzerstörung einen eher untergeordneten Stellenwert einnimmt, wird in dieser Arbeit aufgezeigt, dass ihre Bedeutung

**Encyclopédie / Encyclopedia**

Pfister, Gertrud (ed.)... [et al.]

**Berkshire encyclopedia of world sports**
CIO MA 26100/1-3 * classif.: 079(03)

Contains: Vol. 1: Academies and camps to extreme sports in the Olympics. – Contains: Vol. 2: Facility management to professionalism vs. amateurism. – Contains: Vol. 3: Race walking and pedestrianism to youth sports.
**Equipement / Equipment**

A volume for the London Olympics
CIO MA 25930 * classif.: 039.1

This volume, consisting of papers originally delivered at the Sport and Fashion symposium in 2011, celebrates the connection between sport and the clothes and fashion which are associated with certain sporting activities. Articles include a study of Olympic swimming costumes, women's sport during the inter-war period, the use of sportmen by clothing industries for brand marketing, and the aesthetic significance of certain items of clothing, specifically the shirt worn by Maradona during the 1986 Argentina-England World Cup quarter final.

**Ethique / Ethics**

Andrieu, Bernard ; Félix, François (eds.)
Ethique du sport
CIO MA 26125 * classif.: 01

Depuis le baron Pierre de Coubertin au moins, le sport véhicule des valeurs entendues comme universelles: le fair-play, la conscience de la règle, le respect de l’adversaire, la dignité des personnes, le self-control, le sens de l’effort individuel et collectif, la plaisir du jeu. Pourtant, force est de constater des débordements de ces règles et le non-respect des valeurs dans bien des domaines du sport: tricheries, dopage, insultes racistes, contestation de l’arbitrage, paris sportifs et matches arrangés, etc. la liste est malheureusement longue. Pour autant, l’exemplarité du sport n’a pas disparu de l’horizon éducatif ; en outre, bien des sportifs en sont venus à promouvoir d’autres valeurs que la compétition, faisant émerger une autre forme d’éthique sportive. C’est un champ très large qui s’offre à la réflexion, et que parcourt cet ouvrage.

Lumpkin, Angela ; Stoll, Sharon Kay ; Beller, Jennifer M.
Practical ethics in sport management
CIO MA 25922 * classif.: 01

Leaders and managers throughout the sporting world face many ethical challenges on a daily basis. Should an athletic director chastise an unruly but influential supporter? What factors should affect an athlete’s eligibility? Is competitiveness acceptable in youth sports? This text shows aspiring sports management professionals how to identify the moral issues in sports and develop principle-centered leadership practices to lead with justice, honesty, and beneficence. Among the issues addressed are the conflict between sportsmanship and gamesmanship, violence in sports, racial and gender equity, performance-enhancing drugs, academics, and commercialization. Throughout, specific examples from real-world sports situations and reflective questions encourage students to think critically.

McNammee, Mike
The integrity of sport: unregulated gambling, match fixing and corruption
IN: Sport, ethics and philosophy, 2nd May 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-2
Editorial
Pérez Triviño, José Luis

The challenges of modern sport to ethics: from doping to cyborgs
CIO MA 26099 * classif.: 01

The book attempts to provide a wide overview of key ethical matters in the philosophy of sport: What is fair play? Is strategic fouling legitimate? What is the role of cheating and gamesmanship in sport? What can be said about doping and physical enhancement? How can we approach gender issues that come from the core of the practice of sport? Does sport share any common characteristics, or even roots, with racism, violence or nationalism? Should cyborgathletes compete in equal conditions with organic athletes? What can we do with new technologies in sport? In the book there is an analyse of all possible solutions that the main authors or contemporary sport philosopher has brought forward on a topic, and after having laid out the current panorama, the author deal with each of them directly and personally.

Les tricheurs: 25 ans après Ben Johnson, les affaires continuent
Dijon: Faton, 2012. – 80 p.: ill. – (Sport & vie. Hors série ; n° 38)
CIO MA 26094 * classif.: 061.5


Femme / Woman

Boykoff, Jules ; Yasuoka, Matthew

Gender and politics at the 2012 Olympics: media coverage and its implications
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 14 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-15

As the world’s premier multi-sport event, the Olympic Games present a propitious opportunity to explore the nexus of gender and politics. This study focuses on the role of gender at the 2012 London Summer Games as transmitted through the mainstream mass media in the USA and the UK. It focuses on the actions of Olympic athletes and how the media framed those actions. More precisely, it analyses three gender-centric episodes that were covered widely by the media during the 2012 Olympics: the first-ever participation by women from Saudi Arabia, Brunei, and Qatar; the participation of South African runner Caster Semenya and the issue of sex testing; and women’s beach volleyball competition and gender norms. Deploying frame analysis and feminist critical theory, we offer quantitative and qualitative analysis of these three episodes, and draw out wider political implications.

Edwards, Lisa... [et al.]

Celebration on ice: double standards following the Canadian women’s gold medal victory at the 2010 Winter Olympics
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 17 Jan. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-17

In this paper, the authors critically examine the moral outcry that greeted the Canadian women’s ice hockey celebrations after they won gold at the Vancouver Winter Olympic Games in 2010. Stories of male athletes engaging in similar post game activities abound, but such incidents are rarely criticized or admonished. Celebrating victory with excessive drinking is simply customary in male sporting practices. In fact, such behavior is usually celebrated as a ‘time-honored tradition’ within the sporting community. In this paper, the authors argue that there is a double standard at play that judges women more harshly than men when it comes to the kind of alcohol-related cultural practices commonplace in our society. In conclusion, the authors argue that if the cultural practices in question, binge drinking and so forth, are morally problematic, then they are equally so for men and women.
Gao, Yunxiang

**Sporting gender: women athletes and celebrity-making during China's national crisis, 1931-45**
CIO MA 26175 * classif.: 079(510)

Gao is the first to cover the rise to fame of Chinese female athletes in the early part of the twentieth century. From the Japanese-engineered Mukden Incident of 1931 to the end of WWII, a sense of impending war affected Chinese culture, which spurred Communists and Nationalists alike to promote strengthening of the country's citizens' bodies through tiyu (physical education, sports, and physical culture) in their quest to build a strong, militant nation.

Marikova Leeds, Eva... [et al.]

**Handbook on the economics of women in sports**
CIO MA 26194 * classif.: 03-054

Women's sports have received much less attention from economists than from other social scientists. This handbook fills that gap with a comprehensive economic analysis of women's sports. It also analyzes how the behavior and treatment of female athletes reflect broad economic forces.

Muratore, Anne et Braconnier Aurore

**Nostra culpa**
IN: Sport et vie, No 139 (juillet-août 2013), pp. 28-37

La participation d'athlètes intersexuées aux compétitions sportives féminines pose problème aux organisateurs depuis l'Antiquité. Pendant longtemps, ces « fausses femmes » étaient considérées comme de vulgaires tricheuses. Or la réalité est souvent infiniment plus complexe.

Payot-Podevin, Caroline

**Le sport au féminin: pathologies féminines liées au sport: traumatologie, gynécologie, nutrition, dopage**
CIO MA 26053 * classif.: 03-054

Voici un ouvrage qui ne connaît pas de précédent sur l'analyse du sport au féminin, ce qui en fait un document tout à fait original et novateur pour la compétitrice en particulier. Trois parties fortes : les pathologies de la femme adulte sportive ; les cas particuliers de la petite fille à l'adolescente sportives ; le cas particulier de la femme sportive d'après 50 ans.

Pfister, Gertrud... [et al.]

**Gender and sport: changes and challenges**
CIO MA 26170 * classif.: 03-054

This volume covers current issues, cutting-edge debates and new knowledge on women and sport. The aim of this book is to provide an overview of the current debates on gender and sport from a women's perspective, to share new knowledge about important issues, in particular about gender (in)equalities.
Thadani, Karmanye… [et al.]

**Women and sport in India and the world: a socio-legal perspective**


CIO MA 25750 * classif.: 03-054

Sports law as a discipline is in its infancy in India and while gender issues in sports have received some attention, perhaps no book has been written exclusively on this subject in the Indian context, suggesting legal reforms to address the same. The authors have not only looked at the issue solely from the legal perspective but also examined the sociological undercurrents underlying the same and suggested a policy framework that can help achieve gender equality in this sphere, which, as the authors argue, also serves as an effective medium of women empowerment in general. Both doctrinal and non-doctrinal research have been carried out by the authors.

**Teetzel, Sarah**

**The Onus of inclusivity: sport policies and the enforcement of the women’s category in sport**

IN: Journal of the philosophy of sport, 19 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-17

In response to cases of high-profile athletes’ sex (and gender) being called into question, the International Olympic Committee, the International Association of Athletics Federations, and the National Collegiate Athletics Association, among others, published or updated policies addressing who is eligible to compete in the women’s sport category and under what conditions. This paper addresses the areas in which philosophical reasoning and ethical analysis can contribute to reopened debates about the surveillance of the women’s category in sport.

**Handicap / Disability**

**Leibs, Andrew**

**The encyclopedia of sports and recreation for people with visual impairments**


CIO MA 25891 * classif.: 03-056

With this book, blind people will be inspired to embrace sports as the rest of society does—as a vital component of personal expression and human interaction that opens paths to adventure, confidence, and lifelong health and fitness.

**Smith, Brett**

**Paralympics and disability sport**


CIO MA 26111 * classif.: 03-056

This book addresses a variety of topics in relation to the Paralympics and disability sport. These include: the sociology of Paralympic sport; sport coaching at recreational and elite level; sport history and exercise rehabilitation; exercise participation; and future directions for disability sport research. Throughout the book, disability sport is both celebrated and critically examined. Critical questions are raised, and practical suggestions offered, about being a Paralympian, coaching athletes with a disability, and exercise as a form of rehabilitation. Empirical evidence is drawn from different people and various sports.
Christesen, Paul

**Sport and democracy in the ancient and modern worlds**
CIO MA 25805 * classif.: 093

*This book explores the relationship between sport and democratization using sociological and historical methodologies and case studies of ancient Greece and nineteenth-century Britain.*

Robène, Luc

**Le sport et la guerre: XIXe et XXe siècles**
CIO MA 25796 * classif.: 032

*Cet ouvrage a pour objet d'analyser les interactions et les relations entre le sport et la guerre. Il questionne la vision traditionnellement pacificatrice du sport tout en proposant une double lecture historique des dynamiques et logiques qui amènent à considérer le sport et la guerre comme étroitement liés : la guerre apparaissant comme un élément structurant du sport ; le sport comme un élément structurant de la guerre. Organisé en fonction de grandes thématiques (le sport et la préparation de la guerre ; les médias et la construction des figures héroïques du sportif et du combattant ; le rôle de la guerre dans la diffusion et la transformation des pratiques sportives ; le sport comme outil de propagande, de domination, de résistance, mais également comme levier de gouvernance mondiale et comme facteur de paix...), le livre permet au lecteur d'apprehender les articulations multiples - culturelles, sociales, politiques, idéologiques - qui inscrivent sport et guerre dans des perspectives structurantes fondamentales pour les sociétés contemporaines.*

Terret, Thierry

**Histoire du sport**
CIO MA 26171 * classif.: 094

*Le sport, tel que nous le concevons aujourd'hui, avec ses règles, ses techniques, ses pratiques, et ses pratiquants, ses représentations et ses institutions, ses records et ses valeurs, trouve sa genèse dans l'Angleterre en pleine Révolution industrielle du XVIIIe siècle. Les pratiques plus anciennes répondent à des fonctions militaires, éducatives ou sacrées et ne sauraient être assimilées aux logiques sportives contemporaines qui oscillent entre traditions, poids du marché et enjeux politiques.*

Chamberlain, John Martyn

**Sports-based intervention and the problem of youth offending: a diverse enough tool for a diverse society?**

IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(10), 2013, pp. 1279-1292

*This paper discusses sports-based interventions (SBIs) and the problem of youth crime. It notes the positive role sport can play in changing to better the lives of young people. However, there is a lack of robust evidence to support the argument that participation in sporting activity can lead to a reduction in anti-social and offending behavior. The paper discusses how through focusing on 'individual needs' and 'pathways to work', SBIs can become overly reductionist and mask broader structural class-, gender- and race-based inequalities that permeate through neoliberal nation-states and western criminal justice systems. It concludes that SBI advocates must seek to promote a less homogeneous idea of what an SBI is, as well as be more sensitive to the diverse needs of young people, particularly if they are to tackle the underlying structural inequalities that arguably create the social problem, that is youth crime in the first place.*
Coalter, Fred
‘There is loads of relationships here’: developing a programme theory for sport-for-change programmes
This article reports on research on the effectiveness of sports-based interventions that sought to address issues of gang membership, racism, at-risk youth and a rather ill-defined notion of ‘conflict’. The article illustrates the varying centrality of sport in such programmes, reports on a series of in-depth interviews with participants in four programmes, exploring the nature of their experiences and perceptions of the programme elements that had the greatest impact on their values, attitudes and behavior. The analysis draws on a number of programme theories about how such programs might work and emphasizes the centrality of social relationships between leaders and participants and the development of respect, trust and reciprocity as a basis for potential attitude and behavior change. The interview data and previous research are used to develop an indicative programme theory which illustrates that, where change occurs, it is most likely to occur via systems of social relationships most characteristic of sport-plus programmes.

Côté, Jean ; Lidor, Ronnie (ed.)
Conditions of children’s talent development in sport
CIO MA 26032 * classif.: 03-052
"Conditions of children’s talent development in sport" is a comprehensive study of sport’s impact on childhood skill acquisition. The text takes multiple factors into account, including activities in which children participate during their development, and personal and social variables that affect their growth. The book is structured around the fourth stage of talent development research, which takes into account not only practice activities, but also the importance of play and the sampling of various sports throughout childhood.

Haudenhuyse, Reinhard
The potential of sports for socially vulnerable youth
CIO MA 25927 * classif.: 03-052
Sports are often recognized as an opportunity to engage socially vulnerable youth in a leisure context and not just in terms of participation in sports activities, but across a range of issues, including education, employment and training, community leadership and healthy lifestyles. However, how sports practices can effectively contribute in creating such broader outcomes stays unclear and has been dealt with much scepticism. The purpose of the dissertation was to gain a better insight in how sports practices working with socially vulnerable youth could effectively generate wider social outcomes. The first part of the doctoral dissertation of Reinhard Haudenhuyse can be downloaded here.

Lloyd, Rhodri S... [et al.]
Strength and conditioning for young athletes: science and application
CIO MA 26172 * classif.: 03-052
"Strength and conditioning for young athletes" offers an evidence-based introduction to the theory and practice of strength and conditioning for children and young athletes. Drawing upon leading up-to-date research in all aspects of fitness and movement skill development, the book adopts a holistic approach to training centered on the concept of long-term athletic development and the welfare of the young athlete.
Lorimer, David (ed.)
Reaching for gold: the aspirations of young people inspired by Olympic and Paralympic values
CIO MA 26023 * classif.: 327:01
"Reaching for Gold" shares the many aspirations of young people inspired by the Olympic and Paralympic values through extracts taken from the Inspire-Aspire posters which were completed in 2010-11. The book also contains contributions from Olympic and Paralympic stars including Beth Tweddle and Ellie Simmonds.

Méry, Stéphane
Excellence sportive et scolarité: de nouveaux enjeux pour l’école primaire
CIO MA 25844 * classif.: 03-052
L’étude, s’appuyant sur des témoignages, porte sur la conciliation difficile entre le rythme scolaire et la pratique sportive pour les jeunes champions entre 9 et 11 ans. Les enjeux politiques que représentent le sport, le respect des rythmes physiologiques et la réussite scolaire obligent à rompre avec la scolarisation. L’auteur fait de nombreuses propositions pour régler ce problème.

Parker, Andrew... [et al.]
Youth sport, physical activity and play: policy, interventions and participation
CIO MA 26006 * classif.: 03-052
Sport, physical activity and play are key constituents of social life, impacting such diverse fields as healthcare, education and criminal justice. Over the past decade, governments around the world have begun to place physical activity at the heart of social policy, providing increased opportunities for participation for young people. This groundbreaking text explores the various ways in which young people experience sport, physical activity and play as part of their everyday lives, and the interventions and outcomes that shape and define those experiences.

Ramírez Morales, Gabriel
Activité physique et sportive d’un enfant: bénéfice? avantage? vigilance?: quels seront les comportements et regards des parents?
CIO MA 25845 * classif.: 03-054
Ce livre démontre qu’aujourd’hui, l’activité physique et la pratique d’un sport sont bénéfiques pour les enfants et les adolescents et qu’il est souhaitable que chaque enfant puisse avoir l’occasion de pratiquer.
Youth Development through Football (YDF); Cora Burnett (ed.)

**Stories from the field: YDF footprint in Africa**


The GIZ/YDF program is possibly one of the most significant programs in terms of philosophy, methodology and scope that sheds light on development work as it is embraced, transformed and assimilated into real-life experiences. It is at this embedded level of social uptake that the selected 15 stories in the text and the detailed 45 stories on the CD articulate real-life experiences as told by program participants, peer-educators and YDF partners who took up the responsibility and challenge to change lives for the better. Multiple voices give an expression to the meaning and dynamics of sports-related interventions as they affect individuals within a myriad of social relationships and contexts. The uniqueness of this publication is that it not only captures all these voices to constitute stories from nine African countries, but validates a ripple of impact where context is a prism for seeing and knowing. How do real people see and benefit from a sport-for-development program? How does the North meet the South in partnership and trust? After reading these stories, you will not merely see young boys or girls kicking a ball and appreciate the novel aesthetics, but you will smell the dust and know it is a family and community at play. You will realize that aspirations and expectations are born from a need for entitlement in a field where the pitch is only the beginning of a journey.

**Management**

Baker, Robert E.; Esherick, Greg

**Fundamentals of sport management**


"Fundamentals of sport management" presents foundational knowledge of sport management and what sport managers do to help readers prepare for advanced study or practice in the field. An excellent reference for students or professionals, "Fundamentals of sport management" offers insights into the exciting field, the impact of the sport industry, and the possibilities for employment in sport.

Beech, John... [et al.]

**The business of sport management**


This ground-breaking new book equips the manager and future manager of sport organizations with the tools they need to deliver. Set in an international environment the authors have been careful to choose stimulating examples from a wide variety of sports.

Covell, Daniel; Walker, Sharianne

**Managing sport organizations: responsibility for performance**


Now in a fully revised and updated third edition, "Managing sports organizations" is still the most interesting, challenging introduction to sport management currently available.
Deissler, Gebhard

**Olympics: global sports in the area of tension between organisational, national and supranational forces**


CIO MA 25791 * classif.: 030

This study looks at global sports and more specifically at global soccer from historical, cultural, economic, social, strategic/tactical and civilization perspectives. Sports as a global management phenomenon and practice are contextualized in a global transcultural management framework. Its aim is the optimum use of cultural diversity and to create awareness of divisive dimensions in global sports, while it offers a consistent approach to the integration of divisive tendencies in the global world of sports. This will in turn sustainably affect other domains of the globalizing world.

Desbordes, Michel

**Sport et business**


CIO MA 25781 * classif.: 033

Ce livre propose une approche originale: comprendre l’articulation entre sport-business et pratique sportive, tout en remettant le consommateur au centre du processus. Il est enrichi de nombreuses études de cas qui jalonnent sa progression, rendant le contenu accessible à tout public. Ces cas se focalisent sur le football européen et ses plus grands clubs, la NBA, l’industrie du ski, les raids de sport-nature, le tournoi de Roland-Garros, les Jeux Olympiques, Décathlon, les réseaux sociaux ou la télévision. Ils permettent de mieux comprendre la réalité du management du sport.

Dowling, Mathew; Robinson, Leigh; Washington, Marvin

**Taking advantage of the London 2012 Olympic Games: corporate social responsibility through sport partnerships**

IN: European sport management quarterly, 4 March 2013, Ahead of Print, pp. 1-24

This research explores the ways in which corporate organizations leveraged corporate social responsibility (CSR) through a sport initiative that was conceived, implemented and mediated by the British Olympic Association (BOA) preceding the London 2012 Olympic Games. This research aimed to evaluate the initiative in order to understand the benefits, barriers and partnership working and sought to answer the question: how is CSR being leveraged through sport by corporate organisations in the lead up to mega-sporting events? The case-based methodology employed a series of semi-structured interviews that were conducted with senior directors and managers within National Governing Bodies (NGBs) and corporate organisations. Interview data were supplemented by a content analysis of documentation associated with, and about, the initiative. Findings included: corporate leveraging to achieve subtle human resourcing objectives, indirect involvement and market research into the Olympic Games and the increase of corporate capital. This research concludes that CSR relationships in sport can be innovative and creative but require objective alignment, appropriate timing and the management of expectations.

Evans, Owen

**Academy of excellence**

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 189, May 2013, pp. 80-88

Owen Evans explains the background to “SportBusiness International’s 2013 postgraduate sports course guide”, the industry’s only authoritative ranking of the sector of sports management education.

**Excellence in events**

IN: Sportbusiness international, No 185(Dec. 2012), p. 62-68

As the only recognized international accolades to acknowledge excellence in the global sports event management industry, the 2012 International Sports Event Management (ISEM) awards were a hotbed of competition following a huge year of major events. SportBusiness International runs down the men, women and teams recognized for their outstanding contribution at last month’s gala dinner in London.
Frawley, Stephen
Organising sport at the Olympic Games: the case of Sydney 2000
IN: International journal of the history of sport, 8 March 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-18
In this paper, the interdependent and fluid organizational networks that form to organize Olympic Games are analyzed using Norbert Elias’s concept of human figurations. Rather than considering organizational situations and developments in static terms, Eliasian process sociology frames the place of organizations within the broader social and historical contexts in which they operate. From an Eliasian perspective, the organization of a mega-project, such as the Olympic Games, is not only the result of recent developments but also of countless social and organizational figurations that developed over many years prior to the winning of a bid to stage the event. In this regard, the organization of the Olympic Games is the result of both planned and unplanned consequences of organizing over which no one individual ever has total control.

Geeraert, Arnout ; Alm, Jens ; Grolle, Michael
Good governance in international sport organizations: an analysis of the 35 Olympic sport governing bodies
IN: International journal of sport policy and politics, Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-26
In this article, structural issues with regard to the quality of the self-governance of the 35 Olympic sport governing bodies (SGBs) are analyzed. First, this article presents empirical evidence on the lack of accountability arrangements in SGBs. In particular, the watchdog function of their member organizations is severely undermined by the general absence of objective criteria and transparency in the distribution of funding to members. With regard to checks and balances, arguably the most topical issue is the complete lack of independent ethics committees. Second, our survey demonstrates that most SGBs have institutionalized athlete participation. However, in the overwhelming majority of the organizations, they have not been granted a share of formal decision-making power. Third, with regard to executive body members, there is the rather anachronistic dominance of the European continent and also the preponderance of male officials. In addition, the general lack of term limits poses serious threats with regard to the concentration of power, which is evidenced for instance by the overall number of years SGB presidents are in office. The empirical evidence clearly supports the recent calls for improved governance in sport, according to which SGBs need to agree upon, and act in accordance with, a set of well-defined criteria of good governance. Only then will the self-governance of sport be credible and the privileged autonomy of these organizations justifiable.

Greenwell, Christopher ; Danzey-Bussell, Leigh Ann ; Shonk, David J.
Managing sport events
CIO MA 26223 * classif.: 033
Whether it’s a local event, county championship or international competition, running a successful sport event requires the knowledge and skills of planning organizing, promotion, leadership and communication. This title provides the principles and practices related to effective event management.

Lee, Seung Pil ; Cornwell, T. Bettina ; Babiak, Kathy
Developing an instrument to measure the social impact of sport: social capital, collective identities, health literacy, well-being and human capital
In: Journal of sport management, Vol. 27(1), 2013, pp. 24-42
The objective of this study is to develop an instrument to measure the social impact of sport. The proposed “Social Impact of Sport Scale” includes the dimensions of social capital, collective identities, health literacy, well-being and human capital. In addition to development of a detailed 75 item composite scale stemming largely from past measurement, a shorter set of global measures is also examined. A convenience sample of university students is used in scale development as well as a partial test of the scale in context. Results find support for the detailed scale and for the short global measure instrument. In addition, the partial test of the scale in a context of sport experience relevant to students is reported. The value of the scale in use and areas of future research are discussed.
Leonard, Richard

**Principles of sport administration**


CIO MA 26206 * classif.: 033

* Athletic program administrators have a tremendous influence on the success of their organizations. They must construct viable program plans; oversee budgeting, marketing, and fundraising efforts; and effectively manage employees. These concepts and many more are covered in “Principles of sport administration”.

Mallen, Cheryl (ed.)... [et al.]

**Event management in sport, recreation and tourism: theoretical and practical dimension**


CIO MA 26095 * classif.: 033

* “Event Management in sport, recreation and tourism” provides a comprehensive theoretical and practical framework for planning and managing events. Focusing on the role of the event manager and their diverse responsibilities through each phase of the event planning process, this is still the only textbook to define the concept of knowledge in the context of events management, placing it at the centre of professional practice.

Mead, John... [et al.]

**Programme procurement in construction**


* Drawing on such projects as the Olympic Games and Crossrail, this book deals with the procurement of large construction programs and projects. It focuses on the key factors leading to successful, effective, and efficient procurement strategies when running extremely large infrastructure and building projects. This approach reveals a complete picture of the capabilities of all firms and suppliers involved in the process. The book provides construction managers with the knowhow to undertake major projects they can deliver faster and with less waste, or apply the techniques to smaller construction projects.

Paramio-Salcines, Juan Luis... [et al.]

**Routledge handbook of sport and corporate social responsibility**


CIO MA 26115 * classif.: 033

* As the role of sport in society becomes ever more prominent and as sports organisations become increasingly influential members of the global community, so it has become more important than ever for sport to consider its wider social responsibilities. The “Routledge handbook of sport and corporate social responsibility” is the first book to offer a comprehensive survey of theories and concepts of CSR as applied to sport, and the social, ethical and environmental aspects of sport business and management. The book covers every key issue and functional area, including implementation, strategic benefits, communication and corporate image, stakeholder engagement, and the measurement and evaluation of CSR policies and practices, and includes detailed international case studies, from the NBA and the Olympic Games to Japanese soccer.
Parent, Milena M. ; Smith-Swan, Sharon
Managing major sports events: theory and practice
CIO MA 26151 * classif.: 033.
The hosting of major sporting events can be a key tool in the development of cities and countries around the world. If carried out effectively these events can not only bring prestige to an area but can leave the local population with a legacy of improved infrastructure and facilities. "Managing major sports events: theory and practice" is a complete introduction to the principles and practical skills that underpin the running and hosting of major sports events, from initial bid to post-event legacy. The book draws closely on the authors' personal practical experiences of day-to-day management during the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, now widely regarded as the gold standard of Olympic organisation. Drawing on the latest research from across multiple disciplines, it covers every key area in the event management process.

Robson, Stephen ; Simpson, Kirstie ; Tucker, Lee (eds.)
Strategic sport development
CIO MA 25905 * classif.: 033
The field of sports development is becoming ever more professional, with the levels of expertise in planning and efficiency required of those working in private or national sports institutions higher than they have ever been. In response to this, strategic sports development has emerged as a means of applying business strategies to the context of sports development. "Strategic Sports Development" is the first book to directly address this important new field.

Sotiriadou, Popi... [et al.]
Managing high performance sport
CIO MA 26020 * classif.: 033
How can managers design and implement effective high performance programmes in sport? What are the key challenges in managing elite athletes, sports people and teams? This is the first book to provide a comprehensive introduction to management practice, process and policy in elite and high performance sport (HPS). The book features contributions from world-leading sport management academics as well as practitioners with experience of managing HPS programmes at world and Olympic level.

Traiman, Steve
Mobile ticketing here and now
IN: Panstadia & arena management, Summer 2013, pp. 108-115
Mobile is taking the lead for ticketing and access control at stadiums and arenas. Steve Traiman listens to the experts from leading global vendors.

TSE consulting ; ed. by Lars Haue-Pedersen ... [et al.]
The new sports organisation: 8 essentials for renewing the management of sport
CIO MA 26072 * classif.: 033
The purpose of this second edition, which was first published in 2009, is to present a view of the essentials needed to successfully manage today’s sports organisation, based on research and theory and tested by consultants worldwide in various different sports. "The new sports organisations" is a synthesis of the experiences TSE has collected from working with national and international sports organisations around the world since the company’s creation in 2002. The book, mirroring the professional service TSE offers its clients, combines these experiences with relevant management theory.
Sport brands are a central element of modern sport business and a ubiquitous component of contemporary global culture. This groundbreaking book offers a complete analysis of the topic of sport brands from both a marketing management approach (strategy and implementation) and a psycho-sociological approach (consumption and wider society). In doing so it explores both supply and demand sides, offering a complete introduction to the nature, purpose and value of sport brands not found in any other sports marketing text. The book covers the whole heterogeneity of sport brands, going much further than the sport team and league brands covered in most other books.

Carlson, Brad D. ; Donavan, D. Todd

**Human brands in sport: athlete brand personality and identification**


By integrating social identity theory with brand personality, the authors test a model of how perceptions of human brands affect consumer’s level of cognitive identification. The findings suggest that consumers view athletes as human brands with unique personalities. Additional findings demonstrate that athlete prestige and distinctiveness leads to the evaluation of athlete identification. Once consumers identified with the athlete, they were more likely to feel an emotional attachment to the athlete, identify with the athlete’s team, purchase team-related paraphernalia and increase their team-related viewership habits. The findings extend previous research on human brands and brand personalities in sports. Marketers can use the information gleaned from this study to better promote products that are closely associated with well-recognized and attractive athletes, thereby increasing consumer retail spending. In addition, the findings offer new insights to sports marketers seeking to increase team-related spectatorship by promoting the image of easily recognizable athletes.
Pitts, Brenda G.; Stotlar, David K.
**Fundamentals of sport marketing**
CIO MA 26029 * classif.: 038
“*Fundamentals of sport marketing* has long been the premier textbook in its field, and this updated, expanded fourth edition once again delivers superior content for aspiring sport marketers. As the most contemporary, comprehensive text of its kind, “Fundamentals of sport marketing”, 4th edition, is a must-have resource for current data, trends, and concepts critical to success in the ever-changing world of sport.

Pritchard, Mark P... [et al.]
**Leveraging brands in sport business**
CIO MA 26174 * classif.: 038
This text compiles advanced material relating to strategy and marketing in the field of sports business. Featuring contributions from experts across the sports business field, the book approaches strategy from the standpoint of managing and marketing a brand. With integrated current-day examples highlighting practices and issues, as well as “real-world” applied video cases.

Sporsora ; Bertrand Avril... [et al.]
**Les bonnes pratiques du sponsoring sportif**
CIO MA 26236 * classif.: 038
Cet ouvrage fait l'état des lieux de manière didactique des bonnes pratiques, explicite le rôle des différentes parties prenantes et les enjeux du sponsoring à l'aide de nombreux exemples, de cas concrets, de témoignages et de définitions. Il s'agit d'un outil d'accompagnement incontournable accessible à tous.

**Médecine du sport / Sport medicine**

Brukner, Peter... [et al.]
**Brukner & Khan's clinical sports medicine**
CIO MA 25808 * classif.: 061
“*Brukner and Khan's Clinical Sports Medicine*” is the bible of sports medicine. The text explores all aspects of diagnosis and management of sports-related injuries and physical activity such as the fundamental principles of sports medicine, diagnosis and treatment of sports injuries, enhancement of sports performance and dealing with special groups of participants.

Carré, François (dir.)
**Cardiologie du sport**
CIO MA 26213 * classif.: 061.3
Le système cardiovasculaire occupe une place centrale dans les adaptations de l'organisme aux contraintes du sport. Il peut parfois être le "maillon faible" du pratiquant et être à l'origine d'accidents potentiellement graves. Les caractéristiques des contraintes de la pratique sportive et des adaptations qui en découlent varient selon les disciplines, le mode de pratique et les spécificités du pratiquant. Ces contraintes doivent être connues pour permettre à chaque sportif de tirer le meilleur bénéfice de sa pratique individuelle avec le meilleur niveau de sécurité possible. Cet ouvrage largement illustré se propose donc de répondre aux questions que les personnes impliquées dans le monde du sport se posent sur les relations parfois tumultueuses qui peuvent exister entre le cœur et le sport.
Celebrating London’s Olympic and Paralympic Games
IN: British journal of sports medicine, Vol. 47(7), May 2013

Di Pietro, B... [et al.]
Sports medicine and new challenges for Olympic education: ethical and educational aspects
The purpose of this article is two-fold. First, it discusses the importance of sports medicine as a human science which, through joint collaboration with education, can contribute to the spread of Olympic values in contemporary society, in accordance with rules and norms of medical care and those regulating the organization of sports activities. Through the use of bibliographic resources and a historic-hermeneutic methodology, the discussion will conclude that the birth of medicine in ancient Greece constituted a knowledge of sports centered on the thérapeia of the body and mind of the athlete. As such, it represented a type of sophía that embodied a public ethics and a professional deontology, thus incorporating a pedagogical aspect. Hence, scholars can find the potential for translating into concrete actions the fundamental values of Olympic education. Second, the article examines the metaphysical aspect of legal rules. This basis ensures the functioning of rules as a stabilizing element in relationships between individuals. In this perspective, the boundary is drawn between legal and other types of rules. This theme will be developed as it concerns the ethics of legal rules and sports rules.

Doutreloux, Jean-Paul
Physiologie et biologie du sport
CIO MA 25925 * classif.: 061.1
Cet ouvrage présente les aspects fondamentaux de l’adaptation de l’organisme du sportif au cours de l’effort. Il est composé de 5 parties. La 1ère s’attache à délimiter les apports de la physiologie parmi les différents domaines scientifiques qui éclairent la performance motrice. La seconde partie présente, d’une part, les informations concernant la composition chimique de l’organisme, la constitution et les fonctions cellulaires, d’autre part, les processus de développement. La troisième partie expose les systèmes de contrôle nerveux et hormonaux des activités organiques. La quatrième partie se focalise sur l’étude des systèmes d’approvisionnement énergétique (nutrition et digestion) et sur les adaptations cardio-vasculaires et respiratoires à l’effort. Enfin, la cinquième partie traite du fonctionnement des muscles squelettiques en tant qu’effectif des mouvements sportifs.

Hausswirth, Christophe... [et al.] (ed.)
Recovery for performance in sport
CIO MA 26014 * classif.: 061.1
This new book presents techniques and modalities currently used to enhance athletes’ recovery, optimize training time and avoid overtraining. In it readers will find proven strategies for enhancing the recovery process and learn the importance of structuring an individual and evidenced-based recovery plan for improving performance.
Léger, Damien ; Duforez, François
*Sport et sommeil: les mécanismes du sommeil: sommeil et performance: insomnie, sommeil différé*
CIO MA 25911 * classif.: 061
Ce livre est écrit par un des plus grands spécialistes médical du sommeil. Sommité internationale dans le monde scientifique, le professeur Léger nous prête ici sa plume et nous fait partager ses différentes études et consultations scientifiques sur l'apport d'un bon sommeil versus les contre-performances sportives quand la qualité dudit sommeil n'est pas au rendez-vous.

Rochcongar, P... [et al.]
*Medecine du sport: pour le praticien*
CIO MA 26234 * classif.: 061
Cette cinquième édition, entièrement revue et refondue, est un panorama complet de la médecine et de la pathologie du sport. Elle développe les avancées tant dans le domaine de la traumatologie que de l'imagerie sans oublier les spécificités de l'activité physique liées à l'âge, au sexe ou aux pathologies chroniques. Elle fait également le point sur des thèmes d'actualité comme l'entraînement et le surentraînement, les urgences sur le terrain, le coup de chaleur et la lutte contre le dopage.

**Médias / Media**

**Article**
Abeza, Gashaw, O'Reilly, Norm, Reid, Ian
*Relationship marketing and social media in sport*
IN: International journal of sport communication, Vol. 6(2), June 2013, pp. 120-142
Relation marketing (RM) is about retaining customers through the achievement of long-term mutual satisfaction by businesses and their customers. Sport organizations, to retain customers by establishing, maintaining, and enhancing relationships, need to communicate and engage in dialogue with their customers. To achieve this on an ongoing basis, sport organizations need to employ effective communication platforms. In this regard, social media (SM) is becoming an ideal tool for a continuing 2-way dialogue. However, the effects of SM, primarily in terms of addressing RM goals, are not yet well understood. This study explores the opportunities and challenges facing managers in sport organizations in using SM in an RM strategy. Eight case studies were undertaken on organizations that put on running events. The article presents the findings on the use, opportunities, and challenges of SM and recommendations encouraging continued investigation.

**Article**
Adi, Ana
*Media regulations and the Olympic Charter: a history of visible changes*
This article considers processes of changes within the Olympic Charter, to better understand how the relationship between media and the Olympic Movement has evolved in time.

**Article**
Andrews, Phil
*Sports journalism: a practical introduction*
CIO MA 26251 * classif.: 065.93
The sports journalist of today needs to be well equipped for the digital age. From the challenges of minute-by-minute reporting to the demands of writing for online outlets, blogging and podcasting, sports journalism is now fully immersed in new and social media. This book provides a complete guide to the practice of sports journalism across all platforms: print, online, radio, television and social media sites.
Angelini, James R… [et al.]
The Vancouver ‘big six’ gender-framed: NBC’s prime-time coverage of the 2010 Vancouver Olympics
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 3rd May 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-22
This study represents the first attempt to content-analyze on-air commentary surrounding the six ‘major’ Winter Olympic sports, operationalized as any event receiving at least three hours of aggregate prime-time coverage on the NBC broadcast network. Analysis of all 64 hours of NBC’s prime-time coverage of the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Winter Games revealed 26 significantly different dialogue trends between male and female athletes. Gendered differences in the attribution of athletic success and failure were found in figure skating, alpine skiing and short-track speed skating, but not in bobsledding, freestyle skiing and snowboarding. Gendered differences in personality/physicality descriptors were found in alpine skiing, bobsled, figure skating, freestyle skiing and snowboarding, but not in short-track speed skating. Overall, figure skating generated the most gendered differences in commentary, while snowboarding and freestyle skiing had the fewest differences.

Frederick, Evan L. ; Burch, Lauren M. ; Blaszka, Matthew
A shift in set: examining the presence of agenda setting on Twitter during the 2012 London Olympics
IN: Communication & sport, 15 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print
The purpose of this study was to determine whether agenda setting was present on Twitter during the 2012 London Olympics. In order to analyze the presence of agenda setting, tweets from the @London2012 account and tweets containing #London2012 were analyzed. The @London2012 account served as the news outlet, while tweets containing #London2012 served as the unit of analysis to determine whether agenda setting was present. A content analysis of these tweets revealed significant differences between the two groups in terms of tweet focus, sports mentioned, and countries mentioned, suggesting no agenda setting presence on Twitter. Additionally, the primary affiliation of individuals utilizing #London2012 was laypeople, which aligned with previous Twitter-specific research. The implications of these and other findings will be discussed further.

Iaconi, Teresa
World archery asks Federations, athletes to engage with social media
IN: The target: official magazine of the World Archery Federation, no 2(2012), pp. 70-73

Interaction with Anthony Edgar
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(9), pp. 1206-1209
An interview with Anthony Edgar, head of International Olympic Committee (IOC) Media is presented. When asked about the media coverage of Olympic Games, he said that the media coverage is spread among 192 countries and the Olympic Games are broadcasted to more than 209 countries. He further discusses use of various types of social media in the coverage of games including Facebook and Twitter.
Maltz, Joe

My adventures in broadcasting: a unique perspective on television coverage of major news and sporting events
CIO MA 26217 * classif.: 065.93

Joe Maltz's career as a broadcast engineer with the American Broadcasting Company spanned thirty-seven years and was followed by five years as a consultant to the television industry. In his memoir, "My adventures in broadcasting", he takes a look back at his experiences during television's "golden years" from the usually invisible point of view of an engineer. Maltz participated in the technical preparation and execution of five Olympic Games, including the 1972 Munich Olympics, during which he covered the tragedy that unfolded there. For his engineering work on Olympic technical design, he won two Emmys. This book offers a unique, behind-the-scenes perspective on television coverage of major news and sporting events fills that void.

Newman, Timothy... [et al.]

Social media in sport marketing
CIO MA 26047 * classif.: 065.93

The growth of the social media phenomenon and constant advances in technology obviously create unique and powerful opportunities for those able to capitalize on them. The question is how best to do so? "Social media in sport marketing" has been created to help answer this question as it pertains to sport organizations. Written from the perspective of sport professionals, this brief but thorough text explores the concepts, tools, and issues surrounding social media and marketing, with reader-friendly examples and applications specifically from the world of sports.

Pedersen, Paul M. (ed.)

Routledge handbook of sport communication
CIO MA 26015 * classif.: 065.93

The "Routledge handbook of sport communication" offers a fully comprehensive and in-depth survey of the contemporary discipline of sport communication. It demonstrates that there are few aspects of contemporary sport that don’t rely on effective communications.

Scherer, Jay (ed.)... [et al.]

Sport, public broadcasting, and cultural citizenship: signal lost?
CIO MA 26199 * classif.: 065.93

This book examines the political debates over the access to live telecasts of sport in the digital broadcasting era.
Wenner, Lawrence A.

Fallen sports heroes, media, & celebrity culture
Classif.: 065.93

"Fallen sports heroes, media, and celebrity culture" focuses on the increasingly ubiquitous phenomenon whereby notable figures from the sporting world fall from grace in full public view on the main stages of media. While such falls are of remarkably varied character, they fuel questions about the role of the sports hero, the co-mingling of sport and celebrity culture, and the changing nature of moral fault lines in contemporary society. In examining the "hero to villain arc" of sport celebrity, this volume features leading scholars from the fields of media, sport, and cultural studies who bring diverse vantage points to understanding how contemporary sport celebrities become heroes and gain fame and then precipitously from grace through a variety of "sporting offenses."

Musée du sport / Sports Museum

Owen, Evans

Living in the past
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 193(Sept. 2013), pp. 34-35

Owen Evans asked IOC member and architect C. K. Wu whether Olympic Museums are the perfect legacy platform or a waste of time and money.

Paix / Peace

Pallis, Dora

La tregua olímpica: la paz inspirada por el deporte, el deporte inspirado por la paz
IN: Citius, Altius, Fortius: humanismo, sociedad y deporte: investigaciones y ensayos, Vol. 5(2), 2012, pp. 49-70

This paper focuses on the ancient concept of the Olympic Truce, its modern day implementation and the activities undertaken by the International Olympic Truce Centre. The author explores the achievements that have been made, the activities undertaken and the strategic plans for the future. The focus is on how the values of Olympism and Olympic truce can be globally adopted, and how the Olympic Truce can be relevant today. Now that the London Olympic and Paralympic Games have come to an end, it is a good opportunity to consider how these events can improve people's lives and impact the world. To explore how the values of respect, equality, inclusion and peace incorporated in the Olympic movement had an impact in the world. How the true spirit of the Olympic Games, that we witnessed a few months ago, can help the world to imagine peace.
Wilson, Brian ; Van Luijk, Nicolien ; Boit, Michael K.  
**When celebrity athletes are 'social movement entrepreneurs': a study of the role of elite runners in run-for-peace events in post-conflict Kenya in 2008**  
IN: International review for the sociology of sport, 9 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-29  
This paper reports findings from a study of the role played by high-profile Kenyan runners in the organization of Run-for-Peace events that took place in response to election-related violence in Kenya in late 2007 and early 2008. Acknowledging concerns expressed by some sociologists of sport about the role of celebrity athletes in the sport for development and peace movement, the authors suggest that in the particular contexts they studied, high-profile athletes played a crucial role in the organization of reconciliation events. Informed by interviews with former and current elite Kenyan runners and others involved in the organization of these events, they argue that the apparent effectiveness of the athletes in mobilizing resources, pursuing political opportunities and devising a collective action frame was possible because of the extant positioning of the athletes in the impacted communities, the active involvement in and personal investment of the athletes in the outcome of the peace-promoting activities, and the unique pre-Olympic moment in which the events took place. In doing so, the authors differentiate between celebrity athletes who are a 'presence' at sport for development and peace events, and those who might be considered 'social movement entrepreneurs'. They conclude the paper by describing how strands of social movement theory were helpful in guiding their analysis of high-profile athletes and peace promotion, and with suggestions for future research pertaining to sport-related reconciliation movements.  

**Philatélie / Philately**  
Emmenegger, Jean-Louis  
**The next Olympic Games are just around the corner!**  
IN: Journal of sports philately, Vol. 51(3), Spring 2013, pp. 24-27  
Collectors from around the world are getting excited as the next Olympic Games approach: Sochi 2014, Rio de Janeiro 2016 and PyeongChang 2018!  

**Philosophie / Philosophy**  
Feezell, Randolph M.  
**Sport, philosophy, and good lives**  
CIO MA 26122 * classif.: 01  
There’s more to sports than the ethos of competition, entertainment, and commercialism expressed in popular media and discourse. "Sport, Philosophy, and Good Lives" discusses sport in the context of several traditional philosophical questions. Feezell draws from current sports issues, popular literature, and contemporary sports figures to shed light on the attraction and value of sports and examine the accompanying ethical issues.  

Lally, Richard... [et al.]  
**Pragmatism and the philosophy of sport**  
CIO MA 26017 * classif.: 01  
"Pragmatism and the philosophy of sport" explores the philosophical significance of sport - the phenomenological experience, the training, coaching, and the competition - from a uniquely pragmatic angle of vision.  

Reid, Heather Lynne
Introduction to the philosophy of sport
CIO MA 25778 * classif.: 01
This comprehensive text examines the history, significance, and philosophical dimensions of sport. Introduction to the Philosophy of Sport is organized to reflect the traditional division of philosophy into metaphysical, ethical, and sociopolitical issues, while incorporating specific concerns of today's athletic world, such as cheating, doping, etc.

Photographie / Photography

Keats, Patrice A.; Keats-Osborn, William
Overexposed: capturing a secret side of sports photography
IN: International review for the sociology of sport, Vol. 48(6), Dec. 2013, pp. 643-657
Accredited photographers have been observed taking sexualized, voyeuristic images of athletes that are later distributed on pornography websites and among collectors of pornographic images. As with other emergent forms of digital voyeurism, such as upskirting, these images are taken in public places in such a way that they capture compromising moments without any awareness on the part of the victim, and expand the temporal and geographical scope of the intrusion. Such a prurient use of photographs can be devastating and humiliating for the athletes. An examination of the ambiguity of an image’s meaning, especially in the eyes of the law, is used to demonstrate the inadequacy of legal approaches to policing these kinds of voyeurism. In addition, an exploration of the culture of sports journalism, where the priority of self-promotion and competition often underscores the lack of attention given to the rampant sexism that frequently pervades the profession, is used to illustrate the apparent factors that precipitate and maintain the practice of sports voyeurism. Recommendations for potential interventions and further research are provided.

Politique / Politics

Bonde, Hans
Between tightness and looseness: the politics of the London Games in the light of the Beijing Games
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 17 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-14
In this article, Erving Goffman's interpersonal concepts of 'tightness' and 'looseness' are applied at the state level. At the opening ceremony of the London Olympic Games, artistic director Daniel Boyle made implicit comments on the 'tight' and perfectly synchronised Beijing Olympic Games with their control of every detail, their use of performers recruited from the military and the highlighting of a Confucian-inspired state loyalty. Boyle tried to present a soft and relatively humorous version of Britishness, underlining the welfare state and the contribution of the UK to the international pop and rock scenes, to athletics and to children's literature. However, the armed forces and signals of a ‘protective shield’ played a major role in both the Chinese and the British examples, signifying that, although both Olympics were basically expressions of ‘soft power’ (Joseph Nye), there could be found at the same time, 'backstage' signals (Erving Goffman) of classic military 'hard power'.
Boniface, Pascal
Sport et géopolitique: une décennie de chroniques
CIO MA 26063 * classif.: 032
Bataille politique pour l’attribution des organisations des Coupes du monde de football ou des Jeux Olympiques, montants astronomiques offerts aux sportifs par le sponsoring, identifications nationales d’un peuple à toute une équipe, le sport n’est plus un simple loisir depuis longtemps, il est devenu un enjeu géopolitique. Depuis toujours passionné de sport, Pascal Boniface a constaté que les milieux intellectuels ont traditionnellement traité de haut les sportifs. Le fait que la plupart des champions soient issus des classes populaires faisait que mépris intellectuel et mépris social se superposaient. Lui a toujours cru qu’il pourrait un jour concilier son métier (la géopolitique) avec sa passion (le sport). Et depuis quelques années, c’est chose faite: le sport est devenu un objet d’études géopolitiques. Il nous livre ici un condensé d’une décennie de chroniques au carrefour de tous ces thèmes.

Boniface, Pascal ; Masséglia, Denis
Le sport, c’est bien plus que du sport
CIO MA 26019 * classif.: 032
Mais le sport, ce n’est pas que du spectacle ou du business mêlé de plaisir, d’efforts et d’émotion. C’est aussi un mode de vie, auquel s’ajoutent des repères et de la convivialité pour celles et ceux qui le pratiquent dans un club. Faire que demain leur nombre augmente, c’est contribuer à l’éducation, à la santé, à l’économie, à la cohésion sociale, à l’intégration ou encore au développement durable de la France. Alors, il va falloir oser, oser miser sur le sport pour l’avenir de notre pays.

Boykoff, Jules
Celebration capitalism and the Olympic Games
CIO MA 26121 * classif.: 032
The Olympic Games have become the world’s greatest media and marketing event—a global celebration of exceptional athletics gilded with corporate cash. Huge corporations vie for association with the “Olympic Image” in the hope of gaining a worldwide marketing audience of billions. In this provocative critical study of the contemporary Olympics, Jules Boykoff argues that the Games have become a massive planned economy designed to shield the rich from risk while providing them with a spectacle to treasure. Controversial, challenging, and forthright, this book opens up a fascinating new avenue for understanding the contemporary Olympics in the context of global capitalist society. It is essential reading for anybody with an interest in the Olympic Games, the relationship between sport and society, or global politics and culture.

Brooks, Graham ; Aleem, Azeem ; Button, Mark
Fraud, corruption and sport
CIO MA 26205 * classif.: 032.8
Sport plays a collective social, political and cultural role around the world. In recent years, however, it has become associated with stories of corruption including gambling, consumption of illegal substances and institutional vote rigging. This book examines the level, depth and range of fraud and corruption in sport and the methods used to counteract and prevent fraud and corruption which damages the integrity of sport. This book demonstrates that sport encounters the same types of fraud and corruption as business everywhere, and those specific to it such as match fixing, point shaving associated with vested gambling interests and tanking to secure better players in the future.
Article

Brownell, Susan
The Olympic public sphere: the London and Beijing opening ceremonies as representative of political systems
IN: The International journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(11), 2013, pp. 1315-1327
Television coverage of the Beijing Olympics was estimated to reach 70% of the world's population; London reached even more. The Olympic Games – in particular the opening ceremonies and the national medal contest – are providing global citizens with a common talking point about political systems, and the Internet is increasingly opening up a space for discussion across national borders. The London Olympic opening ceremony provided a forum for comparisons with the Beijing Olympic ceremony, with each representing a political system. East Asia as a region has been rising in the medal count, which has also sparked comparisons of Japanese, Chinese and North and South Korean political systems. The result is a more sophisticated understanding of political systems and a surprising number of shared viewpoints about the obligations of governments to their people, how they should spend their money and their future orientations. In today's increasingly connected world, the Olympics may be bringing us closer than we think to a global consensus on key political issues.

Article

Charitas, Pascal
Imperialism in the Olympics, 1910-1965: British and French Empires to the IOC

Collins, Tony
Sport in capitalist society: a short history
“Sport in a capitalist society” is the first sustained attempt to explain the emergence of modern sport around the world as an integral part of the globalisation of capitalism. It is essential reading for anybody with an interest in the history or sociology of sport, or the social and cultural history of the modern world.

D'Agati, Philip A
The Cold War and the 1984 Olympic Games: a Soviet-American surrogate war
“During the Cold War, states found alternative means of warring with each other to meet foreign policy goals. Sports competitions, including the right to host events, transformed from celebratory competitions to surrogates for warfare. The battles to host the 1976, 1980, and 1984 Summer Olympics became highly symbolic opportunities for conflict as the two superpowers fought to prove who could provide a better Olympic experience. Using a framework of political theory, D'Agati explains the Soviet boycott of 1984 as the result of a complex series of events and policies that culminated in a strategic decision to not participate in Los Angeles. Original and comprehensive.

Gajek, Eva Maria
Imagepolitik im olympischen Wettstreit: die Spiele von Rom 1960 und München 1972
Ce livre en allemand s'intéresse au lien entre les Jeux Olympiques et la politique durant la période qui suit la Seconde Guerre mondiale.
Gyax, Jérôme

Olympisme et guerre froide culturelle: le prix de la victoire américaine
CIO MA 25775 * classif.: 032

Cet ouvrage sur l'Olympisme après la Seconde Guerre mondiale, extrêmement bien documenté, montre comment le sport, jusqu'alors considéré comme apolitique, devient le terrain d'un affrontement culturel et idéologique global. Comment les États-Unis, utilisant la nature spectaculaire et dramatique du sport, ont su développer des stratégies de communication de portée universelle. Comment le modèle américain professionnel a supplanté l'amateurisme qui a disparu en tant qu'idéal. Les Jeux Olympiques de Los Angeles, en 1984, cinq ans avant la chute du mur de Berlin, marquent en effet la victoire sportive et culturelle des États-Unis sur l'URSS. Cette victoire symbolise l'émergence de nouvelles formes de soft power qui véhiculent les normes et les valeurs du vainqueur à tous les niveaux de la société, parvenant ainsi à dicter l'agenda mondial. Grâce à des documents inédits, le lecteur comprend les stratégies mises en place afin de reléguer l'URSS au ban des nations civilisées. Mais au prix de quels compromis une telle victoire a-t-elle été rendue possible ? Quelles sont les séquelles de cet affrontement total ? Ce livre de Jérôme Gyax aborde une dimension importante des relations internationales qui nous éclaire sur le statut et la place de la culture et du sport dans nos sociétés postmodernes, et nous permet d'en saisir les enjeux. L'Olympisme peut-il aujourd'hui échapper à cette histoire particulière qui a fait de lui un instrument du pouvoir dans cette Guerre froide culturelle ? Sa survie en tant que mouvement universel tient-elle à l'acceptation des règles du marché, si étranger à l'idéal olympique originel ?

Hawkins, Ed

Bookie gambler fixer spy: a journey to the heart of cricket's underworld
CIO MA 25771 * classif.: 032.8

A startling and powerful journey to the very core of India's illegal bookmaking industry that exposes the scale of corruption and the match-fixing that now runs rife throughout world cricket.

Houlihan, Barrie ; Zheng, Jinming

The Olympics and elite sport policy: where will it all end?
IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(4), 2013, pp. 338-355

The aim of the paper is to explore the consequences of the intensification of competition among the most successful countries at the Olympic Games – the sports powers – for participating countries, potential host countries and the International Olympic Committee. The paper begins by tracing briefly the emergence of increasingly sophisticated and expensive elite sports systems and then examines some of the characteristics of these systems paying particular attention to the extent to which selected major sports powers and medium powers have developed a competitive advantage in a relatively narrow range of sports. Data for the paper were collected through the analysis of a range of financial and sport performance data and the analysis of political indices of democracy.
Hübner, Emanuel

**Some notes on the preparations for the Olympic Games of 1936 and 1940: an unknown chapter in German–Finnish cooperation**

IN: The international journal of the history of sport, 22 May 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-13

Recent publications frequently generalize that the Olympic Games of 1936 had been reinterpreted and misused by the National Socialist Regime, which had been establishing a governmental system in Germany since 1933. Arguably, the National Socialist Regime made use of the Olympic Games to represent itself as peaceable and liberal-minded. However, an undifferentiated blanket judgment like this cannot stand up to closer examination. The Olympic Games themselves were important to many people and at the centre of many activities. This centrality should be highlighted by using the example of German–Finnish Olympic activities, which had already begun during the preparations for the Olympic Games of 1936 and continued during the preparations for the Olympic Games of 1940 in Helsinki, the capital of Finland. This chapter in German–Finnish relations has not been paid particular attention yet.

Lenskyj, Helen Jefferson

**Gender politics and the Olympic industry**

CIO MA 25767 * classif.: 032.8

The purpose of the book is to identify and analyze the historical and contemporary connections between the Olympic industry and ways of doing gender, while at the same time taking into account the variables of social class, race/ethnicity and sexuality.

Murray, Stuart ; Pigman, Geoffrey Allen

**Mapping the relationship between international sport and diplomacy**

IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 18 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-22

To date, the relationship between diplomacy and international sport has been relatively under-theorized. This paper seeks to redress the deficiency by proposing an analytical taxonomy of the multiple convergences between international sport and diplomacy. By increasing understanding of the roles of sport in diplomacy and diplomacy in sport, the paper seeks to promote the adoption of best practices to facilitate effective use of sport in diplomacy by governments and effective use of diplomacy by international sporting bodies, and to instigate a debate between theorists and practitioners from both realms.

O'Boyle, Ian... [et al.]

**Sport governance: international case studies**

CIO MA 26114 * classif.: 032

Governance has become a hugely important issue within sport. Issues of corruption and 'bad governance' have become synonymous with some aspects of sport and closer scrutiny than ever before is being applied to ensure organisations are following international best practice in respect to how they are governed. This book examines sport governance around the world. It offers a series of in-depth case studies of governance policy and practice in 15 countries and regions, including the US, UK, China, Australia, Canada, South Africa, Latin America and the Middle East, as well as chapters covering governance by, and of, global sport organisations and international sport federations.
Sbetti, Nicola

Giochi di potere: Olimpiadi e politica da Atene a Londra, 1896-2012
CIO MA 25960 * classif.: 032
Nel corso della loro evoluzione le Olimpiadi hanno contribuito a evidenziare simbolicamente il declino dell'Impero britannico, l'ascesa della potenza statunitense, i processi di decolonizzazione, la sfida bipolare fra USA e URSS, il trionfo dell'unipolarismo americano e ad annunciare l'avvento del 'secolo cinese'. Più in generale le Olimpiadi sono state e restano un barometro quadriennale sullo stato delle relazioni diplomatiche e un palcoscenico sul quale sono state proiettate diverse crisi internazionali.

Schlesinger, Torsten... [et al.]

Sport in globalised societies: changes and challenges: book of abstracts: 9th conference of the European Association for Sociology of Sport
CIO MA 25790 * classif.: 032
The development of modern sport is closely linked to globalisation. The process of globalisation has caused significant changes, and has transformed sport into a transnational phenomenon. At the 9th eass conference 2012 in Berne, questions of sport and globalisation will be analysed from various perspectives, offering the opportunity for critical reflection and for the discussion of prevailing challenges. The first section of this book contains all abstracts of the keynote speakers, the young researcher award (YRA) and the thematic symposia, and in the second section there are all the abstracts from the poster and parallel sessions.

Soares, John

"Very correct adversaries": the cold war on ice from 1947 to the Squaw Valley Olympics
IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(13), 2013, pp. 1536-1553
This article considers international ice hockey from 1947 through the Squaw Valley Olympics in 1960. International hockey in these years dramatized important Cold War issues and offered useful insight into interaction among Americans, Canadians, Russians and Czechoslovaks. National programs and styles of play reflected their nation states; hockey served simultaneously as both cultural diplomacy and psychological warfare. Czechoslovakia's powerhouse program was purged for political reasons, while Prague officials tried to use Soviet hockey success to claim legitimacy for communism. The Soviets' communist-influenced 'collective hockey' achieved stunning success: the USSR national team started playing only in 1947 but was competitive with the world's best amateurs by 1954. Rules governing 'amateurism' were susceptible to manipulation, especially by communist regimes, further aiding Soviet progress. Canada remained the strongest power, but many of its best players were openly professional, hindering its efforts to stay on top. In 1948, US hockey demonstrated the messiness of an open society when two teams arrived in St Moritz claiming to represent the USA. After that, though, American players compiled a record in 1952, 1956 and 1960 that showed that the USA – not Canada, not the USSR – was the strongest nation in Olympic hockey.

Zintz, Thierry

Les fédérations sportives
CIO MA 26066 * classif.: 033
En Belgique, les fédérations sportives sont des acteurs essentiels dans le domaine du sport et de l'activité physique. Au nombre de 160 environ, elles regroupent plusieurs centaines de clubs, qui affilient quelque 2 millions de personnes. Ce "Courrier hebdomadaire" est consacré au cadre politique, juridique, économique et social dans lequel évoluent les fédérations belges. Au niveau mondial, diverses structures réglementent la pratique sportive en promouvant l'exercice physique, en harmonisant les réglementations, en organisant les compétitions internationales ou en réglant les litiges (UNESCO, OMS, Agence mondiale antidopage, etc.). Au niveau européen, l'attention des autorités se porte sur les apports sociaux et éducatifs du sport, ainsi que sur ses implications économiques. Au niveau belge, enfin, une multitude d'instances encadrent les activités des fédérations sportives: l'Autorité fédérale, les communautés, les régions, le COIB, l'ADEPS, etc.
Yu, Xiaowei
*Playing Games between the superpowers: the People's Republic of China’s participation in the 1980 and 1984 Olympic Games*
CIO MA 26190 * classif.: 032.3

The Chinese Olympic Committee was recognized by the International Olympic Committee in November 1979. Following the reinstatement, between 1980 and 1984, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) sent athletes to participate in the 1980 Lake Placid, the 1984 Sarajevo Olympic Winter Games, and the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games, while boycotted the 1980 Moscow Olympic Games. This study investigated the Chinese participation in the Olympic Games and the development of Chinese national sport between 1980 and 1984, and attempts to respond to the question why the PRC chose the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games instead of the 1980 Moscow Olympic Games as the debut of the Chinese athletes on the global sport stage.

**Religion**

Watson, Nick J... [et al.]
*Sports and christianity: historical and contemporary perspectives*
CIO MA 25893 * classif.: 02

This interdisciplinary text examines the sports-Christianity interface from Protestant and Catholic perspectives. In addition to a "systematic review of literature," field-pioneering contributors such as Michael Novak, Shirl Hoffman, Joseph Price and Robert Higgs address a wide range of topics from the sporting world, including biblical athletic metaphors, disability, evangelism, professionalism and celebrity, humility and pride, genetic enhancement technologies, stereotypes, sport as art and British and American historical analyses of sport and Christianity.

**Science**

Bensadoun, Sophie ; Colombani, Hervé
*Sport, science, société: pour voir le sport autrement: 12 films*
Meudon: CNRS Images, 2012. – 1 DVD-vidéo (60 min.)
CIO DA 204 * classif.: 03

La réalité virtuelle peut-elle donner envie de faire du sport ? En matière de records les sportifs ont-ils atteint leurs limites ? Peut-on détecter un champion dès son plus jeune âge ? Le public a-t-il une responsabilité dans le dopage ? Autant de questions, et bien d'autres, auxquelles répondent ces 12 films courts. Pour voir et vivre le sport autrement.

Eddie T. C. Lam... [et al.]
*Special issue of the 2012 Olympic Games: world record prediction and human limit in track and field and swimming*

In this special issue, three articles are directly targeted to the theme of “world records and best performance trends and predictions” and another two theoretical manuscripts are included because the measurement scales is relevant to the human limitation and exercise.
Glaskin, Max
Cycling science: how rider and machine work together
CIO MA 26116 * classif.: 03
“Cycling Science” tours readers through a wide variety of topics, from tire rolling resistance and the difference between yield strength and ultimate strength, to the importance of aerodynamics and the impact that shaved legs have on speed. Each chapter explores a different subject - fundamentals, strength and stability, materials, power, aerodynamics, and the human factor - and is organized around a series of questions: What is the ideal frame shape? What is the biggest source of drag? What keeps a bicycle from falling over? How much power can a cyclist produce? Which muscles does cycling use? Each question is examined with the aid of explanatory diagrams and illustrations, and the book can be used to search for particular topics, or read through for a comprehensive overview of how machine and rider work together.

Simons, Eric
The secret lives of sports fans: the science of sport obsession
CIO MA 26130 * classif.: 03
What is happening to our brains when we watch an exhilarating match? Why are fans so loyal to their team? Journalist Eric Simons explores the psychology behind the love of the game. Attending neuroscience conferences, talking to psychologists, scientists and fans, he sets out to discover what it is that makes sport so strangely compelling. Exploring the psychology and social role of sport, “The secret lives of sports fans” will appeal to anyone who finds themselves addicted to sporting spectacle or the ups and downs of their team.

Talbot, Margaret ; Haag, Herbert ; Keskinen, Kari
Directory of sport science
CIO MA 26123 * classif.: 03
The 6th edition of the “Directory of sport science” is an invaluable information resource for libraries, students, researchers and practitioners. It offers knowledge and understanding of each area of sport science, providing essential historical and functional information, along with methodology, practice, references, and information sources. It also offers the most up-to-date review of sport science organisations which currently work in the global arena. Written by over 40 experts in the field, the directory continues to be the essential guide for work in the field of sport science.

Sécurité / Security

Clavel, A.
Armed forces and sports mega events: an accepted involvement in a globalized world
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(2), 2013, pp. 205-222
This paper will attempt to analyze the role of the armed forces as guarantors of public safety at mega sports events in today's climate of hyper-security. Though their expertise in matters of security is necessary at such large-scale events, their interventions are not without self-interest as they stand to benefit (economically, politically, socially and symbolically) as much as the events' organizing bodies. In this model of total security coordination during a sports mega event, the armed forces fulfill their assigned roles and missions as faithfully as they do during other international events in a continuation of a 'global' response to a continuum of threats. The visible legacies of these interventions can be felt not only in the short term but also in the mid to long terms, sometimes even leaving the organizing nation in a prolonged 'state of exception'.
Fortin-Crémilliac, Hélène
La sécurité des équipements sportifs
CIO MA 26231 * classif.: 038.2
Depuis plusieurs années, la sécurité est au centre des débats dans les collectivités territoriales. Pour tendre vers une sécurité optimale, les maîtres d'ouvrage et gestionnaires d'équipements doivent mettre en œuvre différents règlements. Ce dossier présente les textes en matière de sécurité et d'urbanisme, les dispositions générales en matière de sécurité contre les risques d'incendie et de panique, avec les spécificités des équipements sportifs en ce domaine.

Hassan, David
Securing the Olympics: at what price?
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 11 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-12
This study considers the ever-increasing preoccupation those countries hosting mega-sports events have with implementing security and counter-terrorism measures and the consequences of this upon the civil liberties of their citizens. From the seminal, and undoubtedly tragic, events of the Munich Olympics in 1972 until the most recent terrorist attack witnessed at a major sporting event – that which marred the close of the Boston marathon held in April 2013 – this piece reflects upon the full extent of the impact that counter-terrorism measures have had upon the activities of wider society, including the creation of an abnormal host environment prior to and during the sporting spectacle, not to mention its legacy long after the event in question has moved on to its next destination. It suggests that there is a very real danger that mega-sports events create a convenient context within which the impositions of security measures, which are only marginally justifiable in the context of the event in question, continue to be unquestioningly implemented.

International Centre for Sport Security Journal
Londres: Newsdeskmedia. – 3 nos / an
CIO PA 471 * classif.: 038.2
The "International Centre for Sport Security" (ICSS), the not-for-profit organisation that specialises in sport security and integrity, has today unveiled the ICSS Journal – a new niche publication that will explore emerging issues and challenges impacting the securing of major international sporting events.

Lindsay, Iain
London 2012: securing urban Olympic delivery
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(2), 2013, pp. 223-238
The 2012 Olympics are intended to leave a beneficial legacy that will transform East London's most deprived communities. The implementation of this legacy, and its Mega-event precursor, has necessitated an intensive process of urban regeneration and concomitant securitization. These twin processes have impinged greatly upon the everyday lives of the communities that live and work within proximity of Olympic delivery. This paper considers the resonance of the autocratic securitization that accompanies Olympic hosting. Drawing upon ethnographic research, it provides analysis of the discourses, significance and impact of Olympic delivery security. The findings indicate that the issues the 2012 Games faced throughout London's Olympic delivery, both distinctive and generic, may have taken on new resonance because of the uniqueness of the urban context to which they are being applied.

Mastrogiannakis, Diamantis ; Dorville, Christian
Security and sport mega-events: a complex relation
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, Vol. 16(2), 2013, pp. 133-139
The papers herein attempt to highlight various aspects related to security and sport mega-events. During the last decades, sport events and especially world sport competitions have assumed major political, symbolic, social, economic and media importance. The aim of this paper is twofold: on the one hand, the authors attempt to establish the complex relation between sport mega-events and the topic of security. On the other hand, the articles included in this collection are briefly discussed.
Sociologie / Sociology

Collard, Luc (dir.)
Sport et bien-être relationnel: un autre aspect de la santé
CIO MA 25913 * classif.: 030
Une réflexion autour de la sociologie du sport. A travers des articles historiques et scientifiques ainsi que des témoignages, l’ouvrage démontre que le sport est un facteur d’intégration sociale pour les jeunes, puisqu’il leur permet de jouer sur un pied d’égalité. En quoi le sport, le jeu sont des indices forts de bien-être relationnel, d’intégration, d’insertion dans une société donnée ? C’est à cette question que répond un collège d’auteurs, sous forme d’articles dont voici certains thèmes : Les valeurs du sport : sports, relations et bien-être / Comment mesurer la bienveillance des sportifs par rapport aux autres ? / Les nouvelles formes de sociabilité : le sport et les jeunes de banlieue, les seniors / Le sport et les femmes.

Gavin, Michael
Sports in the aftermath of tragedy: from Kennedy to Katrina
CIO MA 25798 * classif.: 030
In an era characterized by news that caters to extreme ends of the political spectrum, sporting events are one of the last refuges to which people of divergent viewpoints can turn. In the days and weeks following a national tragedy, columnists frequently write about how the tragedy has affected the sports world, and how, in turn, particular sporting events have affected the people as they cope with adversity, loss, and grief; in the process, these columnists often reveal their own definitions of tragedy.

Hallinan, Chris ; Judd, Barry
Native games: Indigenous peoples and sports in the post-colonial world
CIO MA 26112 * classif.: 030:008
Research on Indigenous participation in sport offers many opportunities to better understand the political issues of equality, empowerment, self-determination and protection of culture and identity. This volume compares and conceptualises the sociological significance of Indigenous sports in different international contexts. The contributions, all written by Indigenous scholars and those working directly in Indigenous/Native Studies units, provide unique studies of contemporary experiences of Indigenous sports participation.

Horne, John
Leisure, culture and the Olympic Games
CIO MA 26153 * classif.: 030
This edited collection contains six refreshing critical assessments of the leisure-sport relationship from societies that have staged the Olympic and Paralympic Games and contains valuable information for those who live in societies that aspire to host the Games. The collection begins and ends with discussions of the Olympic Games as a platform for protest. The first and last chapters consider the changing political relationships from 1968 in Mexico City, when one of the most politically-charged gestures ever made by athletes took place, and the campaigns surrounding the ethical responsibilities of those hosting the Olympics in London in 2012. Other chapters consider the sociocultural legacy of the Seoul Olympics, assess the likely regeneration legacies of the London 2012 Games, examine the relationship between hosting societies and indigenous cultures and analyse the effectiveness and appeal of Olympic mascots. This collection provides not just insight into the past and present effects of the Olympic and Paralympic Games but also offers readers the opportunity to reflect upon and consider the impact of these sports mega-events on their everyday lives.
Jackson, Steve... [et al.]
The Olympics: special issue
To understand the power, complexity and contradictions associated with Olympic celebrity, it is essential that we explore some of the unique features of sport as a cultural site and practice, and the Olympics as a global sport mega-event.

Réveillez le paléolithique qui sommeille en vous: enquête sur un nouveau courant scientifique qui prône l'adoption des mœurs préhistoriques
Dijon: Faton, 2012. – 80 p.: ill. – (Sport & vie. Hors série ; n° 37)
CIO MA 25900 * classif.: 030:008
Enquête sur un nouveau courant scientifique qui prône l'adoption des mœurs préhistoriques. Cette mode concerne notre façon de manger, de réfléchir, de vivre et même de faire du sport.

Sartore-Baldwin, Melanie L.
Sexual minorities in sports: prejudice at play
CIO MA 26052 * classif.: 036
This book explores the complex relationships between gender, sexual orientation, and sport. Contributors examine the lesbian stigma in sport, the evolution of homophobic language in the sport context as it relates to changing attitudes, policy issues concerning transsexual and intersex athletes, the multiple minority status of African American sexual minorities, the evolution of the Gay Games as a site where diversity and unity are valued, and the benefits of sexual orientation diversity within sports organizations.

Vieille Marchiset, Gilles... [et al.]
Sociologie(s) du sport: analyses francophones et circulation des savoirs
CIO MA 25804 * classif.: 030
La sociologie du sport de langue française produit-elle des savoirs et modèles spécifiques ? Quelles sont les modalités de diffusion des analyses dans les différents pays francophones ? A partir de contributions d'un ensemble de dix-huit chercheurs de différents horizons, l'ouvrage propose de réfléchir sur la construction et la circulation des savoirs dans la sociologie du sport dans différents pays francophones (France, Canada, Suisse, Maroc, Tunisie).

Woodward, Kath
Sporting times
CIO MA 25792 * classif.: 030
Sport is all about time -the pressure of time, timing, 'extra time', but whilst records are kept and histories written, there is little engagement with what time is or how and why it matters so much in sport. Uniquely written in 'real time', against the backdrop of the 2012 London Olympics, this book examines the idea of 'time' in sport, using time as a conceptual lens to explore movement, bodies, memory, disability, gender, sports reporting, technology and the role of the past and the future in sport as well as more obvious aspects such as determining the length of a match and measuring and setting records. Written by one of the leading scholars in the field, during the London Olympics, this book advances time and temporality as key features of sport in order to contribute to wider debates about time and mobilities, proving that we all live in sporting times.
**Technologie / Technology**

Pignatti Morano, Lodovico

*Cinelli: the art and design of the bicycle*


CIO MA 26043 * classif.: 039.1

Required reading for all biking enthusiasts tracing as it does the history of the art and craft of Cino Cinelli who began making frames and components in the 1940s. The book’s sub-title proclaims that it is all about “the art and design of the bicycle” and that it surely is.

**Tourisme / Tourism**

Robinson, Mike... [et al.]

*Tourism at the Olympics: special issue*


The Olympic Games go far beyond just being a sporting event. Staged as a truly global spectacle every four years, the Games are pivotal sites of touristic activity, social encounter, and cultural change. Unlike any other event, the Olympics harness a ‘humanistic’ and ‘universal’ setting for celebrating global togetherness, staging cultural diversity, and performing (his)stories of national identity and provenance. Over time, and commensurate with the motto ‘higher, faster, stronger’, the Games have conjured up powerful imageries of modernisation, mobility and progress.

**Urbanisme / Town planning**

Atout France

*La valorisation touristique des grands équipements sportifs*


CIO MA 26118 * classif.: 071

Les grandes enceintes sportives sont à la fois des sites architecturaux remarquables et des lieux de mémoire ou d’imaginaire collectif dotés d’une aura mystique qui participe souvent à l’attractivité de certaines destinations : Camp Nou à Barcelone, Twickenham à Londres, Allianz-Arena de Munich, Stade de France ou Roland Garros à Paris, les exemples sont nombreux. De nombreux équipements sont actuellement en cours de modernisation, sortent de terre ou sont à un stade avancé de projet, soit dans le but d’augmenter les recettes de billetterie, soit pour s’adapter aux nouvelles normes des fédérations sportives internationales et des organisateurs de spectacles. Il apparaît évident que ces installations ont vocation à devenir des lieux de vie et d’attraction des touristes urbains. Face aux coûts d’investissement qu’elles représentent, leur modèle économique nécessite une réflexion qui dépasse le strict cadre de la mission sportive ou de spectacle qui leur est confiée et implique souvent des montages complexes pour garantir une faisabilité financière et économique. L’ambition de ce guide est de montrer dans quelle mesure, dans quelles conditions et dans quelles limites, ces grands équipements sportifs peuvent ou doivent faire l’objet d’une mise en tourisme et être conçus dès l’origine dans une perspective loisirs/divertissement plus globale. Celle-ci leur permettra de diversifier et d’optimiser les sources de valeur ajoutée et de rendre plus solide leur modèle économique et leur intégration dans la cité.
**Lefebvre, Sylvain (dir.)... [et al.].**

*Les nouvelles territorialités du sport en ville*


CIO MA 26117 * classif.: 071

Le sport se pratique dans des lieux et des territoires et, dans certains cas, les façonne. Grâce aux adeptes de sports libres s'appropriant l'espace public et aux méga-événements sportifs agissant comme vecteur de développement, le sport devient un organisateur des territorialités urbaines et, donc, un objet géographique. Cet ouvrage, qui réunit les contributions de chercheurs du Québec, du Canada, de la France et des États-Unis, illustre, et ce dans des logiques urbaines et économiques devenues désormais mondiales, comment le sport, au sens large du terme, s'intègre ou s'immisce dans les politiques de développement des villes.

**Smith, Andrew**

*Events and urban regeneration: the strategic use of events to revitalise*


CIO MA 26150 * classif.: 071

In recent years, major sporting and cultural events such as the Olympic Games have emerged as significant elements of public policy, particularly in efforts to achieve urban regeneration. As well as opportunities arising from new venues, these events are viewed as a way of stimulating investment, garnering civic engagement and publicizing progress to assist the urban regeneration process more generally. However, the pursuit of regeneration involving events is a practice that is poorly understood, controversial and risky. “Events and urban regeneration” is the first book dedicated to the use of events in regeneration. It explores the relationship between events and regeneration by analyzing a range of cities and a range of sporting and cultural events projects. It considers various theoretical perspectives to provide insight into why major events are important to contemporary cities. It examines the different ways that events can assist regeneration, as well as problems and issues associated with this unconventional form of public policy. It identifies key issues faced by those tasked with using events to assist regeneration and suggests how practices could be improved in the future.

**Valeurs du sport / Sport values**

**Paunescu, Mihaela... [et al.]**

*The moral dimension of fair play in high-performance sport*


Within the declaration attached to the conclusions of the European Council of December 2000, the main characteristics of sports as well as its social role in Europe were stated. Following the statement, by a series of decisions issued at the Union's level, the European Commission committed itself to more efficiently preventing and combating violence in sports. Despite the security measures prescribed by the European Commission, sports faces further threats and challenges within the European society, such as business pressure, exploitation of young athletes, doping, racism, violence and corruption. In the present paper, we intend to highlight the role and the moral dimension of fair play, in spite of all acts of violence and discrimination still occurring in some competition venues or during some major sports events. As a value of ethics, fair play remains one of the most important sport virtues generated ever and manifests itself during sports events, leading to exceptional behaviour which patterns its specific essence. The present paper assesses a series of behaviours in Olympic athletes who proved an exemplary spirit and fair play while participating in the 2012 Olympic Games in London.

**Roberts, Kevin**

*Keeping the peace*

IN: Sportbusiness international, no 189, May 2013, pp. 32-34

Sport’s international peacekeeper, Joël Bouzou, tells Kevin Roberts how he went from striving for the best to providing for the rest through his Peace and Sport organisation.
Athlètes / Athletes

Carrière / Career

Balyi, Istvan ; Way, Richard ; Higgs, Colin

Long-term athlete development


CIO MA 26224 * classif.: 037.1

Describes how to systematically develop sporting excellence and increase active participation in local, regional and national sport organisations. This title describes the long-term athlete development model, an approach to athlete-centered sport that combines skill instruction with long-term planning and an understanding of human development.

Doll-Tepper, Gudrung

Elite athletes and their entourage: how can athletes be supported before, during and after their sports careers?

2012, 22 p.

Recent initiatives on international and national levels within the Olympic Movement have emphasised the importance of the athlete’s entourage. Specific attention has been given to the social relations between athletes and members of their entourage at the different stages of their sports career. This paper presents some selected aspects and examples of the athlete’s entourage, highlighting in particular the initiatives of the International Olympic Committee, especially those carried out by the “IOC Entourage Commission”. In addition, recommendations of the 8th World Conference on Sport, Education and Culture by the IOC in cooperation with UNESCO are presented in order to stress the relevance of the topic on a global level.

From Beijing to London: delivering Olympic and elite sport in a cross cultural context: special issue

IN: The international journal of the history of sport, Vol. 30(4), 2013

Contains (among others):
- The legacy: did the Beijing Olympic Games have a long-term impact on grassroots sport participation in Chinese townships? / Jing Fenga & Fan Hong
- From Hongkew recreation ground to Bird’s Nest: the past, present and future of large sports venues in China / Lu Zhouxianga
- China’s Olympic dream and the legacies of the Beijing Olympics / Shiming Luo & Fuhua Huang
Olympic Solidarity

Olympic scholarships for athletes “London 2012”: final report = Bourses olympiques pour athlètes “Londres 2012”: rapport final
This report offers a detailed illustration of how Olympic Solidarity helped a number of athletes to prepare for London through the Olympic scholarships for athletes – London 2012 programme. In it, you can follow the journey leading from selection of the scholarship holders to their participation in the Games, as well as their results and the statistics and highlights of the programme.

Pauvres champions
IN: Sport et vie, no 139 (juillet-août 2013), pp. 2-5
Les think tanks sont des groupes de réflexion qui travaillent en marge des partis politiques pour proposer des idées. L’un d’eux, Terra Nova, s’inquiète de la précarité financière de nombreux sportifs de haut niveau.

Phan, Jason
Foreign talent, local glory: can national excellence be outsourced?
IN: Sport, ethics and philosophy, 28 March 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-16
The spectacular success of the Singapore table tennis team has rankled many, including Singaporeans. They take issue with the entire team having been recruited from China and specially naturalized to contribute towards Singapore’s sporting achievements. Is there good reason to oppose Singapore’s approach, which is increasingly common internationally? Would that opposition imply an indefensible form of self-reliance, whereby a country should reject all external assistance? This paper presents a reason to object to Singapore’s approach without promoting repugnant self-reliance. It builds on existing critiques, which are largely based on how foreigners are naturalized, to argue against the underlying motivation for doing so. Three possible rebuttals are considered and rejected because they trade on conceptual confusions. Although the essay focuses on the national pursuit of sporting excellence.

Schotté, Manuel
La construction du "talent": sociologie de la domination des coureurs marocains
CIO MA 25924 * classif.: 037.1

Stambulova, Natalia B.; Ryba, Tatiana V.
Athletes’ careers across cultures
CIO MA 26024 * classif.: 037.1
“Athletes’ careers across cultures” is the first book of its kind to bring together a truly global spread of leading sport psychology career researchers and practitioners into one comprehensive resource. This extensive volume traces the evolution of athlete career research through a cultural lens and maps the complex topography of athletes’ careers across national boundaries exploring how social and cultural discourses shape their development. The area of athlete career development has traditionally been dominated by a Western perspective, an imbalance which has had a considerable influence on the shaping of career studies more generally. Stambulova and Ryba adopt a more culturally sensitive approach, offering a comprehensive analytical review of athlete career research and assistance in 19 different nations.
Szanto, Csaba

**Olympic success for International Canoe Federation talent identification programme**

IN: Planet Canoe: the official publication of the International Canoe Federation, 2013, pp. 52-53

---

Tetlak, Karolina

**Taxation of athletes participating in the Olympic Games: under article 17 of the OECD model tax convention**


CIO MA 25881 * classif.: 037.1

The tax treatment of income earned by sportsmen participating in the Olympic Games is governed by domestic law and double tax treaties based on the OECD Model Tax Convention. Article 17 of the OECD Model provides an exceptional allocation rule that gives the Olympic host state an unlimited right to tax income earned by athletes in the territory of that state. This book examines the (in)applicability of Article 17, with its source-based taxation, to income earned by sportsmen from their participation in the Olympics. It discusses the profits that Olympians may derive from the Games and the tax treatment of such profits under Article 17 of the OECD Model from the perspective of international tax policy.

---

**The day after**

IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, no 2(2013), pp. 64-76

Though it’s not like the cataclysm we saw in the film of the same title (The Day after), the effects of finishing a career as a professional athlete may sometimes be similar to a small earthquake. Nothing will be the same after calling it a day. “FINA aquatics world magazine” takes a look at what some of the greatest have been doing since saying goodbye to the pool.

---

Grant, Matthew A. and Schempp, Paul G

**Analysis and description of Olympic gold medalists' competition-day routines**

IN: The sport psychologist, Vol. 27(2), June 2013, pp. 156-170

Researchers sought to identify and analyze the actions of elite swimmers on a competition day that the athletes believed were critical to their success, and to understand the meaning the athletes assigned to each of these activities. The present study describes the competition-day routines of the elite swimmers by presenting the athletes' actions, meanings, segments, and preparations within a substantive grounded theory. To this end, five U.S. Olympic medal-winning male swimmers from the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympic Games participated in a three-stage data collection: an initial interview during a two-day training visit, a competition observation at an elite meet, and a follow-up interview via telephone. In addition, each participant's coach was interviewed. Utilizing constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006), a substantive theory of a competition-day routine for elite swimmers emerged. Results suggested that athletes understood all their actions during a competition day as one routine, and research of competitive routines should include both the ostensive (i.e., plan) and performative (i.e., enactment) aspects of routines (Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
Hodges Nicola J... [et al.]
**Skill acquisition in sport: research, theory and practice**
CIO MA 25811 * classif.: 057
Success in sport depends upon the athlete’s ability to develop and perfect a specific set of perceptual, cognitive and motor skills. Now in a fully revised and updated new edition, *Skill Acquisition in Sport* examines how we learn such skills and, in particular, considers the crucial role of practice and instruction in the skill acquisition process. Containing thirteen completely new chapters, and engaging with the significant advances in neurophysiological techniques that have profoundly shaped our understanding of motor control and development, the book provides a comprehensive review of current research and theory on skill acquisition.

Le Meur, Yann
**La fin de l’école russe**
IN: Sport et vie, no 138, mai-juin 2013, pp. 8-13
Un fossé est en train de se creuser chez les préparateurs physiques entre ceux qui restent fidèles à l’ancienne théorie des cycles et ceux qui privilègent désormais une planification par blocs.

Lee, Sarah (ed.)... [et al.]
**Coaching for performance: realising the Olympic dream**
CIO MA 26152 * classif.: 037.
This book celebrates two important aspects of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. For those involved in any aspect of Olympism, and particularly coaches and athletes, London 2012 was about realising dreams, achieving success and participating in competitive sport at the highest level. This book firstly sets out some of these dreams and the part coaches play in this. Then, the book also looks at the notion of ‘coaching-for-performance’ and does this from an international and multi-sport perspective. From interviews with Olympic coaches, the experiences of those working in the field of high performance and from applied sport researchers, the book uses the metaphor of the ‘coach-as-alchemist’ in order to capture the dynamics of coach-athlete relationships and performance. Sports such as diving, swimming, gymnastics, skiing are included as well as individual and team sports. The book is set within the context of elite sport, high performance and coaching. Its contents illuminate two important kinds of reflective practice: reflection-ON-action and reflection-FOR-action. The style of presentation includes narratives, reflective conversations, ethnographic work, interview analysis and video-clips available on-line.

Reiss, Didier ; Prévost, Pascal
**La bible de la préparation physique: le guide scientifique et pratique pour tous**
CIO MA 26124 * classif.: 079.
L’objectif des auteurs, spécialistes reconnus, est de regrouper les dernières avancées scientifiques et pratiques sur l’optimisation de la préparation physique sportive. Endurance spécifique, perte de poids, musculation, force maximale, explosivité, vitesse, force endurance, masse musculaire, souplesse, équilibre, gainage fonctionnel, récupération... Chaque chapitre, qui traite d’une composante essentielle de la préparation physique, est découpé en deux parties: les connaissances actuelles et les données pratiques qui en résultent.

Tanner, Rebecca K... [et al.] ; Australian Institute of Sport
**Physiological tests for elite athletes**
CIO MA 25894 * classif.: 03.1
A guide that offers the theory and practice of both general and sport-specific physiological testing procedures and how to use these tests to identify the strengths and weaknesses of athletes, monitor progress, provide feedback and enhance their performance.
Nutrition

Bard, H. E.

**Fuel for sport: an introduction to sport nutrition: what, when, why and how?**


CIO MA 26191 * classif.: 064.1

An indispensable text for athletes, coaches or anyone with a regular interest in fitness or other physical activities, including endurance athletes, boxers, martial artists and weight lifters. The book includes a chapter dedicated to the particular needs of women athletes.

Beals, Katherine A.

**Nutrition and the female athlete: from research to practice**


CIO MA 25939 * classif.: 064.1

Designed to address the nutritional needs of women over the age of 18 who partake in sports on a regular basis, “Nutrition and the female Athlete: from research to practice” highlights nutritional concerns specific to active women. It discusses the link between nutrition and athletic performance and translates research into practical applications for health, fitness, and nutrition professionals. The book addresses gender differences in substrate utilization and the implications for how these differences might translate into different macronutrient requirements for female athletes. It covers vitamins and minerals that are often lacking in the diets of female athletes and presents special considerations for individuals with disordered eating, menstrual dysfunction, and low bone-mineral density.

Lamprecht, Manfred (ed.)

**Acute topics in sport nutrition**


CIO MA 25901 * classif.: 064.1

In high-performance sport an optimal diet and nutritional interventions can make the difference between victory and defeat. In recent years, sport nutrition research has increased. This publication provides scientifically-based information with regard to the bioefficacy of trendy sport supplements and dietary approaches off the mainstream.

Maughan, Ronald J... [et al.]

**Food, nutrition and sports performance III**


CIO MA 26203 * classif.: 064.1

As sport has become more professionalised over the last thirty years, so the role of nutrition in promoting health and performance has become ever more important to athletes who search for the extra edge to succeed in their respective sports. With the expansion in the provision of medical and scientific support services in elite sport, those who advise athletes have had to become adept at identifying those dietary strategies that will help them to outperform their competitors.

Williams, Melvin H... [et al.]

**Nutrition for health, fitness, & sport**


CIO MA 25801 * classif.: 064.1

“Nutrition for Health, Fitness & Sport”, now in its tenth edition, provides the reader with thorough coverage of the role nutrition plays in enhancing one’s health, fitness, and sport performance. Current research and practical activities are incorporated throughout.
Asloum, Brahim

*Je ne vous ai pas tout dit*


CIO MA 26098 * classif.: 079:92 ASL

Brahim Asloum dit tout. Premier boxeur français à devenir champion olympique (en 2000 à Sydney) puis champion du monde professionnel en décembre 2007, Brahim Asloum reste le boxeur français le plus identifié et médiatisé de ces 20 dernières années. Et aussi beaucoup plus que cela. 34 mois après la fin de sa carrière sportive, il estime le moment venu de se raconter de façon intime dans ce qui ressemble à un premier bilan personnel, à 33 ans.

Bolt, Usain ; Allen, Matt

*Faster than lightening: my autobiography*


CIO MA 26193 * classif.: 079:92 BOL

The autobiography of the fastest man of all time and a superstar whose talent and charisma have made him one of the most famous people on the planet. Usain tells his story in his own words: from humble beginnings in Jamaica, to international stardom at Beijing and on to the new heights of superstardom he has reached since lighting up London 2012. Full of the charm and charisma that has made him the most popular sporting figure of our time and a universal celebrity, this is a book that Usain's millions of fans will love.

Brown, Daniel

*The boys in the boat: nine Americans and their epic quest for gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics*


CIO MA 26049 * classif.: 079:92(73)

Daniel James Brown’s robust book tells the story of the University of Washington’s 1936 eight-oar crew and their epic quest for an Olympic gold medal, a team that transformed the sport and grabbed the attention of millions of Americans. The sons of loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the boys defeated elite rivals first from eastern and British universities and finally the German crew rowing for Adolf Hitler in the Olympic Games in Berlin, 1936.

Cross, Martin

*Olympic obsession: the inside story of Britain's most successful sport*


CIO MA 25855 * classif.: 079:92:7

What is Redgrave really like to be with? Why was Foster the only one who seemed to smile during the BBC's fly-on-the-wall "Tales of Gold" documentary? How was it that the British eight's gold medal depended on a man given only a few months to live in March 1997? This book answers all these questions, through a story that begins many years ago.

Delaveau, Sabrine

*Tu seras cavalier, mon fils: la saga Pessoa*


CIO MA 25758 * classif.: 079:92 PES

C'est l'histoire d'un duo indissociable, mais aussi le récit d'une transmission réussie comme il en existe peu dans l'histoire du sport. La vista et la maîtrise du fils conjugués à la merveilleuse intuition et au savoir-faire du père. Une saga familiale et olympiques unique.
Douglas, Gabrielle ; with Burford, Michelle

*Grace, gold & glory: my leap of faith*


CIO MA 25882 * classif.: 079:92 DOU

The U.S. gymnast all-around gold medal winner at the 2012 London Olympics tells her story.

Ennis, Jessica ; with Broadbent, Rick

*Unbelievable: from my childhood dreams to winning Olympic gold*


CIO MA 25883 * classif.: 079:92 ENN

On 4 August 2012 Jessica Ennis kicked off what some described as the greatest night in British sporting history. For her it was the end of a long, winding, and sometimes harrowing road. Nobody was under more pressure at the London Olympics than ‘the face of the Games’. Yet Jessica delivered the heptathlon gold medal, and the huge outpouring of relief she showed afterwards hinted at the roller-coaster journey she had been on. This is the story of how the girl next door became London’s poster girl, and how an ordinary woman used an extraordinary talent to claim the title of the world’s greatest all-round female sports star.

Estanguet, Tony ; un film de Joël Doux et Jean-François Santoni

*Une histoire d’équilibre*


CIO MA 26102 / CIO DA 202 * classif.: 079:92 EST

Tony Estanguet est le premier athlète français à avoir conquis trois titres olympiques au cours de trois Olympiades différentes. De son enfance béarnaise bercée par une éducation multisport, à ses débuts prometteurs en compétition, jusqu’à sa participation à quatre Jeux Olympiques successifs, cet ouvrage décrit son incroyable itinéraire. Le Palois retrace ses 15 ans de carrière au plus haut niveau du sport mondial sur deux supports – un livre et un DVD.

Farah, Mohamed ; Andrews, T.J.

*Twin ambitions: my autobiography*


CIO MA 26204 * classif.: 079:92 FAR

The remarkable story of a boy from Somalia who came to Britain at the age of 8, leaving behind his twin brother, speaking only a few words of English, and with a yearning to play for Arsenal. Fortunately his PE teacher spotted his talent for speed on the pitch and began to steer this him towards the racetrack. Here, Mo reveals all the highs and lows of his life and sporting career to date.
Golubitsky, Sergei
*L'escrime dans la peau*
CIO MA 26038 * classif.: 079:92 GOL

"L'escrime dans la peau" est l'autobiographie du fleurettiste ukrainien triple champion du monde Sergei Golubitsky. Il y raconte son parcours de ses premiers pas dans une salle d'armes jusqu'à sa reconversion au poste d'entraîneur de haut niveau. Son histoire se déroule du début des années 80 jusqu'au début des années 2000, une époque marquée par de grands bouleversements géopolitiques à l'est de l'Europe. Sergei est un produit de la machine sportive soviétique et le regard qu'il porte sur le monde occidental lorsqu'il le découvre au début de sa carrière internationale est un des temps forts de son récit. Il nous offre dans son livre une plongée encore jamais vue dans la vie et peut-être plus encore la psychologie d'un escrimeur moderne de très haut niveau et partage avec nous ses sensations en compétition, ses moments de désespoir.

Greatest athletes: from Sergey Bubka to Usain Bolt, incredible profiles on eight of the greatest athletes to have lived
Grande-Bretagne: Go Entertainment 2012. – 3 DVD-vidéo (3h.30)
CIO DA 198/1-3 * classif.: 079:92

This series offers a unique insight into the motivations, achievements and personalities that put the athletes amongst the greatest ever. From Nadia Comaneci, the first gymnast to be awarded a perfect ten, to the "fastest man on the planet" Michael Johnson, these famous names have left their mark upon the sporting world. Complete with exclusive interviews, archive footage and unique access, these programmes create a full picture of a group of men and women who have changed the face of sport, making this the perfect tribute to some of the finest athletes to have lived.

Hamilton, Tyler ; Coyle, Daniel
*La course secrète: dopage et Tour de France: le témoignage qui révèle tout*
CIO MA 26000 * classif.: 061.5:7

Tyler Hamilton n'est pas un saint. Il a fait partie des meilleurs et des plus célèbres coureurs cyclistes du monde et remporté une médaille d'or olympique avant d'être banni de son sport pour dopage en 2009. Un témoignage unique, d'une franchise exceptionnelle, sur le monde du cyclisme, le Tour de France et le dopage à tous les niveaux.

Heros from the past: Anthony Nesty, Duncan Armstrong
IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, No 5(2013), pp. 98-106
They have several things in common. Both can celebrate the 25th anniversary of the greatest achievement of their respective careers, winning an Olympic title at the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul. And both were regarded as underdogs before their races when they each achieved a kind of miracle by beating the one and only Matt Biondi (USA).

Heros from the past: Domenico Fioravanti, Milivoj Bebic
IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, No 6(2012), pp. 82-90
They are heroes of different ages but they have one thing in common: both of their careers might have brought more and more glories but for different reasons their paths were shortened. Still, they achieved brilliant results, conquering the highest heights at the Olympics.
Heroes from the past: Igor Milanovic, Jason Lezak
IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, No 4(2013), pp. 100-107
Though they can look back to decade-long and really successful careers, one thing is common to them both: millions of sports fans remember one great moment from Igor Milanovic and Jason Lezak. The giant Serbian water polo player scored the game winning goal in the 6th overtime period of the final at the 1986 FINA World Championships in Madrid, with 0.1 seconds to go. And Jason Lezak was the one who produced the most fantastic anchor leg even swum at an Olympic relay final: he came from behind (far behind…) to win the event for the US and to save the chance for Michael Phelps to collect his historic eight-gold medal tally in Beijing 2008.

Heroes from the past: Mark Lenzi, Krisztina Egerszegi
IN: FINA Aquatics world magazine, No 3(2013), pp. 98-105
Both achieved their greatest feat at the Barcelona Olympics – and that is probably the only thing which connects them. US diver Mark Lenzi wasn’t as talented but he was a true competitor, while Hungary’s swimming queen Krisztina Egerszegi had a God-given talent and buoyancy rarely seen in the pool. Two telling stories of two fantastic champions.

Holcomb, Steven ; with Eubanks, Steve
But now I see: my journey from blindness to Olympic gold
CIO MA 25797 * classif.: 079:92 HOL
Steven Holcomb (born April 14, 1980) is an American bobsled driver who won the Olympic gold medal at the 2010 Vancouver Olympics, the first gold medal in four-man bobsledding for the United States since 1948. Holcomb is the only Olympic athlete for whom a medical procedure is named: the Holcomb C3-R procedure for Keratoconus, a degenerative eye disease that can lead to total blindness. Holcomb was cured of Keratoconus from the procedure and went on to become America’s most decorated bobsledder. He continues to drive the USA One sled, the Night Train, and will defend his Olympic title at the 2014 Winter Olympic Games in Sochi, Russia.

Jaunin, Roger
Roger Federer: l'homme de tous les records
CIO MA 26169 * classif.: 079:92 FED
Roger Federer est entré dans l'histoire du tennis. Il est l'homme de tous les records et celui que ses pairs considèrent comme le plus grand joueur de tennis de tous les temps. Ce livre retrace son enfance, sa carrière, ses exploits, détaille son jeu et sa technique, et dévoile les aspects plus privés d'un homme sensible, intelligent et fidèle en amitié qui a su gagner une place de choix dans le cœur de ses fans dans le monde entier.

Lemaître, Christophe
La revanche du grand blond
CIO MA 26034 * classif.: 079:92 LEM
Adolescent très introverti, Christophe Lemaître a vu le cours de son existence chamboulée par la découverte de l'athlétisme, à 15 ans. Très vite, il obtient des résultats probants en étant sacré champion du monde puis d'Europe juniors. Puis il explose, sportivement et médiatiquement, en 2010: il devient le premier blond à courir le 100 m sous les dix secondes et réalise un triple inédit (titres sur 100, 200 et 4x100 m) aux championnats d'Europe de Barcelone.
McAllister, Ian Hugh
Lost Olympics: the Hilda James story
CIO MA 26040 * classif.: 079:92 JAM
What is the ultimate price of success? In 1924, swimming superstar Hilda James was a dead cert for the British team at the Paris Olympics. Her family had other ideas. This is the account of a World Champion who suddenly found that her ultimate challenge was to pull her life back together after her dream was cruelly shattered forever.

Narthey, Emmanuel K.
My Olympic dream: my life, my journey, my struggle, the story: autobiography
CIO MA 25982 * classif.: 079:92 NAR
Last year Emmanuel Narthey made a piece of history by becoming the first Ghanaian judo player to compete at an Olympic Games. Here he gives a flavour of his autobiography and explains how you can battle to overcome the biggest of obstacles.

Pendleton, Victoria; with McRae, Donald
Between the lines: the autobiography
CIO MA 25993 * classif.: 079:92 PEN
The golden girl of British cycling opens up, for the first time, in searingly honest detail about what drives her to compete in a sport she no longer loves. Victoria Pendleton is not your typical female athlete. “Between the lines” documents the considerable lows as well as the highs and reveals what it took to turn her life around and achieve glory at London 2012.

Article
One star, one medal, one discipline
IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, No 6(2012), pp. 38-59
Ye Shiwen (China – swimming), David Boudia (USA – diving), Andrea Fuentes (Spain – synchronized swimming), Eva Risztov (Hungary – open water/marathon swimming), Sandro Sukno (Croatia – Water polo).

O'Toole, Jason
Katie Taylor: journey to Olympic gold
CIO MA 26184 * classif.: 079:92 TAY
Katie Taylor, beyond question Ireland's most successful contemporary athlete, made history by winning Gold at London 2012. This book highlights Katie's extraordinary ascent through the ranks of women's boxing all the way to the very top.
Rojas, Henri
**Usain Bolt, roi du sprint!**
CIO MA 26128 * classif.: 079:92 BOL
Ce livre retrace la période importante de la carrière de Bolt au niveau mondial, son cheminement, son environnement… Fasciné par cet athlète exceptionnel, Henri Rojas, a voulu le situer dans l'histoire, le célébrer et montrer comment il est devenu le meilleur sprinter, l'homme le plus rapide du monde, en peu de temps.

Rousseau, François ; Schaller, Gérard
**Naissance des champions: les coulisses de l'INSEP: la préparation des athlètes français pour les JO de Londres 2012**
CIO MB 1194 * classif.: 077
L'Institut National du Sport, de l'Expertise et de la Performance (INSEP) est presque un pays en soi, tant il est isolé, comme coupé du reste du monde… Le photographe François Rousseau y a partagé pendant un an l'intimité des champion(ne)s français(es) en pleine préparation pour les Jeux Olympiques de Londres. Il y a croisé Teddy Riner, Lucie Decosse, Grégory Baugé, Hamilton Sabot, Marlène Harnois et tant d'autres, à l'entraînement, en pleine souffrance et concentration. Il y a saisi la noblesse des gestes, la beauté des émotions, la grâce des corps… Ses images constituent un magnifique témoignage sur l'envers du décor, loin des podiums et des célébrations.

Sharp, David
**Va va Froome: the remarkable rise of Chris Froome**
CIO MA 26131 * classif.: 079:92 FRO
Va Va Froome outlines the rise of Chris Froome, from a 'leisure cyclist who cycled round the bush for fun', to a world class cyclist and a potential Grand Tour Winner (this book does not deal with his recent victory in the 2013 Tour de France). This book details Froome's remarkable rise and discusses the man himself in interesting detail.

Shields, Hugh
**Showdown in Moscow**
CIO MA 25941 * classif.: 079:92:7
This is the story of two of the world's greatest ever milers, Seb Coe and Steve Ovett. Before the Moscow Olympics, Coe and Ovett had barely raced each other. They had, however, established impressive race credentials and traded world records. So when the Olympics came round, it was showdown time. There is still no athletics clash which in living memory has come close to the Olympic duels of Coe and Ovett in Moscow. The combination of record-breaking runs and media hype generated huge public interest. And when, just weeks before the Olympics started, Ovett first broke and then equalled two of Coe's world records, the stage was set for the most titanic of Olympic duels. The Coe-Ovett showdown in Moscow was, and still is, sporting theatre of the highest order.

Smith, Louis
**Louis: my story so far**
CIO MA 26132 * classif.: 079:92 SMI
In 2008, Louis Smith was the first Briton in more than 100 years to win an Olympic medal in individual gymnastics. In 2012 he followed up that triumph with two more. Since then, Louis has been crowned the winner of “Strictly come dancing” with his partner Flavia and he is now setting his sights on designing his own clothing range. Now you can follow him backstage to see what it is like to be one of the UK's hottest new stars.
Smith, Dean
Cowboy stuntman: from Olympic gold to the silver screen
CIO MA 26033 * classif.: 079:92 SMI
Cowboy Stuntman chronicles the life and achievements of this colorful Texan and Olympic gold medal winner who spent a half century as a Hollywood stuntman and actor.

Tanvier, Catherine
Détraquements: de la colère à la torpeur: témoignage
CIO MA 26025 * classif.: 079:92 TAN
Le témoignage-choc que nous présente ici Catherine Tanvier, icône du tennis moderne des années 80, propulsée dès l’âge de quinze ans sur le circuit professionnel, n°1 française à dix-sept ans, 20e mondiale et médaillée de bronze aux Jeux Olympiques de Los Angeles 1984 à dix-neuf ans, est édifiant et bouleversant.

Vaitsekhovskaia, Elena ; Alves, Eliane
Heroes form the past: Dmitry Sautin, Gustavo Borges
IN: FINA aquatics world magazine, no 2(2013), pp. 92-100
Though they competed in different disciplines, one thing is common to both: each was an iconic figure of his sport in his homeland. Dmitry Sautin inspired generations of Russian divers during his unbelievably long career spanning 20 years, while Gustavo Borges remains a living legend in Brazilian swimming.

Wiggins, Bradley
Bradley Wiggins: mon temps
CIO MA 26080 * classif.: 079:92 WIG
Le 22 juillet 2012, Bradley Wiggins écrit une page d’histoire en devenant le premier cycliste britannique vainqueur du Tour de France. Dix jours plus tard, aux Jeux Olympiques de Londres, il gagne le contre-la-montre et devient l’athlète olympique le plus médaillé de son pays. Dans ce livre il raconte l’itinéraire peu banal qui l’a mené depuis le tréfonds jusqu’à la victoire dans la course la plus dure au monde. Il décrit les angoisses personnelles qui l’envahissent et les coulisses de Team Sky: les entraînements rigoureux, les sacrifices et ce qu’il pense de ses coéquipiers et de ses rivaux. Il exprime aussi sa colère devant le spectre du dopage qui entache son sport, la manière dont il a géré l’agitation tourbillonnante qu’a entraînée sa médaille d’or aux Jeux, et surtout comment on devient le meilleur de tous.
Performance

Epstein, David J.
The sports gene: inside the science of extraordinary athletic performance
CIO MA 26162 * classif.: 061.1
What explains the Manning brothers, the Williams sisters, and all those worldclass Jamaican sprinters? Do superstar athletes like Usain Bolt and Michael Phelps owe their success to genetic luck? Or are they basically normal people who overcame their biological limits through sheer force of will and obsessive training? In this acclaimed New York Times bestseller, David Epstein tackles the ancient nature versus nurture debate by exploring the latest scientific research. He shows why some skills that we assume are innate, like the speedy reactions of a baseball batter, are not, and why other characteristics that we assume are entirely voluntary, like an athlete’s will to train, might have important genetic components. Through on-the-ground reporting from below the equator and above the Arctic Circle, revealing conversations with leading scientists and Olympic champions, and interviews with athletes who have rare genetic mutations or physical traits, Epstein forces us to rethink the very nature of athleticism.

Psychologie / Psychology

Aoyagi, Mark W… [et al.]
Expert approaches to sport psychology: applied theories of performance excellence
CIO MA 26028 * classif.: 015.99
Fifteen of the most distinguished practitioners in the field of sport psychology are featured in "Expert approaches to sport psychology: applied theories of performance excellence". The book includes biographical and autobiographical perspectives on the ways in which these preeminent experts developed their authentic and distinctive approaches to the practice of sport psychology. This collection provides some of the giants of the field an opportunity to reflect on their distinguished careers. The contributors reveal how their life experiences have shaped their philosophies and provide an in-depth look into their theory of performance excellence, theory of performance breakdowns, and consulting process. "Expert approaches to sport psychology" serves as a master class by those who have helped advance the field, preserving the legacies of some of the most influential minds in sport psychology. The wisdom passed on within this book will be immensely beneficial to both those practicing and studying sport psychology.

Arvinen-Barrow, Monna… [et al.]
The psychology of sport injury and rehabilitation
CIO MA 26011 * classif.: 061.6
Athletes routinely use psychological skills and interventions for performance enhancement but, perhaps surprisingly, not always to assist in recovery from injury. This book demonstrates the ways in which athletes and practitioners can transfer psychological skills to an injury and rehabilitation setting, to enhance recovery and the well-being of the athlete.
Cox, Richard H.

Psychologie du sport
CIO MA 25932 * classif.: 015.99

Toutes les grandes questions de la psychologie du sport détaillées dans un ouvrage actuel et adapté au contexte francophone. Richard H. Cox associe les principes fondamentaux de la psychologie du sport et leurs applications pratiques. Partant de concepts reconnus et validés par la communauté scientifique, il montre comment les appliquer au niveau de la performance athlétique. L’ouvrage permet de mieux comprendre le comportement et la psychologie du sportif en explorant des sujets tels que : - le rôle de la confiance en soi et de la fixation d’objectifs, dans la motivation des athlètes ; - l’efficacité des interventions cognitives et comportementales en sport telles que les stratégies du coping, la relaxation, l’imagerie, l’hypnose, la dynamisation et l’entraînement mental ; - les effets psychologiques des blessures ; - l’impact psychologique du sport sur les jeunes ; - les résultats de recherches scientifiques sur les causes de la violence du public lors d’événements sportifs. L’auteur a mis l’accent sur un certain nombre de thèmes tels que le rôle des parents dans la pratique sportive des jeunes, les effets négatifs de l’activité physique, l’importance de l’attention dans le sport, la psychobiologie du sport et diverses techniques que peuvent employer les coachs et enseignants pour aider les athlètes à progresser.

Kremer, John M.D. ; Moran, Aidan

Pure sport: practical sport psychology
CIO MA 26075 * classif.: 015.99

This second edition of “Pure Sport” sets out, in everyday language, the lessons you can take from contemporary sport psychology - helping you recognise what works and what doesn’t when it comes to improving performance. As the title suggests, “Pure Sport” goes back to basics by highlighting practical concerns for those involved with competitive sport at every age and level - from junior club members to Olympic athletes. Drawing on their considerable experience as both applied sport psychologists and academics, the authors present practical advice and a powerful array of techniques for channelling and harnessing mental skills with the goal of improving sporting performance.

Marks, Saul

Mental health and the aquatic athlete: an overview of sport psychiatry

The mind-body relationship has long been recognized as an important component of overall health and wellbeing. With the aquatic athlete facing ever-increasing levels of both psychical and mental stress, by being better aware of an athlete’s mental health one can see an enhancement in performance, outcomes. Although the public has great interest in athletic achievements, the emotional strains brought on by such “heroic moments” have obtained little attention until the last two decades. More recently there has been an increasing interest in the interface between sport and mental health. This has led to the origin of the medical sub-specialty, sport-psychiatry.

Pontal, Daniel

Stupeur et tremblements
IN: Sport et vie, no 138, mai-juin 2013, pp. 40-47

Au hasard des compétitions, il arrive que des rencontres sportives tournent littéralement à la correction. Comment les perdants surmontent-ils l’épreuve de l’humiliation ? Daniel Pontal a mené l’enquête auprès d’hommes battus et abattus.
Slater, Matthew J.; Evans, Andrew L.; Barker Jamie B.

**Using social identities to motivate athletes towards peak performance at the London 2012 Olympic Games**

*IN: Reflective practice: international and multidisciplinary perspectives, 9 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print*

The purpose of the present paper is to illustrate how leaders can create high performance environments. Using Team Great Britain (TeamGB) cycling’s performance director as a case example, we discuss how leaders can develop social identities (i.e. an emotional attachment and sense of belonging) and shape group meanings as mechanisms through which performance excellence can be achieved. We draw on a contemporary theory of leadership derived from organizational and social psychology to explain how leaders can act to strengthen the emotional bonds within their sport group and motivate athletes to embrace specific group meanings. The present paper also reflects on the lessons learnt from London 2012 that could inform leadership practice in preparation for Rio 2016. In particular, the leaders’ role in developing social identities and distinctive group meanings is important to create an environment conducive to optimum performance. In sum, a social identity approach to leadership detailed within the current paper provides a useful framework to help maximize the opportunities that TeamGB gleaned from London 2012 in order to deliver performance excellence again in Rio 2016.

Turner, Martin J.; Barker, Jamie B.

**Resilience: lessons from the 2012 Olympic Games**

*IN: Reflective practice: international and multidisciplinary perspectives, 16 Sept. 2013, Ahead of print*

The ability to deal with pressure is crucial for success in high profile sporting events such the Olympic Games. While an analysis of the psychological determinants that may have helped athletes to succeed at the 2012 Games is a worthy endeavor, this article instead explores the psychological consequences of success at the Games. To do this, we examine Andy Murray’s journey from 2012 Olympic Gold to double-Grand Slam success. Specifically, this paper explores how performing in pressured situations, and more importantly successfully coping under pressure, can help develop resilience in the face of future stressors. This idea of resilience (or toughness) suggests that some history of adversity is more beneficial than no or high history. Resilience can be determined and promoted using ideas from the “theory of challenge and threat states in athletes” (TCTSA) where a challenge state is indicative of resilience compared to a threat state. In addition, this paper outlines the well-established psychophysiological markers of challenge and threat as proposed in the biopsychosocial (BPS) model and challenge and threat that can be used to evidence resilience. The paper then offers some implications for coaches and sport psychologists concerning how they can help athletes to develop resilience.

**Santé / Health**

MacGinnis, Peter Merton

**Biomechanics of sport and exercise**


CIO MA 26016 * classif.: 057

In this book, exercise and sport biomechanics are made simple. It helps to appreciate the consequences of external forces, how the body generates internal forces to maintain position, and how forces create movement in physical activities. The accompanying web resource includes all of the problems from the book, separated by chapter, plus 10 sample problems.
Matheson, Gordon O… [et. al.]
Prevention and management of non-communicable disease: the IOC consensus statement, Lausanne 2013
IN: British journal of sports medicine, Vol. 47(16), Nov. 2013, pp. 1-11
Morbidity and mortality from preventable, noncommunicable chronic disease (NCD) threatens the health of our populations and our economies. The accumulation of vast amounts of scientific knowledge has done little to change this. New and innovative thinking is essential to foster new creative approaches that leverage and integrate evidence through the support of big data, technology and design thinking. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the results of a consensus meeting on NCD prevention sponsored by the IOC in April 2013.

Montjoy, Margo ; Junge, Astrid
The role of International Sport Federations in the protection of the athlete’s health and promotion of sport for health of the general population
IN: British journal of sports medicine, Vol. 47(16), Nov. 2013, pp. 1-7
Objective: To determine the priorities and activities of International Sport Federations (IFs) with respect to the promotion of health in their sport and for the general population. Methods: All 35 IFs participating in Olympic Games in 2014 or in 2016 were asked to rate the importance of 10 indicated topics, and to report their programs, guidelines or research activities on 16 health-related topics using an online questionnaire (response rate 97%). Results: On average, the ‘fight against doping’ had the highest priority followed by ‘health of their elite athlete’ and ‘image as a safe sport’.

Needleman, I… [et al.]
Oral health and impact on performance of athletes participating in the London 2012 Olympic Games: a cross-sectional study
IN: British journal of sports medicine, 15 Oct. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-5
Background: Oral health is important both for well-being and successful elite sporting performance. Reports from Olympic Games have found significant treatment needs; however, few studies have examined oral health directly. The aim of this study was to evaluate oral health, the determinants of oral health and the effect of oral health on well-being, training and performance of athletes participating in the London 2012 Games. Methods: Cross-sectional study at the dental clinic within the Polyclinic in the athletes’ village. Following informed consent, a standardized history, clinical examination and brief questionnaire were conducted. Results: 302 athletes from 25 sports were recruited with data available for 278. The majority of athletes were from Africa, the Americas and Europe. Overall, the results demonstrated high levels of poor oral health including dental caries (55% athletes), dental erosion (45% athletes) and periodontal disease (gingivitis 76% athletes, periodontitis 15% athletes). More than 40% of athletes were ‘bothered’ by their oral health with 28% reporting an impact on quality of life and 18% on training and performance. Nearly half of the participants had not undergone a dental examination or hygiene care in the previous year. Conclusions: The oral health of athletes attending the dental clinic of the London 2012 Games was poor with a resulting substantial negative impact on well-being, training and performance. As oral health is an important element of overall health and well-being, health promotion and disease prevention interventions are urgently required to optimize athletic performance.

Nénard, Clarisse
Le guide-santé du sportif: débutant, amateur, confirmé
CIO MA 26097 * classif.: 061
Nous soumettons notre organisme à rude épreuve: soucis, conflits, stress, rythmes effrénés… Sans compter la sédentarité, une alimentation déséquilibrée ou une mauvaise hygiène de vie, qui n’améliorent pas les choses. Raisons suffisantes pour prendre soin de soi, bouger et pratiquer une activité physique. Pourquoi la santé vient-elle en se bougeant ? Pourquoi le sport prévient-il certaines maladies cardio-vasculaires, cancers, diabète, obésité ? Pourquoi retarde-t-il le vieillissement ? C’est en comprenant le fonctionnement du corps (physiologie, anatomie) et les besoins de l’organisme (hydratation, alimentation, sommeil), que l’on tend vers le mieux-être.
Redhead, Julian ; Gordon, Jonathan

**Emergencies in sports medicine**
CIO MA 25800 * classif.: 061.6

Covering every type of sporting emergency from head injuries to altitude sickness, this crucial volume appeals to a wide audience, from the doctor involved directly in sports medicine to the doctor who occasionally watches their children play sport and is concerned that they will occasionally be called upon to give medical advice. It will also appeal to allied health professionals involved in any aspect of sport. The book will also help organizers to plan in advance for larger sporting events.

---

Article

**Sport, santé, bien-être = sport, health and well-being: dossier special**
IN: Sport et citoyenneté, no 23 (juin-août 2013), pp. 7-21


---

Article

**Sports health: a multidisciplinary approach**

“Sports health: a multidisciplinary approach” is an indispensable resource for all medical professionals involved in the training and care of the competitive or recreational athlete, including primary care physicians, orthopaedic surgeons, physical therapists, athletic trainers and other medical and health care professionals.
Par pays / By countries

Afrique / Africa

Bouzoungoula, Joseph
Sports, identités culturelles et développement en Afrique noire francophone: la sociologie des jeux traditionnels et du sport moderne au Congo-Brazzaville
CIO MA 25764 * classif.: 079(672.4)
Galvaudé et parfois mal utilisé, le terme développement reste largement idéologique. L’auteur l’utilise ici comme support analytique pour saisir le poids de la culture traditionnelle et du sport moderne dans le processus du développement et ses interactions avec l’environnement social, à partir de l’observation de la société congolaise en mutation.

Dikoumé, François
Le service public du sport en Afrique Noire: l’exemple du Cameroun
CIO MA 26078 * classif.: 079(671.1)
Quel est le sort du service public du sport en Cameroun aujourd’hui ? L’étatisation dominante d’il y a deux décennies s’est-elle affirmée ou relâchée avec les mutations du monde ? A-t-elle survécu ou disparu ? Le sport ne peut plus être considéré comme un phénomène purement national. Le sport reste un phénomène de société, mais son influence sur l’évolution de la société est difficile à analyser.

Lewis, Tim
Land of second chances: the impossible rise of Rwanda’s cycling team
CIO MA 26220 * classif.: 079(675.98)
Where there is hope there can be redemption. Meet Adrien Niyonshuti, a member of the Rwandan cycling team. Adrien was seven years old when he lost his family in the 1994 genocide that tore Rwanda apart. Almost twenty years later he has a shot at representing his country at the Olympics. In “The land of second chances”, Tim Lewis charts the incredible true story of the Rwandan cycling team as they overcome impossible odds to inspire a nation.
Maquat, Philippe
De Bikila à Gebrselassie: la légende du marathon: récit
CIO MA 26185 * classif.: 079(631)

L'histoire d'Abebe Bikila et de Haile Gebrselassie, deux champions de course à pied éthiopiens qui ont contribué à la renommée internationale de leur pays. Deux champions, deux destinées. Le destin de ces deux immenses champions sur fond d'évolution historique, politique et économique de leur pays l'Éthiopie.

Amérique / America

Brazil, Ministry of Sport
Brazil of all sports
CIO MA 26129 * classif.: 079(81)

Forsyth, Janyce (ed.)... [et al.]
Aboriginal peoples and sport in Canada: historical foundations and contemporary issues
CIO MA 26037 * classif.: 079(71)

"Aboriginal Peoples and Sport in Canada" uses sport as a lens through which to examine issues such as individual and community health, gender and race relations, culture and colonialism, and self-determination and agency. In this groundbreaking volume, leading scholars offer a multidisciplinary perspective on how unequal power relations influence the ability of Aboriginal people in Canada to implement their own visions for sport. The diverse analyses illuminate how Aboriginal people employ sport as a venue through which to assert their cultural identities and find a positive space for themselves and upcoming generations in contemporary Canadian society.

Asie / Asia

Alperovich, Amichai
Israel in der Olympischen Bewegung
CIO MA 26138 * classif.: 079(569.4)

This work addresses the social, political and ideological questions that relate to the history of the relations between the Olympic Movement and the State of Israel.
Ben Sulayem, Mohammed... [et al.]
Sport management in the Middle East: a case study analysis
CIO MA 26005 * classif.: 033
The Middle East is one of the fastest growing and most significant markets in world sport, as well as a powerful source of new investment in sport. Bids for the Olympics in 2020 and the soccer World Cup in 2022, as well as remarkable investments in Formula One motor racing, horse racing and English Premier League soccer clubs, demonstrate the strength of interest, the depth of resource and the technical expertise maintained by sport business interests in the region. “Sport management in the Middle East” is the first book to offer a serious and in-depth analysis of the business and management of sport in this region. Written by a team of world leading researchers in Middle Eastern sport, the book examines the importance of sport in the Middle East and introduces its particular management processes, structures and cultures.

Bromber, Katrin... [et al.]
Sport across Asia: politics, cultures and identities
CIO MA 25907 * classif.: 079(5)
Case studies of cultural encounters in Central, South-East Asia, Asia Minor and the Arabian peninsula capture the paradoxical processes of emulation, resistance and transformation that are at work in the diffusion and development of “sport” and body cultures. These case studies bring together insights from anthropology, cultural studies, geography, history, law, sociology, various area and post-colonial studies.

Grant, Susan
Physical culture and sport in Soviet society: propaganda, acculturation, and transformation in the 1920s and 1930s
CIO MA 26012 * classif.: 079(47)
From its very inception the Soviet state valued the merits and benefits of physical culture, which included not only sport but also health, hygiene, education, labour and defence. Physical culture propaganda was directed at the Soviet population, and even more particularly at young people, women and peasants, with the aim of transforming them into ideal citizens. By using physical culture and sport to assess social, cultural and political developments within the Soviet Union, this book provides a new addition to the historiography of the 1920s and 1930s as well as to general sports history studies.

Manzenreiter, Wolfram
Sport and body politics in Japan
CIO MA 26232 * classif.: 079(510)
There is more to Japanese sport than sumo, karate and baseball. This study of social sport in Japan pursues a comprehensive approach towards sport as a distinctive cultural sphere at the intersection of body culture, political economy, and cultural globalization.

Russian Olympic Committee
Olympic century of Russia
CIO MA 26159 * classif.: 079(47)
This photo-book tells the most colorful moments of the Russian Olympic history.
Europe

France, Cour des comptes

Sport pour tous et sport de haut niveau: pour une réorientation de l’action de l’Etat: rapport public thématique


CIO MA 26133 * classif.: 079(44)

Ce rapport traite des deux principaux objectifs de la politique conduite par l'Etat dans le domaine du sport: le développement du sport pour tous et l'excellence du sport de haut niveau. La Cour y met en lumière de fortes et persistantes inégalités dans l'accès de la population aux clubs et aux équipements sportifs. En matière de sport pour tous, elle recommande d'aider prioritairement les publics les plus éloignés de la pratique sportive, et de développer les passerelles entre le sport à l'école et le sport en club. Pour le sport de haut niveau, le soutien de l'Etat devrait aussi être plus sélectif et mieux coordonné. Les réponses des administrations et des organismes concernés se trouvent en fin de volume.

Needham, David

Ireland's first real World Cup: the story of the forgotten pioneers of Irish


CIO MA 26187 * classif.: 079(417)

The story of the Ireland football team at the 1924 Olympic football tournament in Paris. Although the tournament is recognized by FIFA as a football world championship, today the story of the tournament and Ireland's participation in it have largely been forgotten by Irish football and Olympic historians alike. However the "Boys in Blue" did remarkably well and they paved the way for future generations of Irish footballers and Olympians. Ireland's participation in the 1924 Olympic football tournament was a landmark for a number of reasons. These were the first Olympic Games that Ireland competed in as an independent country. The football tournament was among the inaugural events of the Games. The Irish players who took to the field have a certain claim to be considered Ireland's first Olympians.

Pautot, Michel

Le sport et l'Europe: les règles du jeu


CIO MA 25784 * classif.: 079(4)

Avec ses règles, l'Europe a modifié le paysage sportif : liberté de circulation des joueurs, transferts, cotation des clubs en bourse, paris, libre concurrence, aides publiques aux clubs, droits TV, dopage... Cet ouvrage présente ces règles, décisions et pratiques, pour montrer que l'européanisation du sport est devenue une réalité que nul ne peut plus ignorer.

Petracovschi, Simona ; Terret, Thierry

From best to worst? Romania and its Nostalgia for Olympic successes

IN: The international journal of the history of sport, April 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-15

While the Los Angeles Olympic Games in 1984 constituted Romania's best performance ever, 2012 London Olympic Games were characterized by the worst performance in its history. During the time between these two events, the country went from being a communist regime to a liberal government. This transition invites consideration of the transformation Romania's sports policy underwent and its repositioning with regard to the Olympic Movement, both before and after the 1989 turning point. Analysis suggests that, in failing to professionalize Romanian sport, the Romanian Olympic and Sports Committee (COSR) was tempted to readopt a model of state-financed sport, with the aim of reinstating the nation to its former position among the world's sporting elite.
Sabatier, Fabien
Histoire des organisations sportives communistes de France au XXe siècle: combats pour l’émancipation, soviétisme et cultures militantes
CIO MA 26009 * classif.: 079(44)
Le sport a toujours été un enjeu politique: lieu de socialisation par nature, le club sportif a souvent été l’occasion de diffusion d’idées politiques, tout autant que d’action sociale. Ce livre retrace la trajectoire militante des organisations sportives communistes de 1923 à nos jours.

Stumpp, Sébastien
Identités sportives et revendications régionales (XIXe-XXe siècles): contribution des pratiques sportives à l’Europe des "petites patries"
CIO MA 26021 * classif.: 079(4)
Les activités physiques et sportives sont depuis longtemps un des vecteurs privilégiés de l’expression du sentiment d’appartenance et d’affirmation des particularismes. À travers de nombreux exemples pris dans l’espace européen, cet ouvrage montre comment ces pratiques ont été, depuis la fin du XIXe siècle, le ferment de l’exacerbation du sentiment régional, voire le lieu de revendication de minorités nationales. Rassemblant les contributions des meilleurs spécialistes, il établit une cartographie de ce phénomène et contribue à répondre à de nombreuses questions.

Trifari, Elio... [et al.]
Le prime pagine de La Gazzetta dello Sport: le emozioni, i protagonisti, le sfide dalla nascita fino alla XXX Olimpiade
CIO MB 1202 * classif.: 7:93
Nata nel 1896 dalla fusione di due fogli specializzati di argomento ciclistico, fin dall’inizio la “Gazzetta” è il primo giornale a coprire tutte le discipline che si praticano in Italia. Il libro racconta l’Italia attraverso le prime pagine della mitica “Gazza” che accompagnò i tifosi giorno per giorno raccontandone le passioni, le gioie e i dolori.

Océanie / Oceania

Hargreaves, Lorna (ed.)
Oceania: an odyssey to the Olympic Games: the inspiring, behind-the-scenes stories of the Pacific island athletes who made the journey to train and compete at London 2012: as related by the young journalists of the Reporters’ Academy
CIO MA 26027 * classif.: 079(91/97)
For athletes from small developing countries, the journey to the Olympics is a challenge greater than most elite athletes will experience. This inspiring book tells the behind-the-scenes stories of the athletes representing the fifteen Pacific island nations of Oceania who were given the unique opportunity to train in north-west of England prior to London 2012. A superbly illustrated account of the athletes’ odyssey to the London Olympics.

Kohe, Geoffery Z. ; New Zealand Olympic Committee
At the heart of sport: the New Zealand Olympic Committee and the history of the Olympic Movement in New Zealand: 1911-2011
CIO MA 25890 * classif.: 079(931)
At the heart of sport is an in-depth history of the New Zealand Olympic Committee that tracks the growth of the Olympic Movement in our country and the men and women who were part of it.
Par disciplines / By disciplines

Article

Evans, Owen
Striking gold
IN: Sportbusiness international, No 187, March 2013, pp. 59-65

Wrestling has been offered a chance to scrap for its chance to stay, but in the way are seven other bids – wushu, roller sports, sport climbing, karate, squash, wakeboarding and a joint baseball and softball proposal. To begin his three-part focus on the bidders, Owen Evans looks at the chances of the UK bookmakers’ favourites – karate and squash.

Article

Strength in number
IN: Sportbusiness international, no 188, April 2013, pp. 53-63

2020 applicant sports, part 2: presentation and analysis of baseball/softball, wakeboarding and wrestling. Part 1 was published in March under the title “Striking gold”.

Arbitrage / Refeering

IAAF
Le juge-arbitre
CIO MA 25976 * classif.: 079.063

Cette ouvrage demeure le guide de référence et représente une somme à la fois exhaustive et détaillée sur le rôle de l’officiel dans l’athlétisme.

Athlétisme / Athletics

Barclay, Simon
Athletics competitions at the 30th Olympiad: London, United Kingdom 3-12 August 2012: complete results & athletes reference
CIO MA 25803 * classif.: 730(086)

The London 2012 Olympics athletics events were held from 3rd to 12th August, with over 2000 athletes from 200 countries and territories taking part. This book contains every result in all the heats and finals, details of previous Olympic athletics records and gold medal marks, plus a comprehensive 33-page athlete index with information on every participant and their appearances history in the Olympics.

Brigaud, Frédéric
La course à pied: posture, biomécanique, performance
CIO MA 26092 * classif.: 079.322

Cet ouvrage expose une approche pratique de la biomécanique de la course à pied, en montrant les interactions entre les bras, le buste, le bassin, les jambes et les pieds, depuis le balancement des bras jusqu’à la prise d’appui.
L'Equipe mag
Marathon
CIO MA 25978 * classif.: 079.322
Au sommaire : coureurs types, des chiffres et des kilomètres, en avril : cours où il te plait, les marathoniens des mots, les ultra-marathoniens, Paula Radcliffe, valeurs d'effort.

International Association of Athletics Federations
1912-2012: 100 years of athletics excellence = Athlétisme: 100 ans
CIO MB 1192 * classif.: 079.32.06
As part of its Centenary celebrations, the IAAF has produced a monumental book reviewing the international governing body's contribution to the sport and explores many different aspects of international athletics.

International Association of Athletics Federations
Athletics statistics book: Games of the XXX Olympiad London 2012
CIO MA 25838 * classif.: 730(086)
Produced in collaboration with LOCOG and the Association of Track & Field Statisticians (ATFS) and edited by renowned statistician Mark Butler, the 386-page book is nothing short of a tantalising historical and statistical feast of Olympic Athletics facts for media and fans alike.

Boxe / Boxing

Gillot, Sébastien (ed.)
AIBA olympic report: International Boxing Association London 2012 Olympic Games report
Lausanne: International Boxing Association, 2013. – 244 p.: ill.
CIO MA 26139 * classif.: 730(086)
A report of the boxing competitions at the London 2012 Olympic Games.
Cyclisme / Cycling

Jeffries, Tom ; with Thewlis, Ian
BMX racing
CIO MA 26149 * classif.: 079.422
For those new to BMX racing or improving their racing performance, this is a practical and comprehensive resource for doing well in this exciting sport. It guides the reader through all stages and levels of racing, from beginner and club to professional level. It provides information on clothing and equipment for safe riding; choosing your first BMX bike; understanding the BMX track; getting started in racing; competition structure through the national, international, and Olympic levels; and practical instruction on techniques including balance, accelerating, cornering, and jumping.

Escrime / Fencing

Tau, Bach hy
Fencing: the comprehensive guide for fencing strategy, speed development, injury prevention and medical care
CIO MA 26168 * classif.: 079.54
This volume provides is an invaluable reference for all competitive fencers.

Football

Bain, Wilson H.
Goald!: Olympic football: the road from 1900 to 2012
CIO MA 26110 * classif.: 079.25.09
Billions watch the Olympics, and follow the world's number one sport. But how do these two 19th Century inventions fit together? "Goald!" tells the story of Olympic football from the easy-going 1900's to London 2012, when over 160 countries aimed to win medals. The world's original football tournament may be the least known in Europe, but it helped change the game and introduced teams and players of the highest quality; Uruguay, the 1920's sensations, Puskas's Hungary. New African teams (Nigeria and Cameroon) reached their peak at the Olympics. Klinsmann, Ronaldo, Messi first drew a global audience at these tournaments. Read about thirty tournaments where goals do mean gold.

Basse, Pierre-Louis... [et al.]
Larousse du foot
CIO MA 26228 * classif.: 079.25.06
Un dictionnaire de plus de 300 entrées pour découvrir les règles, les termes techniques, les plus grands joueurs français et étrangers, les matchs inoubliables, les entraîneurs de légende, les clubs mythiques d'Europe et d'Amérique latine, ainsi que tous les clubs professionnels français. Avec de nombreux dossiers sur le foot contemporain.
Bompard, Nicolas
**Football et santé: bienfaits, blessures, prévention**
CIO MA 25912 / CIO DA 194 * classif.: 061.7
Comme tous les sports, le football apporte forme, tonus musculaire, résistance, bien-être et passion du jeu ! Pour autant, c'est un sport où l'on peut se blesser, notamment aux genoux, aux chevilles, aux pieds. Cet ouvrage décline dans un langage simple et direct tout ce qu'il faut savoir sur la préparation physique, les entraînements, la gestion des petites douleurs comme des grands maux... Sans jamais oublier la joie communicative de l'auteur à nous faire adorer le football.

Dunmore, Tom
**Historical dictionary of soccer**
CIO MA 26220 * classif.: 079.25.06
From the humble origins of modern soccer in Great Britain in the 19th century, world soccer has become today a vast, commercialized global industry, with huge salaries paid to the biggest stars due to the massive amounts of revenue generated through the sale of television rights, ticket sales, and sponsorship income. The "Historical dictionary of soccer" presents a comprehensive history of the game.

Guhl, Jacques
**Football soleil debout: poèmes**
CIO MA 25920 * classif.: 082-1 GUH
Vingt ans après sa parution, voici une nouvelle édition enrichie de nombreux poèmes inédits. C'est une saga poétique, à partir du football, que nous offre Jacques Guhl, qui a fêté ses 90 ans en 2012.

Kuper, Simon ; Szymanski, Stefan
**Les attaquants les plus chers ne sont pas ceux qui marquent le plus: et autres mystères du football décriptés**
CIO MA 25774 * classif.: 079.25
Ce livre, issu de la collaboration de Stefan Szymanski, l'un des plus grands spécialistes de l'économie du sport, et du journaliste Simon Kuper, explore différents aspects du football sous un angle économique, mais ludique, avec de multiples anecdotes et interviews. Les deux auteurs vulgarisent de nombreux travaux universitaires et rendent accessibles leurs conclusions au plus grand nombre.

Moore, Kevin
**Football and the Olympics and Paralympics**
IN: Sport in society: cultures, commerce, media, politics, 4 Nov. 2013, Ahead of print, pp. 1-16
Olympic and Paralympic football has received limited academic attention and yet the game has been an important part of both competitions for most of their histories. In an attempt to redress this imbalance, the aim of this study was to assess the significance of football in the Olympics and Paralympics from its introduction into both events until the present day. Unsurprisingly, key issues in the history of Olympic and Paralympic football reflect those of these movements more widely, such as gender; disability; amateurism, 'shamateurism' and professionalism; politics and propaganda; nationalism and war; and invented traditions and popular myth.
Nunome, Hiroyuki... [et al.]

**Science and football VII: the proceedings of the Seventh World Congress on Science and Football**


CIO MA 12303/7 * classif.: 03

The book covers every key aspect, including: biomechanics, exercise physiology, match analysis, motor behaviour, performance profiling, sports medicine, training science, coaching and psychology.

---

Williams, A. Mark (ed.)

**Science and soccer: developing elite performers**


CIO MA 12330/1 * classif.: 03

Now in a fully revised and updated third edition, “Science and soccer” is still the most comprehensive and accessible introduction to the physiology, biomechanics and psychology behind the world's most popular sport. Offering important guidance on how science translates into practice, the book examines every key facet of the sport, with a particular focus on the development of elite performers.

---

**Golf**

Aebersold, Marc ; Catherine, Stéphane

**Ce que j'apprends de Tiger Woods: progresser grâce au meilleur**


CIO MA 26064 * classif.: 079.262

Ce livre, dans lequel sont analysés une multitude des coups de golf du "Tigre", trace également un saisissant parallèle entre les options de Jeux de Wood et son évolution en tant que golfeur, compétiteur acharné et icône de son sport. Appuyé par les photos exceptionnelles de Frédéric Froger et par les analyses techniques de Stéphane Catherine, ce second volet de la série "Ce que j'apprends de..." permet à Marc Aebersold de mettre en évidence, après le génie de Roger Federer, la maestria de Tiger Woods.

Lemoine, Nicolas

**Comprendre le golf: histoire, analyse, pédagogie et exercices**


CIO MA 26134 * classif.: 079.262

Cet ouvrage démontre combien le golf est une activité sportive exigeante, demandant un geste fluide très technique et la mise en place de repères complexes à la fois visuels, kinesthésiques et rythmiques.

Pasini, Willy

**La passion du golf: psychologie du gagneur**


CIO MA 26022 * classif.: 015.99:7

Pour apprendre à jouer au golf et améliorer son jeu, il faut que le golfeur sache ce que jouer au golf signifie vraiment pour lui. Quand on maîtrise la technique, la différence relève du mental. Ce livre aborde les fondamentaux de la psychologie du sport en général, du joueur de golf et du gagneur en particulier. D'où vient le plaisir qu'on peut prendre à ce jeu ? Comment les motivations du joueur agissent-elles sur sa façon de s'entraîner ? Qu'est-ce qui influe sur ses gestes dans les moments difficiles d'un parcours ? Comment surmonte-t-il la peur de gagner ?
Rouillon, Olivier ; Michel, Alain

**Golf et santé: pour une assurance durable de votre qualité de vie**
CIO MA 26079 * classif.: 079.262

Sport en pleine progression et accueillant de plus en plus d'amateurs qui se passionnent pour les greens, le golf, sport, à part entière, est une discipline qui confère santé et bien-être dès lors que les précautions d'usage sont suivies.

**Haltérophilie / Weightlifting**

International Weightlifting Federation ; Lilla Rozgonyi (ed.)

**Lifting the roof: London 2012 Olympic Games**
CIO MA 25936 * classif.: 730(086)

**Handball**

Hermassi, Souhail

**Validité directe d'un test de l'endurance intermittente en handball: l'originalité du test c'est qu'il permet d'évaluer la performance physique spécifique des handballeurs**
CIO MA 25942 * classif.: 079.22

Le pattern de l'effort en handball, se caractérise par l'alternance répétée de périodes d'effort intense séparées par des périodes d'effort sous maximal ou même de repos passif. Pour être performant sur le plan physique, l'athlète doit être doté de la capacité de fournir plusieurs fois des efforts maximaux/intenses et la capacité de récupérer convenablement pendant les périodes d'effort sous maximaux. Pour cela, l'approche d'évaluation doit être précise et spécifique en prenant en considération les particularités et les exigences de ce type d'activité.

**Hockey sur glace / Ice hockey**

Zeisler, Laurel

**Historical dictionary of ice hockey**
CIO MA 25970 * classif.: 079.66.06

The earliest forms of ice hockey developed over the centuries in numerous cold weather countries. In the 17th century, a game similar to hockey was played in Holland known as kolven. But the modern sport of ice hockey arose from the efforts of college students and British soldiers in eastern Canada in the mid-19th century. Since then, ice hockey has moved from neighborhood lakes and ponds to international competitions, such as the Summit Series and the Winter Olympics. “Historical dictionary of ice hockey” traces the history and evolution of hockey in general, as well as individual topics, from their beginnings to the present, through a chronology, an introductory essay, appendices, and an extensive bibliography.
Judo

Kano, Jigoro

Judo kodokan: la bible du judo
CIO MA 26035 * classif.: 079.55
Le livre présente la théorie de base (historique, principe de vie, entraînement, attitude), l'intégralité des techniques de projections (contrôle au sol, debout, etc.), les soins à effectuer en cas de blessure ainsi que les techniques de réanimation.

International Judo Federation ; Rozgonyi, Lilla (ed.)

Judo makes history: London 2012
CIO MA 26161 * classif.: 730(086)
The book looks back and relives the judo competitions at London 2012 Olympic Games.

Lancer du disque / Discus throw

Albaniak, Leszek

Olympic Games discus throw 1896-2008
[S.l.]: [s.n.], 2012. – 80 p.: ill.
CIO MA 25944 * classif.: 079.326.09
Overview of the men's Olympic discus throw final from 1896 to 2008.

Lutte / Wrestling

Chronicle of 107 hard days = La chronique de 107 jours ardus
IN: FILA News, No 2(2013), pp. 4-7
Chronique détaillée entre le 12 février 2013, lorsque la Commission exécutive du CIO a proposé l'exclusion de la lutte du programme olympique et le 29 mai 2013, lorsque cette même Commission exécutive a décidé que la lutte ferait partie des 3 sports qui restaient en lice en vue de l'intégration au programme olympique.
[A ce jour, la lutte a été réintégrée au programme olympique lors de la Session de Buenos Aires, le 8 septembre 2013].

Fédération internationale des luttes associée

Olympic wrestling competitions: 1896-2012
CIO MA 26109 * classif.: 079.52.09
Selection

Lennartz, Karl

Wrestling: a significant Olympic sport
IN: Journal of Olympic history, Vol. 21(2), 2013, pp. 4-11

Natation / Swimming

Pedroletti, Michel

Les fondamentaux de la natation: technique et entraînement: initiation, perfectionnement, masters: 200 exercices et séances spécifiques
CIO MA 26077 * classif.: 079.781
Déjà adopté par plus de 35000 nageurs et encadrants, cet ouvrage est un véritable best-seller dans le monde de la natation ! Dans cette nouvelle édition entièrement repensée et en couleurs, Michel Pedroletti traite aussi bien des fondamentaux techniques que des fondamentaux de l'entraînement dans une partie totalement inédite.

Pentathlon moderne / Modern pentathlon

Ridley, Rob

Five sports, five hours, one arena
IN: Sportbusiness international, No 187, March 2013, pp. 32-33
Rob Ridley looks at how the “Pentathlon Stadium”, a new Olympic concept where the sport's five disciplines take place in five hours in the same arena, could both save Games costs and improve the spectator experience.

Zarnowski, Frank

The pentathlon of the ancient world
CIO MA 26048 * classif.: 079.15.06
The pentathlon, comprising competition in the discus, javelin, long jump, sprint, and wrestling, was hailed as the ultimate test of athletic versatility and remained a staple of the ancient Greek Olympic Games, Crown Games and Pan-Hellenic festivals for over 1,200 years. Still, there is little scholarly consensus over many major aspects of the event. This detailed exploration of the ancient pentathlon explores the nature of the spectacle, the method of determining a victor, the five sub-events of which the pentathlon is composed, and the order in which they occurred. It also chronicles the history of the event and its champions, the recognition of ancient pentathletes, and considers the event's 18-year modern Olympic history and its influence on its contemporary counterpart, the decathlon. A record book and glossary complete this fresh look at one of the ancient world's most renowned sporting competitions.
Rugby

Collinet, Serge

**Rugby: techniques et skills**
CIO MA 26230 * classif.: 079.253

*Cet ouvrage propose des progressions d'exercices et des skills (compétences) permettant à l'éducateur, l'enseignant ou l'entraîneur de transmettre les techniques aux joueurs qu'il forme.*

Villepreux, Olivier

**Le grand Larousse du rugby**
CIO MA 26229 * classif.: 079.253.06

*Sport de tradition en pleine mutation, sport de combat et d'esquive, de rigueur et de troisième mi-temps, le rugby connaît aujourd'hui une popularité grandissante. Sans doute parce que ce sport a su conserver les valeurs qui l'ont constitué : l'amour du beau jeu, le fair-play, le sens du collectif... Le "Grand Larousse du rugby" vous invite à pénétrer dans ce monde complexe et captivant, que vous soyez néophyte ou passionné.*

Sports équestres / Equestrian

Adelman, Miriam (ed.)... [et al.]

**Gender and equestrian sport: riding around the world**
CIO MA 26108 * classif.: 079.8

*This volume brings together studies from various disciplines of the social sciences and humanities (anthropology, sociology, cultural studies, history and literary theory) that shed light on the equestrian world as a historically gendered and highly dynamic field of contemporary sport and culture.*

Camboulives, Carine

**Équitation: optimisez votre potentiel!: préparation mentale avant, pendant et après la compétition**
CIO MA 26036 * classif.: 079.82

*Cet ouvrage offre des pistes de réflexion et des solutions pour trouver, ou retrouver, du plaisir dans la pratique de l'équitation et atteindre.*

Duguay, Christian

**Jappeloup**
[S.l.]: Pathé Distribution, 2013. – 1 DVD-vidéo (125 min.)
CIO DA 203 * classif.: 079.82.06

*Librement inspiré de la vie et du parcours sportif de Pierre Durand et de son cheval Jappeloup, médaillé d'or en sports équestres, saut d'obstacles (individuel mixte) et médaillé de bronze en sports équestres, saut d'obstacles (par équipes mixte) aux Jeux Olympiques de Séoul (1988).*
Taekwondo

Taekwondo Promotion Foundation

Olympic spirit and taekwondo: 6th International Taekwondo Symposium:
September 3, 2012, Olympic Parktel, Seoul, Korea, hosted by the University of California, Berkeley and Taekwondo Promotion Foundation
CIO MA 25888 * classif.: 079.56

The purpose for this year’s symposium is to present the practice of Olympic spirit through taekwondo, the positive influence it exerts on youth education, and in general, to highlight the value of taekwondo.

Tennis

Bowers, Chris

The International Tennis Federation: a century of contribution to tennis
CIO MA 26018 * classif.: 079.24.06

A lively retelling of the history of tennis, using never-before-published photographs and rare memorabilia. For all fans of tennis, this lavish edition features all the highlights of the game as it developed from the early traditions of lawn tennis to the wildly popular spectator sport of today, including notorious matches; the advances in technology and physical standards for players; the politics of tennis as impacted by world events; and the legends of the game, who have influenced players at the grassroots level.

Werly, Stéphane

La formidable aventure du tennis
CIO MA 25999 * classif.: 079.24.06

Extrêmement populaire à la fin du XIXe siècle, le tennis connaît de nombreux changements au fil des décennies: ses règles évoluent ponctuellement, son organisation se structure progressivement, l'équipement devient davantage performant, la préparation des matches s'effectue de plus en plus minutieusement. Les champions se succèdent et se voient récompensés de sommes en constante augmentation, le loisir s'apparentant désormais à une industrie à part entière. L'ouvrage se veut une description chronologique de la fabuleuse histoire de la petite balle jaune, de l'Antiquité au XXIe siècle, en passant par la paume, les débuts de la distraction, la domination des Mousquetaires, la période des grands champions australiens, la révolution de l'ére open et l'avènement de Roger Federer.

Tennis de table / Table tennis

Fédération française de tennis de table ; Laurent Louvel... [et al.]

L'essentiel du tennis de table (ping-pong): du loisir à la compétition
CIO MA 26001 * classif.: 079.241

Cet ouvrage vous apporte en sept chapitres l'ensemble des connaissances vous permettant de mieux appréhender cette pratique sportive et de progresser : l'histoire et la culture (comprendre la place du tennis de table dans son environnement) ; les règles du jeu (apprêhender l'activité par ses règles et leurs évolutions) ; la santé (découvrir comment le tennis de table est un facteur d'amélioration de la santé) ; le matériel (utiliser les outils qui permettent une bonne pratique) ; les jeux (parvenir à s'amuser et jouer au tennis de table) ; les fondamentaux (connaître les informations pour bien débuter) ; l'entraînement (progresser pour devenir un compétiteur).
Tir / Shooting

Casanova, Daniel
Histoire du tir sportif: armes, clubs, fédérations
CIO MA 25965 * classif.: 079.93.06
Cet ouvrage présente l’histoire du tir et des armes utilisées. En 1896, le baron Pierre de Coubertin, plusieurs fois champion de France de tir, lance les clubs dans l’aventure olympique. L’auteur aborde toutes les disciplines du tir sportif : le biathlon, le pentathlon, etc.

Tir à l’arc / Archery

Archery at the London 2012 Olympic Games
IN: The target: official magazine of the World Archery Federation, no 2(2012), pp. 4-9
Contains:
Full interview of Tom Dielen, Secretary General of World Archery
The greatest Olympic archery competition ever
Olympic archery draws a record TV audience
Paralympic Games – Brown, de Pellegrin, Stutzman among the super humans
22 athletes received Olympic Solidarity scholarships for the London 2012 Olympic Games

Triathlon

ITU
Triathlon 2012: the races - the champions
CIO MA 25810 * classif.: 079.13
Find the best of triathlon of the year 2012.

Voile / Sailing

Evans, Jeremy ; Manley, Pat ; Smith, Barrie
La bible de la voile: du débutant au skipper confirmé, un guide pratique pour tous les marins
CIO MA 26056 * classif.: 079.73
Présentation de ce qu’il faut savoir pour apprécier la plaisance sous toutes ses formes, du dériveur au catamaran de course: dessins techniques, pas à pas, démonstrations, mises en situation et photographies.
Krause, Søren (ed.)

Paul Elvström explains the racing rules of sailing: 2013 - 2016 rules
CIO MA 26195 * classif.: 079.73.06

This bestselling reference for racers includes the full text of the racing rules, and a handy quick reference guide to the latest changes at the front. Bird's-eye illustrations show exactly how to interpret each rule, and there is a section on how to present your case in a protest.

Paul Elvström is a world renowned Olympic gold medallist and legendary sailor. He represented Denmark at nine Olympic Games, winning gold 4 times.

Volleyball

London 2012 Olympic Volleyball Review
IN: Volley World, No 5(2012)
FIVB has published a special issue on the Volleyball tournaments at the Olympic Games in London.